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SUMMARY 
 
Project completion time is of great importance in today’s competitive market. In the 
design process, it is common to overlap design activities incorporating early 
information from precedent activities to shorten the project duration instead of having 
to wait for the confirmed parameter values to arrive after full analysis. However, the 
estimated preliminary information might be different from that obtained after the full 
analysis. Consequently, redesign may be needed in downstream activities to correct this 
discrepancy. Total amount of induced redesign may adversely impact loss in 
productivity and overall design completion. Moreover, when utilizing early 
information, the impact on redesign is characterized by various design factors such as 
number of estimable activities, time to release early information, degree of accuracy of 
early information and redesign duration for each activity.  
 
The objective of this study is to achieve a better understanding of the physics of design 
flow incorporating early information. The concept of utilizing early information and 
redesign has been modeled using the simulation technique. The simulation model 
explicitly considers various design factors that characterize the notion of early 
information and redesign. Other key issues of design processes such as handling 
coupled activities, managing external changes, and overlapping design and construction 
activities have been examined incorporating the notion of early information and 
redesign.  
 
The design processes have been modeled in generalized way so that the simulation 
network can be automatically generated for any design project based on the 
dependency relationships of design activities. The framework of the generalized Auto 
Generated Model (AGeM) uses the concepts of Activity Specific Nodes and Links to 
model the internal processes of design activities, and Connecting Nodes and Links to 
model the information flow between activities. Design attributes that make up the 
properties of the network are integrated with different arrays that provide significant 
flexibility in handling diverse types of workflow in the design process. The templates 
of the AGeM are found to be very apt in modeling the design process for any specific 
project just by changing the input matrices and form the basis for evaluating the 
physics of design flow. 
 
The study characterizes the project performance metrics of design completion and loss 
in productivity through sensitivity studies of the parameters of the simulation model. 
As can be found, different factors have different impacts on project performance 
metrics. Nevertheless, under the right design factors, the use of early information can 
be exploited without compromising project performance. As can be found for the case 
study, early information sharing from 34 activities (out of 83) can shorten the design 
completion from 432 to 303 days (30% reduction) with a loss in productivity of 5% (80 
man-days). The reduction could be as high as up to 56% with only 10% loss in 
productivity. The sensitivity studies would provide valuable insight that project 
managers can take into account when utilizing early information in design. Finally, the 
study proposes a framework of systematic overlapping strategy using genetic algorithm 
(GA) method. Through Overlapping Strategy Matrix (OSM), the GA model searches 
for an optimal combination of design activities to be overlapped eliminating 
unnecessary redesign so that the loss in productivity would be minimized. As depicted 
in the illustrative case project, optimization can save the loss in productivity as high as 
80% without significant delay or even no delay in design completion time. Such 
optimization would further encourage project managers to overlap design activities 
incorporating early information. 
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Time to complete a project is one of the key aspects in today’s competitive 
market especially where LD (Liquidated Damages) is very high. In the stages 
to realize a project in the AEC (Architecture/Engineering/Construction) 
industry, design and construction are of great importance and have been the 
areas of much research. Effective design is the prerequisite for the successful 
construction of a project.  
 
Research on management of design and engineering in construction projects is 
insufficient and needs to be better controlled (Koskela et al., 1997; Rui and 
Linying, 2008). Comparatively less attention had been paid on design 
management since design phase represents a small portion of the overall cost 
of a construction project (Knight and Fayek, 2002). Nevertheless, design 
process consumes approximately 22% of project activity time (Moreau and 
Back, 2000) and can take several months and years for large projects. 
Unplanned design often causes project failure and design defects. Design-
caused errors are the biggest category that affect project delivery time and cost 
(Bubshait et al., 1999; Burati et al., 1992). Hence, in the quest of schedule 
compression, a comprehensive study on design flow management may 
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1.2 Background 
A construction project involves both design and construction tasks and 
requires a reliable schedule for the design process and construction operation 
with an aim to minimize the duration and cost for the project. Increasing 
attention has been paid to the control of design schedule since construction is 
commonly delayed by the lateness of design deliverables including drawings, 
calculations, and reports (Wang et al., 2006). Difficulties arise in the design 
phase since design activities are highly and even cyclically dependent on each 
other for design information (parameters). Moreover, diverse parties across 
organizations are typically involved in various activities in design, leading to 
complexity in design coordination. Similar problems in the design phase have 
been reported by Alarcón & Mardones (1998). Their study showed that there 
are two main problems in design: there is a lack of information coordination 
and the designers do not deliver enough information on time to the 
construction field and to other participants in the design process which result 
in a chaotic scene. These information dependencies inadvertently lengthen the 
design process.  
 
Increasing demand for schedule compression further complicated the 
coordination of information flow in design (Bogus et al., 2006). To compress 
design schedule, the idea of overlapping design activities (or concurrent 
execution of design activities) has received much attention in manufacturing 
industry, and to a lesser extend in construction (Bogus et al., 2005). However, 
overlapping is accompanied with the possibility of redesign in a downstream 
activity since it uses incomplete early information. Research is ongoing to 
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effectively manage overlapping and efficient coordination of information 
flow. Most of the researches (e.g. Bogus et al., 2005; Krishnan et al., 1997; 
Ouertani, 2008; Pena-Mora and Li, 2001) considered only a subset of 
activities or phases for overlapping. Some researches (e.g. Dzeng, 2006; 
Maheswari et al., 2006) estimated overall project completion using concurrent 
execution but omitted redesign. On the other hand, some researches (Bhuiyan 
et al., 2004; Li Pheng et al., 2003; Yassine et al., 1999) considered redesign 
when estimating overall design completion, but did not explicitly consider 
multiple dependencies which is common in design. Moreover, the literature 
suggests that various design factors may have different impact on redesign and 
design completion when overlapping design activities. Project characterization 
based on the design factors would be worthwhile for managerial decision on 
overlapping.  
 
To further shorten project delivery time, design and construction activities are 
overlapped (Blacud et al., 2009; Gill et al., 2005). Nevertheless, there is no 
complete model to integrate design and construction activities considering 
multiple dependencies and incorporating early information in design.  
 
1.3 Research Opportunities 
This section describes the gaps and research opportunities associated with 
managing design process when utilizing early information.  
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1.3.1 Early Information in Design 
Design duration can be reduced by obtaining early information from precedent 
design activity(s), so that design activities can be overlapped (Bogus et al., 
2005; Krishnan et al., 1997). However, this overlapping is accompanied by the 
possibility of redesign downstream because the early information utilized may 
differ from that obtained after full analysis. Peña-Mora and Li (2001) 
proposed strategies for starting downstream activity early through overlapping 
with upstream activity by dividing activities into various intervals in terms of 
upstream evolution and downstream sensitivity. Bogus et al. (2006) also 
described overlapping strategies with an aim to minimize redesign in 
downstream activities. The abovementioned researches considered only single 
dependencies, i.e. a pair of dependent activities. With multiple dependencies it 
is very complicated to account for the impact of redesign. However, the effect 
of this redesign on the overall project completion is an important consideration 
in project planning.  
 
The impact on redesign is characterized by various design factors when using 
early information. These factors mainly include degree of accuracy of early 
information, time to release early information, probability of redesign, 
redesign duration for each activity. The more accurate the early information is 
the less likely redesign will be required in downstream activities. On the other 
hand, the less time there is to release early information, the greater reduction 
in project duration there will be. The accuracy of early information and the 
time to release this early information are characterized by the evolution rate of 
design activities (Bogus et al., 2005; Krishnan et al., 1997). Furthermore, the 
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probability of redesign and the time to do redesign are characterized by the 
sensitivity of the downstream activities (Krishnan et al., 1997; Ouertani, 
2008). The impact on project performance metrics (design completion and 
amount of redesign) due to each design factor should be thoroughly examined. 
Moreover, presence of coupled activities that forms a loop in terms of 
information dependency makes design process more complex when utilizing 
early information. 
 
1.3.2 Handling Iteration and Feedback Loop 
Iteration is a fundamental characteristic of complex design process (Cho and 
Eppinger, 2005) though it is viewed differently by different researchers. As 
stated in Reinertsen (1997), iteration is a strategy to improve or converge 
design solution. Similarly, Safoutin and Smith (1996) mentioned that iteration 
is a technique to solve engineering optimization problems. Moreover, 
Eisenhardt and Tabrizi (1995) conflictingly depicted iteration as a costly 
problem which should be avoided, a useful means of improving design, or 
even a catalyst for innovation. On the other hand, Smith and Eppinger (1997b) 
described iteration as the repetition of design activities due to arrival or 
discovery of new information which is actually redesign of a design activity. 
This redesign excludes any repetitive work within a single task’s execution (as 
noticed in Reinertsen) and is solely due to arrival of new information from the 
execution of other tasks (Cho and Eppinger, 2005). For the time being, 
iteration is considered for receiving new information when an activity starts its 
analysis with incomplete information from its predecessors. Iteration due to 
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any external changes to the project or redirection that would involve re-
planning the entire process will be considered later. 
 
In practice, redesign due to iteration can be of two basic types during the 
design process. Firstly, if information/parameter(s) produced by a design 
activity can be estimated earlier (i.e. incomplete information), the succeeding 
activity(s) can be started earlier and hence greater concurrency can be 
achieved. This estimated information might not be 100% accurate and 
consequently, reiteration is needed for succeeding activity(s) when it is 
eventually found to be significantly different, as mentioned earlier. Secondly, 
iteration is desirable to solve coupled activities in complex design process 
where no activity can start its analysis with precedent confirmed information. 
In this case, activities are allowed to start with incomplete information and 
design can be finalized by “Sit & settle” or through “Repetition” of coupled 
activities so that design solution converges to a specified workable range. 
However, modeling iteration due to use of early information and handling 
coupled activities is still a big concern in design. Design might face 
unanticipated delay and cost overrun due to surprise rework if not properly 
quantified and scheduled accordingly. 
 
1.3.3 External Changes in Design 
Moreover, changes are very common in any design project and may arise from 
various sources and at different stages of the project. Changes in design can be 
internal and external. Internal changes are caused by uncertainties that belong 
to engineering processes, including iterative design loops and work 
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interdependencies. Such internal changes have been considered in the two 
earlier sections when modeling design process using the concept of early 
information sharing. On the other hand, external changes are requested by the 
clients because of unforeseen events (Gil et al., 2006; Han et al., 2009). Apart 
from client requests, external changes could arise from other sources such as: 
change initiated by construction method or field condition, change initiated by 
fabricator or supplier and so on (Burati et al., 1992; Love and Li, 2000). 
Internal change does not affect project goals, whereas external changes may 
affect project objectives causing changes in many design parameters.  
 
When a change is initiated, clients need to use decision-making techniques for 
evaluation and comparison in order to decide on the change option (Motawa et 
al., 2007). Changes could propagate to other activities in downstream causing 
costly redesign (Lee et al., 2006). Predicting the interrelated design changes 
that result from external changes is a great challenge for the design team 
(Mokhtar et al., 2000) and failure to anticipate such impacts can cause 
considerable delay and cost overrun for the project requiring dispute resolution 
with consequent loss of customer satisfaction (Dvir and Lechler, 2004; Love, 
2002; Motawa et al., 2007). Project managers must understand how changes 
can influence the behavior of the project system and react accordingly to these 
changes (Love et al., 2002). A major concern is to trace the propagation of 
changes among various design disciplines due to lack of required linking 
knowledge (Mokhtar et al., 1998). Current design and management tools do 
not allow identifying the possible impact on subsequent activities that will be 
influenced by a proposed change (Isaac and Navon, 2008).  
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1.3.4 Overlapping Design and Construction Activities 
In practice, for most of the projects, design phase is followed by the 
construction phase and each of the phases is done by its own team members. 
This approach suffers many problems in terms of buildability and 
constructability (Alarcón and Mardones, 1998; Lam et al., 2006), and most 
importantly, this sequential execution lengthens the overall project completion 
time (Blacud et al., 2009). The buildability and constructability issue has been 
addressed in many researches (e.g. Anumba and Evbuomwan, 1996; Faniran 
et al., 2001; Lam et al., 2006). During the construction phase, difficulties arise 
due to inconsistencies among drawing and specifications, lack of coordination 
among specialists, designer with little construction knowledge and non-
technical specifications. At this instance, various techniques have been 
adopted in order to integrate design and construction such as inviting 
construction expertise early at the design stage; judging a design based on the 
buildability score; providing guidelines for implementing the concept of 
constructability and so on (Lam et al., 2006; Song et al., 2009).  
 
On the other hand, in order to shorten the overall project completion time, 
design and construction activities are overlapped (Blacud et al., 2009; Gill et 
al., 2005). By overlapping, construction activity begins before the design is 
finalized. However, the final design may differ from the early utilized design 
parameter that may cause rework in the downstream construction activity. 
Constriction rework is very costly and may adversely impact the overall 
project completion time. Peña-mora and Li (2001) proposed a framework of 
overlapping for two sequential activities to minimize the risk of rework in 
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downstream activity using the concept of upstream evolution rate and 
downstream sensitivity to change in upstream parameter. Blacud et al. (2009) 
also described a framework to characterize the sensitivity of downstream 
construction activities and hence to minimize the risk of construction rework. 
However, these two studies considered only single dependency between one 
upstream design activity and a downstream construction activity. With 
multiple dependencies it is very complicated to account for impact of rework. 
Effect of this rework on the overall project completion is an important 
consideration in project planning.  
 
1.3.5 Optimal Strategy for overlapping 
Typically, it is thought that overlapping is useful for activities on critical path 
to reduce the design completion time (Jinmin et al., 2003). However, if 
overlapping is done only for activities on the critical path, it may generate new 
critical path(s) so that overlapping for activities on new critical path become 
worthwhile. On the other hand, the probability of redesign due to multiple 
dependencies makes it difficult to determine which activity on the critical path 
should be overlapped. Moreover, overlapping activities which never falls on 
the critical path will only add unnecessary redesign without shortening design 
completion time. With increasing number of design activities and 
dependencies among them, it is very hard to find an optimal overlapping 
strategy under which a design schedule with minimum lead time and 
minimum amount of expected redesign would be produced. Some artificial 
intelligent search approach may be needed to find an optimal combination of 
design activities to be overlapped for a design project.  
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1.3.6 Simulation Model 
From the abovementioned discussions, it is clear that engineering projects are 
dynamic in nature and most of the events are stochastic. Any change in values 
or deviations in the upstream parameters affect the downstream activities’ 
parameters. So, subsequent impacts must be considered in order to properly 
manage the project. Simulation technique would be more appropriate at this 
instance rather than manual tracking. As noticed by Bhuiyan et al. (2004), 
simulation can include most of the relevant aspects of reality. Moreover, in 
scheduling the design process and analyzing construction operations, Discrete 
event simulation (DES) has been found to be very effective (e.g. Ahuja and 
Nandakumar, 1985; Chua and Li, 2002; Lee and Arditi, 2006; Senior, 1995). 
As argued by Lee and Arditi (2006), discrete event simulation appears to be 
the most reliable method of predicting the total behavior of a network that 
displays probabilistic and stochastic features. 
 
Nevertheless, developing a practical simulation model can be very tedious and 
expert knowledge on simulation technique is required (Chua and Li, 2001). As 
stated in Yuan et al. (1993), modeling a complicated system can be very time-
consuming even for the experienced simulation modeler, and the advantages 
of the simulation model cannot be fully exploited unless the time-consuming 
process of learning and using a simulation language is reduced. Moreover, 
every design project in the construction industry is unique in nature and not 
repetitive. Various activities, parties, and resources are involved in a single 
project. They are dependent on each other and their dependencies also differ 
from project to project. As a result, a simulation model developed for one 
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project usually cannot be readily applied to another. Thus a generalized 
method for autogeneration of simulation network would be worthwhile in time 
and cost savings.  
 
1.4 Objective of the Study 
Project completion time is of great importance in today’s Construction 
Industry. Early information sharing can reduce design completion time 
considering the adverse impact of redesign. Nevertheless, project performance 
metrics of total duration and expected amount of redesign are characterized by 
various design factors when utilizing early information. It is important to 
understand how the design flow is influenced by these factors so that a right 
combination of these factors can be exploited without compromising the 
project performance. Consequently, the objective of this thesis is to study the 
physics of design flow incorporating early information in design. Particularly, 
factors that are considered to be most significant in characterizing project 
performance metrics are studied using simulation model. Hence the principal 
objectives of this project are as follows: 
1) To examine the concept of using early information for greater 
concurrency in an attempt to reduce design completion while taking 
into account the time required for redesign. 
2) To study the impact of iteration and feedback loop on redesign and on 
the overall design completion time. 
3) To depict the change propagation in downstream activities due to 
different degrees of change that might be initiated at different stages 
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during a design project and overall impact of these changes on design 
process.  
4) To develop an integrated schedule for design and construction works 
incorporating early information sharing in the design process. 
5) To propose a framework to find an optimal strategy of overlapping 
design activities. 
 
1.5 Scope of the Study 
As mentioned, two measures: design completion time and expected amount of 
redesign or loss in productivity are the main criteria to assess the project 
performance when early information is incorporated in design. Though 
additional cost of redesign can also be used in assessing project performance 
and cost can be derived knowing the expected amount of redesign, the cost 
component is not considered in this study to avoid complexity. Hence, this 
research seeks to quantify the time saved using early information (through 
estimation) and the additional time subsequently needed for redesign 
considering multiple dependencies between activities. To achieve this, the 
simulation technique has been utilized to model the design process including 
redesign. The simulation model explicitly considers the interaction of 
information flow among the activities and measures the loss in productivity 
due to redesign. 
 
Design process also involves coupled activities in complex design network 
where no activity can start its analysis with precedent confirmed information. 
Moreover, changes are common in design and a change in the upstream 
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activity propagates to other downstream design activities. Predicting change 
propagation and proper quantification of the change impact on redesign and on 
the design duration is important to manage the design process. Handling 
coupled activities and managing external changes become further complicated 
when design activities are overlapped. The simulation model considers these 
two aspects of design when incorporating early information and studies 
different factors that affect project performance.  
 
This study extends the concept of utilizing early information in construction 
activities as well. A framework to overlap design and construction activities 
incorporating early information sharing in design will be proposed in this 
study. Following the framework, a simulation model would be developed to 
quantify the impact on rework for design and construction activities and 
overall impact on project completion time.  
 
1.6 Research Methodology 
Based on the above discussion, the research methodology can be described as 
a flow chart shown in Figure 1.1. Research methodology includes, first of all, 
setting the goals for the project. For this, an extensive study has been made of 
the literature throughout the project so that the physics of the design flow can 
be thoroughly understood. The underlying theory would be developed in order 
to achieve the desired goals; bearing in mind the issues described in the earlier 
sections. An appropriate model would be built up to describe the developed 
theory and to apply it effectively in the construction industry. Firstly, design 
process would be modeled to study the effects of various design factors related  
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Figure 1.1 Flow Chart of the Research Methodology 
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to early information sharing and redesign. Subsequently, other issues such as 
handling coupled activities, depicting change propagation due to external 
changes and overlapping design and construction activities would be modeled 
using the notions of early information sharing.  
 
The simulation technique would be used to develop the model to cope with the 
stochastic nature of the design process. The model development would be 
generalized using the template of generalized internal processes and various 
sub-category matrices that would allow significant flexibility in handling 
diverse types of workflow and design factors. The generalized model would be 
able to automatically generate the network for any design project. The concept 
of auto generation would be useful since developing the simulation network 
for each project individually is expensive and knowledge demanding. After 
that, the developed model would be validated through the case study. For this, 
data have been collected from the industry during the course of the study.  
 
1.7 Outline of the Thesis 
This thesis is organized into eight chapters and each chapter explicitly 
illustrates the steps taken to achieve the objectives of this study. Figure 1.2 
depicts the flow chart of the thesis and briefly described below.  
 
Chapter one starts with the background of this study followed by identifying 
the research opportunities. Then the chapter stated the objectives and scope of 
this study and finally presents the structure of the thesis.  
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Figure 1.2 Structure of the thesis 
Chapter One: Introduction 
 Research Background 
 Research Opportunities 
 Objectives and Scope 
 Thesis Organization 
Chapter Two: Literature Review 
 Literature on Design process 
and Project Management 
 Problem Identification 
Chapter Three: Generalized 
Model for Design Process 
 Generalized Model for 
Simulation Network 
 Autogeneration of Simulation 
Network 
Chapter Four: Overlapping Design 
Activities 
 Early Information Sharing and 
Redesign 
 Design Factors Related to Early 
Information Sharing 
 Project Characterization 
Chapter Five: Other Key Aspects 
When Overlapping Design Activities 
 Handling Iteration and Feedback 
Loop 
 Managing External Changes 
 Overlapping Design and 
Construction Activities 
Chapter Six: Optimizing Early 
Information Sharing 
 Problem Formulation and 
Model Development with GA 
 Search Approach 
 Result and Analysis 
Chapter Eight: Conclusions and 
Recommendations 
 Conclusions and Research 
Contributions 
 Research Implications 
 Directions for Future Studies 
Chapter Seven: Case Study 
 Result and Analysis 
 Optimal Strategy for 
Overlapping 
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Chapter two presents a detail review on studies related to early information 
sharing in design and managing design process. Starting with an overview of 
different scheduling techniques in managing design process, the literature 
identifies various design factors that may affect redesign and design duration 
when design activities are overlapped. Arising from the literature review, a 
number of research problems and gaps of design flow management are 
identified.  
 
Chapter three presents a framework of generalized model for the design 
process which is able to autogenerate the simulation network for any design 
project based on the dependency relationships and various attributes of the 
design activities. This chapter clearly demonstrates how a design network can 
be readily modeled using only a few nodes and links in the generalized model. 
The generalized approach to autogenerate simulation network will ease the 
development of simulation model for individual projects and hence different 
design factors can be studied with minimum effort. The effectiveness of the 
generalized approach is then described with a case study of 83 design 
activities.  
 
Following the generalized approach of developing simulation model, Chapter 
four models the design process to overlap design activities using the notion of 
early information sharing and redesign. Design factors that affect project 
performance are considered in the simulation model. Detail results are 
presented for an illustrative case example.  
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Simulation model presented in Chapter four is extended in Chapter Five to 
model other issues of design process using the notion of early information 
sharing. This chapter describes modeling iteration and feedback loop for 
coupled activities; change propagation and subsequent impact of external 
change; and integrated schedule for design and construction phases. Different 
design factors that affect project performance are explained with illustrative 
case examples. 
 
Chapter six proposes a framework to search for an optimal strategy of 
overlapping design activities using genetic algorithm (GA). Simulation model 
developed in this study which utilizes the estimated information to schedule 
the design project considering expected redesign, have been integrated with 
GA. The effectiveness of the model has been investigated with an illustrative 
case example to search for an optimal strategy of concurrent execution of 
design activities. 
 
Chapter seven presents results and analyses for a real case study of 83 design 
activities. The effectiveness of the proposed model has been described with 
sensitivity studies. Overlapping for the case study has been also optimized 
using the GA search approach. 
 
Finally, Chapter eight summarizes the conclusions and research contributions 
derived from this study. Arising from the findings, some implications are 
pointed out that project managers can take into account in managing the 
design process. The chapter concludes with some future research directions.  






Construction Industries are facing great challenges in scheduling the design 
and construction activities for a project with reduced duration and quantifying 
the impact of rework. Design activities as well as construction tasks are highly 
dependent on information and/or clearance from other activities/parties which 
inevitably lengthen the duration of the project. Early information sharing in 
design (i.e. overlapping design activities) can shorten project duration though 
it has adverse impact of redesign. Various studies have been done in order to 
manage design projects with reduced duration.  
 
This chapter presents a critical review on studies related to early information 
sharing in design and managing design process. The literature starts with an 
overview of different scheduling techniques in managing the design process 
that leads to overlapping design activities. The literature then describes 
various design factors that may affect redesign and design completion when 
overlapping design activities. This literature also describes relevant studies to 
illustrate various techniques in project management with their effectiveness 
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2.2 Managing Design Process 
Managing the design process is of great concern in the construction industry 
since construction is commonly delayed by the lateness of design deliverables 
including drawings, calculations, and reports (Wang et al., 2006). Increasing 
attention has been paid to the control of design schedule. Numerous 
scheduling techniques have been proposed in the past few decades and some 
of them are described below.  
 
2.2.1 Some Scheduling Techniques 
Among the scheduling techniques, the most widely used one is the Critical 
Path Method (CPM) that was developed in the period of 1956-1959 to 
schedule the various tasks to be performed for a project (Moder et al., 1983; 
O’Brien, 1993). This method has been found to be very effective in network-
based project management despite its numerous limitations. In the application 
of the CPM to design management, it has modeling limitations in presenting 
information dependencies and loop, and early information sharing and 
redesign. Moreover, CPM follows traditional finish-start dependency which 
lengthens project duration (as depicted in Figure 2.1).  
 
Program Evaluation and Review Technique (PERT) which has been 
commonly used in conjunction with the CPM, uses a probabilistic activity 
duration instead of deterministic duration used in the CPM (Moder et al., 
1983; Wiest, 1977). Other than the probabilistic duration, PERT has similar 
network representation problems as the CPM.  
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Figure 2.1 Standard CPM network 
 
In an attempt to reduce project duration, Critical Chain Method (CCM) (Rand, 
2000; Steyn, 2001, 2002) cuts off duration for each activity and puts a buffer 
at the end of the critical chain and near critical chain (see Figure 2.2). 
However, the activity network for CCM is similar to the CPM or PERT and 
thus, it also falls short in handling concurrency and in modeling information 
exchange for interdependent activities. These traditional techniques do not 
facilitate the study of the effect of variations and delays within an iterative 
process involved in a design (Austin et al., 2000). 
 
 
Figure 2.2 Standard CCM network 
 
On the other hand, Design Structure Matrix (DSM) has been found to be very 
effective in identifying and managing information flow between activities, 
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ordering tasks for concurrency and reducing cyclical loops (Malmström et al., 
1999; Oloufa et al., 2004; Pektas and Pultar, 2006; Yassine et al., 1999). The 
DSM is a square matrix with equal rows and columns corresponding to the 
number of design activities. The design activities are listed in rows and 
columns sequentially in the same order and a mark is placed in the matrix if 
there is an information flow (or parameter dependency) from one activity to 
the other (see Table 2.1). A mark below the diagonal indicates that an activity 
is dependent on information which has been produced by a preceding activity, 
whereas a mark  above the diagonal  represents that an activity is dependent on 
 
Table 2.1 DSM in order to show the dependency 
 
Activity A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 A6 A7 
A1               
A2 x      x       
A3 x  x          
A4 x    x         
A5   x   x       
A6     x         
A7   x     x x   
 
information that is yet to be produced by a succeeding activity. The second 
scenario implies that an upstream activity requires information from a 
downstream activity, which could lead to a case of redesign when the 
information utilized in the upstream activity has been found to differ from that 
produced by the downstream activity. A third scenario exists as indicated by 
the rectangle of Table 2.1 which gives rise to an iteration and feedback loop. 
Upstream activity A2 requires information from downstream activity A4 while 
A4 requires information from A3 and A3, in turn, requires information from A2, 
thus creating a cyclical dependency among the three activities. It is possible to 
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re-sequence the activities so that iteration and feedback loops are minimized 
through the method of partitioning the matrix (Steward, 1991).  
 
Although the DSM can produce an appropriate order of design activities to 
account for information dependency and minimize feedback loops, it is typical 
that the design schedule strictly following this order by waiting for confirmed 
parameters from preceding design activities far exceeds the duration of the 
project. Though Maheswari and Varghese (2005) used the DSM for project 
scheduling and compressed the schedule with overlapping, they ignored the 
impact of redesign while utilizing preliminary information. The following 
section presents some studies on overlapping strategies in design projects.  
 
2.3 Overlapping Design Activities 
As discussed by Yazdani and Holmes (1999), in sequential product definition, 
each design stage is completed before hand-over to the next which gives a low 
level of risk for product but adversely affect the duration of the project while 
in the concurrent model, stages overlap and cost and time are minimized. 
Overlapping is known as starting a downstream activity with incomplete or 
early estimated information from its upstream activity (Bogus et al., 2006; 
Krishnan et al., 1997; Yassine et al., 1999). Once upstream activity finalizes 
its information/parameters, there might be some mismatch between final 
parameters and early provided incomplete parameters. In that case, 
downstream activity may need some redesign to correct for the new confirmed 
parameters. Thus, benefit gained from shortening design completion time may 
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be outweighed by the additional effort required for redesign (Zheng and Hong-
Sen, 2005).  
 
2.3.1 Frameworks of Overlapping  
Several researches have been done for effective strategies of overlapping and 
managing design process. Among them, Krishnan et al. (1997) described a 
detail framework of overlapping strategy for a pair of dependent design 
activities and modeled rework iteration by revising downstream activity until 
upstream information had been finalized. They considered two main factors 
during overlapping: upstream evolution and downstream sensitivity. The term 
evolution refers to the refinement rate of the upstream information from its 































Figure 2.3 Concept of design evolution rate 
 
two types of evolution rate that are considered during design of an activity. 
The faster the evolution rate, the lower the probability that downstream 
activity will require redesign if it begins before the upstream activity is 
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finalized and vice versa. On the other hand, sensitivity is a measure of 
additional effort that is required for redesign of downstream activity due to a 
change in an upstream activity. As can be depicted in Figure 2.4, the lower the 
sensitivity to changes in upstream information the less risky it is to begin a 
downstream activity early and vice versa. Hence, the best overlapping should 
occur among fast evolving upstream activities and downstream activities with 



















































Figure 2.4 Concept of downstream sensitivity 
 
Terwiesch and Loch (1999); Pena-Mora and Li (2001) also described a similar 
framework for overlapping activities. For example, Pena-Mora and Li divided 
an activity into various intervals based on the production rate (i.e. evolution 
rate) of the activity (see Figure 2.5). The amount that can be overlapped was 
then characterized based on the production rate, upstream production 
reliability and the sensitivity of downstream activity. 
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Figure 2.5 Dividing activity based on production rate (taken from Peña-
Mora and Li 2001)  
 
Some other researchers such as Bhuiyan et al. (2004), Bogus et al. (2005, 
2006), and Ouertani (2008) extended this overlapping concept in further detail. 
Bhuiyan et al. categorized the redesign probability for different degrees of 
overlapping and functional interaction between activities. Bogus et al. 
identified various factors that influenced upstream evolution and downstream 
sensitivity, and provided direction to accelerate evolution rate and lower 
downstream sensitivity. Ouertani also discussed overlapping strategies by 
considering three factors: completeness, variability, and sensitivity. Austin et 
al. (2000) and Maheswari et al. (2006), on the other hand, categorized the 
strength of information dependencies for greater concurrency.  
 
The aforementioned studies provide useful insights on different factors when 
overlapping design activities to shorten design completion time. However, 
these studies considered only a pair of dependent activities (i.e. single 
dependencies) and would be cumbersome to model the interaction of multiple 
activities. If an activity starts with incomplete information from more than one 
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redesign to the downstream activity. Overlapping with multiple predecessor 
activities will increase the probability of redesign in downstream activity. 
Hence, considering multiple dependencies, the expected amount of redesign 
must be quantified so that the impact of redesign on overall design project 
could be observed to decide on concurrent execution of design activities.  
 
Cho and Eppinger (2005) developed a simulation model for managing 
complex design project and considered overlapping activities with multiple 
predecessors. However, this model only allowed a certain percentage of an 
activity to be completed using preliminary information, and completing the 
remaining work was allowable only after the final information from upstream 
activity had been received. In this case, full benefit of overlapping may not be 
obtained. Jinmin et al. (2003) also proposed a framework to overlap design 
activities with multiple dependencies by considering two factors: how early an 
activity could release information to its successor, and when an activity would 
require information from its predecessor. Nevertheless, this idea is similar to 
the precedence diagram method (PDM) which is a traditional network-based 
project management approach (O’Brien, 1993). In this modeling, start of an 
activity was still constrained by the precedent confirmed information so that 
the overlapping concept could not be fully incorporated. A similar scheduling 
approach was described in Maheshwari and Varghese (2005); however, they 
did not consider for redesign when an activity could be started with 
preliminary incomplete information.  
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An extensive study is a prerequisite to study the affect of overlapping in 
design process considering all factors such as upstream evolution, downstream 
sensitivity, information interaction, additional effort to do redesign, multiple 
dependencies and so on.  
 
2.4 Iteration and Feedback Loop in Design 
Design is a complex process which involves many iterations across design 
activities (Cho and Eppinger, 2005; Wang et al., 2006). As mentioned in 
Ballard (2000), iteration is desirable and it adds value in the design process. 
Iteration has been described differently by different researchers. As described 
by Reinertsen (1997), iteration is a repetitive work within a single task’s 
execution in order to improve or converge design solution. Similarly, 
Eisenhardt and Tabrizi (1995) and Safoutin and Smith (1996) mentioned 
iteration as a technique to solve engineering optimization problems or even a 
catalyst for innovation. This type of iteration is a part of a design activity and 
is accounted when estimating the duration for that specific activity. On the 
other hand, there is a second type of iteration which is repetition or redesign of 
design activity due to arrival of new information from its precedent activity 
(e.g. Krishnan et al., 1997; Smith and Eppinger, 1997a, 1997b; Wang et al., 
2006).  
 
During the design process, redesign due to iteration can be of two basic types. 
Firstly, as mentioned in the earlier section, it is common to overlap design 
activities using early information to shorten project development time. In this 
case, a design activity may need reiteration if the early utilized information is 
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found to be significantly different than the finalized one. Secondly, a complex 
design process often involves interdependent design activities in terms of 
information exchange among them (Cho and Eppinger, 2005; Maheswari and 
Varghese, 2007; Smith and Tjandra, 1998). This scenario has been depicted 
earlier in Table 2.1 (marked by the rectangle) which forms a loop and no 
activity can start its analysis with precedent confirmed information. In this 
case, design activities are allowed to start their analysis with incomplete 
information and design is finalized with iteration. Nevertheless, modeling 
iteration for coupled design activities is still a challenging job and unplanned 
iteration will cause time and cost overrun for the project (Love et al., 2008).  
 
2.4.1 Iteration Model for Coupled Activities 
Smith and Eppinger (1997a, 1997b) presented two different iteration models 
for coupled activities in engineering design. Firstly, using reward Markov 
chain, they modeled coupled activities in sequential order where only one 
activity is allowed to start at a time without complete precedent information 
and redesign is also done for its successor based on feedback from that activity 
only. The model only suggested an initial ordering of coupled activities with 
minimized expected duration. But this model might cause too much repetition 
for an activity which is not desirable for the project in construction industry. 
The model also did not quantify how much redesign would be needed and the 
overall impact of this redesign on design completion. In the later model, 
instead of sequential ordering, they modeled coupled activities with parallel 
iteration where a number of design activities were underway at one time. The 
model identified the controlling feature/activity which would have dominant 
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effect on couple activities. However, the model did not suggest how to 
incorporate early information to other design activities along with the coupled 
activities.  
 
 Iteration arises between two activities with 
complete loop and conducted by a single 
design farm.
Iteration arises among at least three 
activities conducted by a single design firm.
A complete loop.
Iteration arises between two activities 
conducted by different design farms.
An incomplete loop.
Iteration arises between two activities 
conducted by different design farms.
A complete loop. Both A and D depend on 
each other and each may have its own 
successors.
Iteration arises among numerous activities 
performed by different design firms.
One downstream activity causes redesign to 
numerous upstream activities.
An incomplete loop
Iteration arises among numerous activities 
performed by different design firms.
Numerous downstream activities cause 
redesign to a single upstream activity.
An incomplete loop




Figure 2.6 Interdependent design activities (Taken form Wang et al., 
2006) 
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Wang et al. (2006) also modeled design iterations for coupled activities and 
they identified six types of interdependent design activities as depicted in 
Figure 2.6. However, these dependencies can easily be represented with the 
DSM and the activities in all the incomplete loops can be executed in a 
sequential order (e.g. Maheswari et al., 2006; Steward, 1991). Moreover, the 
scheduling model presented by Wang et al. suggested that increasing number 
of iteration would not significantly affect overall design completion, though 
the model did not quantify the expected amount of redesign due to large 
number of iterations. Their study also did not model the number of iterations 
that would be needed to obtain a design solution for activities involved in a 
loop. In the Estimation of the completion time for coupled activities proposed 
by Enzhen and Shi-Iie (2006), they also did not consider the expected amount 
of redesign due to repetition of design activities and overall impact on entire 
design project. 
 
Maheswari et al. (2006), on the other hand, proposed a framework to sequence 
design activities in concurrent engineering projects including activities 
involved in a loop. They made two critical assumptions when sequencing 
design activities: reliability of information and strength of the dependency. 
Based on these two criteria, loops were resolved by tearing and partitioning 
process. However, their scheduling technique did not consider redesign if the 
assumptions made were incorrect. In a later study, Maheswari et al. (2007) 
considered redesign due to iteration and modeled coupled activities 
considering slow and fast iteration. For slow iteration, an activity waited for 
information from all of its predecessors and then repeated while in fast 
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iteration, an activity repeated whenever new information from any of its 
predecessors was available. The selection of speed strategy varied from case to 
case and the influencing factors were found to be: sequencing of activities, 
redesign probability, duration for each activity and so on. Further research is 
needed to investigate the critical factors that govern the execution sequence. 
Moreover, this study only considered activities involved in a loop. Modeling 
iterations for coupled activities along with other design activities for a design 
project would be more cumbersome.  
 
Though Chun-Hsien et al. (2003) proposed a scheduling technique for coupled 
activities along with other design activities, the study did not address how to 
settle down the loop considering detail interdependencies. In their model, 
coupled activities were identified with the DSM and activities were initially 
scheduled ignoring the information dependencies above the diagonal of the 
DSM. For iteration, it was assumed that all the design activities involved in a 
loop would be redesigned once for a single iteration for that loop. The model 
also assumed that the subsequent downstream activities would be deferred 
until all the activities in the loop had been redesigned. Durations for some 
downstream activities were shortened to catch up the delay caused by the 
iteration. However, shortening the duration for an activity requires additional 
resource so that total workload will be the same, and sometime shortening 
may not be possible due to the procedural steps of the design activity. Hence 
modeling iteration along with other design activities is still a big concern in 
design project.  
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2.5 Handling External Changes in Design 
Managing changes in design is of great importance in controlling delay and 
cost overrun. This is especially so if the design team fails to trace change 
propagation in the downstream due to change from external sources in 
upstream activities. This is because, design network is complex in terms of 
dependency relationships and a change rarely occurs alone so that it has 
interacting effects on other systems (Clarkson et al., 2004; Eckert et al., 2004).  
 
Eckert et al. (2004) conducted an extensive study on change in design and 
provided some counter measures to cope with the propagated changes. In their 
study, they mentioned two different sources of change: emergent change and 
initiated change. The former type of change has been discussed earlier while 
the latter is associated with an external change. As noticed, and is also evident 
in Gil et al. (2006) and Han et al. (2009), external changes are requested by the 
clients because of unforeseen events such as new customer requirements, 
innovation in design, problems with past designs and so on. Apart from client 
requests, external changes could also arise from other sources such as: change 
initiated by construction method or field condition, change initiated by 
fabricator or supplier and so on (Burati et al., 1992; Love and Li, 2000).  
 
Since changes are very common and may arise from different sources at 
different stages of the project and propagate to subsequent downstream 
activities, various researches suggested different approaches to predict change 
propagation and to mange propagated changes. Eckert et al. (2004) and 
Motawa et al. (2007) provided some theoretical frameworks to understand 
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change propagation and possible impact of these changes on project 
performance. In Eckert et al. study, they categorized four types of change 
propagation behavior based on the characteristics of activities: constant, 
absorbers, carriers, and multipliers. Firstly, constants are unaffected by a 
change and hence they do not propagate to their downstream activities. 
Secondly, absorbers can absorb some changes so that overall complexity of 
the change problem is reduced. Whereas, carriers cause the same degree of 
changes that they receive from upstream and hence do not increase the 
complexity of the problem. Finally, multipliers are the worst case since they 
generate more changes than they receive. Eckert et al. also provided some 
guidance to cope with the propagation from external changes, particularly, 
pushing the direct parameters to the limit or reserve margins for the direct 
parameters.  
 
On the other hand, Motawa et al. proposed a proactive change management 
approach using the concept of stability of the given initial scope of an activity. 
Stability was defined as the degree to which the given work scope would be 
performed without a request for change. Based on the level of stability, the 
study described a conceptual model to simulate the potential iterations that 
may occur during change implementation. The model might be useful in 
evaluating change effects at the early stages of the project. Though both 
studies are useful in understanding the change impact, a complete 
mathematical or simulation model is necessary to properly quantify the impact 
of change propagation in a project. 
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Mokhtar et al. (2000) proposed the scheduling of interrelated design changes 
using information model. However, building the information model with 
linking knowledge is difficult and will be cumbersome for large engineering 
projects. Moreover, their model only considered two types of change effect 
(AND, OR) to predict change propagation as depicted in Figure 2.7. 
Nevertheless, change propagation is not necessarily restricted to these two 
types, as mentioned in Eckert et al. (2004). Using some trigger values, a 
certain degree of change can be absorbed, as mentioned in Oloufa et al. 
(2004). This concept might be useful once design parameters are known; 
however, it cannot be used to predict the change propagation and to evaluate 
the overall impact on design completion.  
 
 
Figure 2.7 Interrelated design changes (taken from Mokhtar et al. 2000)  
 
Clarkson et al. (2004) described change propagation in complex design using 
likelihood and impact matrices. Likelihood is the probability that an activity 
will be affected by any change in its predecessor, whereas impact is the degree 
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of change that might be required. Though this perception is useful and 
reasonable in predicting change propagation, change probability and impact 
are themselves also dependent on the degree of change initiated in the 
upstream activity. For a large change in the predecessor, it is more likely that 
the successor will be affected and its impact will be also high. Conversely, if 
the change is small, it is less likely that the downstream activity will be 
affected and moreover, its impact will be small as well. The prediction model 
of Clarkson et al. also did not quantify the overall impact on design 
completion and loss in productivity that are important project performance 
metrics whereby decisions for managing the change will be based. Isaac and 
Navon (2008) also drew links between various phases of design process to 
track subsequent implications due to any changes, but it falls short in properly 
quantifying overall impact on design project. 
 
2.6 Design Construction Integration 
Traditionally, design and construction works are done sequentially and each 
phase is done by its own team members. This fragmented nature of 
construction project faces many difficulties in terms of buildability and 
constructability (Alarcón and Mardones, 1998; Faniran et al., 2001; Lam et al., 
2006). Integration of design and construction minimizes the gap between these 
two teams (Luiten et al., 1998). Various researches suggested various 
techniques in order to integrate design and construction. These techniques 
include: inviting construction expertise early at the design stage; judging a 
design based on the buildability score; providing guidelines for implementing 
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the concept of constructability and so on (Anumba and Evbuomwan, 1996; 
Lam et al., 2006; Song et al., 2009).  
 
Nevertheless, the common practice of sequential execution of design and 
construction phase inevitably lengthens project delivery time. In the quest to 
shorten project completion time, design and construction activities are also 
overlapped (Blacud et al., 2009; Lee et al., 2006; Maheswari et al., 2006). 
Maheswari et al. nicely compared project completion time for various 
strategies of project execution (Figure 2.8). As can be seen, in traditional 
sequential method, design phase is fully completed before construction starts 
(Figure 2.8(a)). In order to shorten project duration, phased construction was 
introduced (Figure 2.8(b)) where after completing each design package, 
construction of that particular package starts. To meet increasing demand for 
further shortening project duration, the fast track method came into existence 
(Figure 2.8(c)) where design work package was overlapped with construction 
work package. However, in this method, there was no systematic approach for 
overlapping the phases which made it difficult to implement. The concurrent 
engineering concept has received much attention as described earlier. In this 
way, selected activities in the design phase are overlapped to reduce total 
duration of the design phase as shown in Figure 2.8(d). Lastly, concurrent 
construction overlaps the shortened design phase (CE) with the construction 
phase and offers potential for maximum reduction in duration (Figure 2.8(e)). 
However, systematic adoption of CC is very difficult and has not been widely 
studied.  
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Figure 2.8 Project execution strategies (taken from Maheswari et al. 2006) 
 
As addressed by Lee et al. (2006), implementation of concurrent design and 
construction may make a project more uncertain and complex than the 
traditional sequential process. Uncertainty and complexity mainly arise from 
iterative cycles caused by errors and changes (Lee et al., 2005). Most of the 







(a) Conventional Method 
(b) Phased Construction 
(c) Fast Track Construction 
(d) Concurrent Engineering 
(e) Concurrent Construction 
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and errors during execution of a project. For example, Lee et al. (2006), 
proposed to use a reliability and stability buffer at the end of an activity based 
on its characteristics in order to control unanticipated effects of errors and 
changes in the design and construction schedule.  
 
Gill et al. (2005) described a theoretical framework which was a proactive 
controlling measure to cope with challenging project deliveries. They 
considered two complementary principles: product flexibility and process 
flexibility. Product flexibility deals with robust design or over design so that it 
can accommodate some late changes though this flexibility may cause high 
initial cost. Process flexibility on the other hand, is the ability to structure the 
project process in such a way that it can accommodate late changes or at least 
the change can be compensated with little effort. Nevertheless, successful 
adoption of product and process flexibility requires intensive communication 
between different teams. This communication can be time consuming without 
guaranteeing that project performance will improve (Patrashkova-Volzdoska 
et al., 2003).  
 
In concurrent construction, often successor activities have to proceed without 
complete information/parameter(s) from predecessor(s) and discrepancy in 
one activity can easily adversely affect or impose rework to other successor 
activities due to their physical and procedural relationships. Similar to the 
concurrent engineering (i.e. overlapping only design activities), concurrent 
construction (overlapping design and construction activities) also depends on 
the nature of information exchange between those activities (Blacud et al., 
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2009). Overlapping concepts described earlier for design project (e.g. Bogus et 
al., 2005; Krishnan et al., 1997; Pena-Mora and Li, 2001) may be useful for 
overlapping design and construction activities.  
 
Nevertheless, design rework (known as redesign) differs from the construction 
rework using early information. Design rework usually involves revision to 
the design calculation or to re-assess the design information. On the other 
hand, construction is a physical activity and it deals with the construction 
materials. Hence construction rework will cause physical rework such as 
adding more concrete to a foundation or even replacing existing foundation 
with a new one. This type of rework is costly and may require long time which 
in turn delays the project completion. Starting construction activity early with 
the early design parameters from upstream design activity may adversely 
affect the overall project performance. This overlapping issue was partially 
addressed in Blacud et al. (2009). In their research, they focused on the 
determinants (such as transformation process, lead time, modularity, and 
interaction of components) that contribute to the sensitivity of construction 
activities to upstream design changes. Construction activities can be 
categorized based on these determinants (See Table 2.2) so that sensitivity of 
the construction activities can be determined to facilitate the overlapping of 
design and construction. However, the study did not consider the overall 
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Table 2.2 Determinants of sensitivity of downstream construction to 
upstream design change (taken from Blacud et al. 2009) 
 




processes (e.g. pouring of 
concrete)  
Small Transformation 
processes (e.g. tying rebar)  
Lead Time  Long lead time (e.g. 
structural steel, customize 
HVAC machine)  
Short lead time (e.g. 
standardized equipment)  
Modularity  Low degree of modularity 
(e.g. spiral rebar, bridge 
abutment)  
High degree of modularity 
(e.g. rebar rings, piles)  
Interaction of 
Components  
Large interaction (e.g. 
enclosed by like piles)  
No interaction (e.g. 
connected by like pipe)  
 
 
Furthermore, in coordinating design and construction, as-built measurement of 
construction work that serves as the feedback input of the design process is an 
important consideration (Chua and Song, 2005). Rework may be necessary in 
some instance if as-built measurement is overlooked. As argued by Chua and 
Song, parameters go through evolutionary states from preliminary or 
conceptual and eventually approved for construction. Construction is the stage 
of parameter realization and the realized value may be different from what has 
been designed. If the deviation is out of allowable tolerance limit then it may 
adversely affect subsequent design parameters and downstream construction 
works. However, their study did not explicitly model the subsequent impacts 
on downstream activities and the overall project completion. Hence, an 
integrated schedule should be developed when overlapping design and 
construction activities and incorporating early information in design.  
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2.7 Simulating Design Process in Construction Industry 
Discrete event simulation (DES) has been found to be effective in scheduling 
the design process and analyzing construction operations (e.g. Chua and Li, 
2002; Lee and Arditi, 2006; Senior, 1995). This is because DES allows 
studying the total behavior of a network that displays probabilistic and 
stochastic features. Application of DES is common to study the behavior of 
design process and construction operations. For example, Wang and Dzeng 
(2005) described a way of evaluating activity dependencies for greater 
concurrency and simulating the design network with PERT estimations of 
activity durations to get a probabilistic schedule of the design project though 
they did not account for feedback loop/redesign which commonly occurs in 
design. Lee and Arditi (2006) also presented a scheduling simulation 
technique which compared the outcome of CPM (Critical Path Method), 
PERT, and DES based on the distribution, variability or skewness in the 
activity durations and the configuration of the network. However, it used the 
traditional finish-start relationships which inadvertently lengthen the project 
duration.  
 
Some general purpose simulation techniques and languages are also available 
in the field of the AEC from the last few decades such as CYCLONE (Halpin 
and Woodhead, 1976), UM-CYCLONE (Ioannou, 1990), CIPROS (Odeh, 
1992), COOPS (Liu and Ioannou, 1992) STROBOSCOPE (Martinez, 1996) 
and so on. These are mainly developed for modeling and simulating 
construction operations but with different capabilities. Among these, 
STROBOSCOPE is more robust and provides more versatile capabilities for 
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analyzing complex construction operations. However, modeling the design 
processes and construction operations using the abovementioned simulation 
languages are highly complex and developing a simulation network is still a 
great challenge.  
 
Expert knowledge on simulation technique is required for developing the 
simulation model. As mentioned in Mohamed and AbouRizk (2006), 
development of simulation model for an engineering project or a construction 
operation requires the integration of different types of knowledge such as 
detail understanding on statistical modeling of input variables, discrete-event 
simulation, object-oriented development, database programming, and also who 
has detail understanding of the design/construction process itself. Moreover, 
as argued by several researchers (e.g. Chua and Li, 2002; Kim and Gibson, 
2003; Mohamed and AbouRizk, 2006), the field application of simulation in 
the AEC industry is limited because it is not cost-effective due to the 
uniqueness and relatively short life of construction project.  
 
In an attempt to simplify the simulation modeling procedure, SLAM II 
(Pritsker et al. 1989) provided a mechanism to transform CPM/PERT 
networks into a more appropriate decision tool. Nevertheless, this simulation 
tool is not generalized; each project has to be modeled separately. Also, it has 
difficulties to model and trace the quality of parameter flow between activities. 
RISim (Chua and Li, 2002; Chua and Li, 2001) presented a resource-
interacted simulation modeling method. In RISim, a construction project was 
conceived as a collection of resources involved and their interaction; and 
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resources may have their own process within themselves. However, this model 
is not generalized and is restricted to construction operations modeling. 
SIMPHONY (AbouRizk and Mohamed, 2000; Mohamed and AbouRizk, 
2006) provided special purpose simulation (SPS) tools for modeling specific 
construction operations with minimal simulation knowledge. SPS tools are 
also domain specific that focus on one particular domain of construction 
operations.  
 
Ioannou and Martinez (1996) described about scalable simulation models 
which can facilitate auto code generation of network for repetitive 
construction operations; for example, modeling the vertical transportation of 
construction labor in a high-rise building construction. The queuing behavior 
for the labors waiting to go up or down were similar for each floor though the 
number of labor might be different. In this case, autogeneration was done with 
the same nodes and links for each floor. However, every design project is 
unique in nature due to the various internal processes of design activities and 
diverse dependencies between these activities. The traditional practice is to 
develop a simulation model for each project which is expensive and time 
consuming. The study on a generalized model for autogeneration of simulation 
network has not been explicitly considered in the construction industry.  
 
2.8 Identified Research Gaps 
The above literature review depicts that numerous researches have been 
attempted to manage design process from various perspectives. Nevertheless, 
there are several potential problems and gaps in managing design processes, 
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particularly, when incorporating early information, that need to be properly 
addressed in order to achieve a comprehensive understanding about the project 
performances. The literature has prompted the following research gaps. 
 
Firstly, though the concept of overlapping design activities has been found to 
be promising, most of the studies considered only a subset of activities or 
phases for overlapping. Some studies identified different factors that should be 
considered when overlapping and only focused on a single dependency. 
Considering multiple dependencies, an extensive model is necessary that 
would aggregate all those factors and ascertain project performances based on 
the characteristics of design activities. A more detailed study on how those 
factors affect overall project performances would provide valuable insight to 
the project managers to decide on utilizing early information in design.  
 
Secondly, there is no complete model for scheduling coupled activities along 
with other design activities. Activities involved in a loop are allowed to start 
with the incomplete predecessor information and they are settled down with a 
few iterations. Modeling coupled activities become more cumbersome when 
early information is incorporated in other design activities as well. Moreover, 
coupled activities can be solved through “Repetition” or “Sit and Settle” based 
on the characteristics of the design project, and the size and position of 
coupled activities in a design network may have different impact on project 
performance. Hence, the design process model that incorporates early 
information would be extended to solve the loop of coupled activities through 
“Repetition” and/or “Sit and Settle”. Moreover, a more detailed study would 
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be useful to examine how the two solution approaches are influenced by the 
size and position of loop in terms of design completion time and amount of 
redesign.  
 
Thirdly, though external change is common in design project, there is no 
proper framework to depict change propagation in the downstream activities 
and subsequent impact on design completion. Moreover, no research has 
addressed the issue of how the impact of an initiated change can be 
accommodated when design activities are overlapped. Hence, a proper 
prediction and quantification model of change impact would help project 
managers to decide on an initiated external change.  
 
Fourthly, while the study on overlapping design activities through utilizing 
early information is ongoing, overlapping design and construction activities 
has not been widely studied in the AEC project. It would be worthwhile to 
study the impact of utilizing early information in construction in order to 
further shorten the project completion time taking into account for the costly 
rework of construction phase.  
 
Fifthly, it is typically thought that overlapping is useful for activities on the 
critical path to reduce the design completion time (Jinmin et al., 2003). 
However, overlapping activities only on the critical path may generate new 
critical path(s) so that overlapping for activities on new critical path become 
worthwhile. Moreover, the probability of redesign due to multiple 
dependencies further complicates the critical path and makes it difficult to 
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determine which activity on the critical path should be overlapped. With large 
number of design activities and multiple dependencies, it is very hard to find 
an optimal overlapping strategy using the manual search approach. Therefore, 
it is important to have a systematic strategy of overlapping under which a 
design schedule with minimum lead time and minimum amount of expected 
redesign would be produced. Some artificial intelligent search approach may 
be needed to find an optimal combination of design activities to be overlapped 
for a design project.  
  
Finally, it is evident from the literature that simulation technique is useful to 
study the dynamic nature of the design process. Nevertheless, developing a 
simulation model is very tedious, needs expert knowledge on simulation, and 
very time consuming as well. Moreover, a simulation model developed for one 
project can not readily be used for other project, and even sometime different 
simulation models are required to study different design factors for the same 
project. Hence, a generalized method for autogeneration of simulation network 
would be worthwhile. The model development can be generalized using the 
templates of generalized internal processes of the design activities and various 
sub-category matrices that would allow significant flexibility in handling 
diverse types of workflow and design factors. Autogeneration of simulation 
network from the generalized model would help studying the physics of 
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2.9 Summary 
This chapter has presented a literature review on overlapping strategies for 
design projects. The detail literature review shows that there is no formalized 
system to study the salient features that affect design delivery time and amount 
of redesign or loss in productivity when overlapping design activities. Other 
problems in managing the design process such as handling coupled activities, 
impact of change propagation, and integrating design and construction 
activities have also been discussed. The literature depicts that a comprehensive 
simulation model would be useful to study the design process incorporating 
early information in design. A framework of generalized model to 
autogenerate simulation network for design project will be presented in the 
next chapter.  
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This chapter presents the methodological framework for a generalized Auto 
Generated Model (AGeM) for design process which would be followed 
throughout this study. The generalized model is able to autogenerate the whole 
network for a project based on the dependency relationships of design 
activities. It uses the concepts of Activity Specific Nodes and Links to model 
the internal processes of design activities, and Connecting Nodes and Links to 
model the information flow between activities. Any design network can be 
readily modeled using only a few nodes and links in the generalized model. 
The model is found to be efficient in saving the tedious job of developing a 
simulation model. Its effectiveness is then demonstrated with a case study of 
83 design activities. 
 
3.2 Generalized AGeM for the Design Process 
Figure 3.1 depicts the generalized approach to autogenerate the simulation 
network for the design process. It comprises five major modules and begins 
with Module 1 wherein the dependencies between the design activities are 
represented compactly in a Design Structure Matrix (DSM, Austin et al., 2000; 
Steward, 1981). As shown in the Figure, each ‘1’ in the DSM indicates that 
the corresponding row activity is dependent on the activity in the column and 
‘0’ indicates that there is no such relationship.  
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 A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 A6 A7 
A1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
A2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
A3 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
A4 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 
A5 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 
A6 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
A7 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 
 
Module 5: Specific Network with 
design attributes
Auto code generation
Module 1: Design dependency 
(DSM)
Module 4: Attributes of the 
design activities














Module 2: Categorize design activities




Figure 3.1 Schematic diagram of the generalized approach to 
autogenerate the simulation network 
 
In the second Module, the activities are categorized based on their 
dependencies or type of information flow between the activities. In this way, 
design activities can be categorized into three dependency-types. Some 
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activities do not require information from any predecessor activities to start 
their analysis. This type of activities is represented by subscript ‘i’. Most of 
the design activities have both predecessor(s) and successor(s) and these are 
represented by subscript ‘j’. The remaining activities are the end activities 
having only predecessor(s) with no successors, and are denoted by subscript 
‘k’.  
 
Module 3 describes the generalized internal process for each type of activity. 
The internal process is characterized by the way the information is being 
processed and then transmitted to its successor. For example, Figure 3.2 
depicts the internal process considering the utilization of early estimated 
information and accounting for redesign (the concept of early estimated 
information and redesign will be elaborated in detail in the next chapter). As 
can be seen in the Figure, ‘i’ and ‘j’ type activities are initially checked 
whether parameter/information produced from these activities are estimable or 
not. While for ‘k’ type activity, this check is unnecessary since it has no 
successor and early estimation is therefore not required. If an activity is 
estimable then the estimation is done and the required information is 
transmitted to its successor(s) to speed up the downstream process. Otherwise, 
it will transmit the information only after completing its full analysis. For ‘j’ 
and ‘k’ type activities, full analysis can only start when all the information 
(whether estimated or confirmed) from its preceding activities are available. 
The check for the need to redesign is done by comparing the confirmed 
information from the predecessors with the prior information that had been 
used. The confirmed information are those that resulted from full analysis or 
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redesign, if any, while the prior information may be estimation or confirmed 
information, if available. If there is no significant discrepancy between the two 
sets of information, i.e. within the assumed range, the design activity is 
completed. Otherwise, redesign is carried out with the revised parameters, and 
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Figure 3.2 Flowchart for the generalized internal processed incorporating 
early information and redesign 
 
Module 4 defines the attributes of the design activities. For example, in 
relation to the internal process depicted in Figure 3.2, estimability (whether an 
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activity can transmit early information through estimation or not), time to do 
estimation, expected duration for full analysis, and time for redesign if an 
activity needs revision are possible attributes. Lastly, module 5 automatically 
generates the specific network based on the DSM and attributes using the 
internal process defined in module 3. 
 
3.3 Developing the Generalized Model for Simulation Network 
The generalized internal processes for the three types of activities, as 
illustrated in Figure 3.2, have been modeled in Figure 3.3. The generalized 
simulation model has been developed with STROBOSCOPE (Martinez, 1996) 
simulation language. This is an activity scanning simulation language which is 
able to dynamically access the state of the simulation and the properties of the 
resources involved in an operation.  
 
The modeling elements (as shown in the legend of Figure 3.3) for this study 
contain four entities (COMBI, QUEUE, LINK, and FORK) that are relevant to 
develop the whole model. Combi (COMBI) represents a task that can start 
when certain conditions are met. Estimation, full analysis, and redesign are the 
main actions in the design process, which can be represented with Combis. 
Queue (QUEUE) represents a node where idle resources wait and always 
precedes Combi nodes. In the proposed design model, 
information/parameter(s) produced by design activities are treated as the main 
resources and the availability of these resources set the constraints for 
succeeding activities. Link (LINK) connects the network nodes and indicates 
the direction and type of resources that flow through it. Fork (FORK) is an 
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auxiliary network node that determines which of the branching successors to 
proceed along. Forks are used to check the estimability and probability of 
redesign.  
 
The generalized internal processes (Figure 3.3) for the three types of activities 
have been separated by two dashed boxes. The design process for i-type 
activity (Ai) is represented by upper left portion (outside of the dashed boxes). 
The design process for Aj activities is shown in two parts as marked with two 
dashed boxes and that for Ak activities is represented by the right portion 
(outside of the dashed boxes).  
 
The Figure also depicts the parameter/information dependencies between 
activities through the hatched queues, i.e. the information from the 
predecessors to successors. From the perspective of j-type activities, the 
information flow from i-type activities is depicted by Queues 
‘DataReadyAixToAjy’ and ‘ConfirmedDataAixToAjy’, and the information flow 
to k-type activities is depicted by Queues ‘DataReadyAjxToAky’ and 
‘ConfirmedDataAjxToAky’ (here ‘x’ is the predecessor of ‘y’). The complete 
information dependencies between activities are shown in Figure 3.4. The 
dependencies represented by the bold arrows have been depicted by the above 
hatched queues. The remaining dependencies are not shown in the network of 
Figure 3.3 to avoid crowding the essence of the model but illustrated later for 
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Figure 3.4 Dependencies between each type (‘i’, ‘j’, and ‘k’) of activities 
and parameter transmission 
 
3.3.1 Internal Process 
The detailed internal processes for each type of activities will be described in 
the succeeding, beginning with type Aj.  
 
Type Aj activities: The internal process shown in Figure 3.3 is divided into 
two main portions, the full analysis depicted in the upper dashed box and 
redesign in the lower dashed box. Each activity is initiated by a Combi 
‘IinitiateAjn’. It is a dummy action with zero duration and has a predecessor 
Queue ‘WaitToInitiateAjn’ to release a token representing the activity 
parameter for the simulation. The notation Ajn denotes Activity n of type j.  
 
The main Combis in the full analysis portion are ‘FullAnalysisAjn’ and 
‘EstimateAjn’ (shaded). ‘FullAnalysisAjn’ represents the full analysis of the 
design activity. Upon completion, the parameter obtained is transmitted to its 
successors through the Queue ‘DataReadyAjxToAky’. To facilitate early 
information sharing, the parameter could be estimated and passed to its 
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successor(s) before the completion of the full analysis. This is performed 
through the Combi ‘EstimateAjn’. Estimability for activity Ajn is checked by 
the Fork ‘IsAjn_Estimable?’. Estimation time is only a fraction of the original 
full analysis and if the activity Ajn is estimable, the Combi ‘EstimateAjn’ is 
done concurrently with the Combi ‘FullAnalysisAjn’.  
 
The Combi ‘FullAnalysisAjn’ is constrained by precedent information via 
Queue ‘DataReadyAixToAjy’ (or ‘DataReadyAj'xToAjy’ if it has another 
predecessor of j-type activity, Aj'x not shown in the Figure). Considering 
Queue ‘DataReadyAixToAjy’, there are two types of information possible from 
Aix namely: estimated information (Type 1) from Combi ‘EstimateAin’; and 
information after full analysis (Type 2) from Combi ‘FullAnalysisAin. When 
Combi ‘FullAnalysisAjn’ is ready to start, it will draw the most updated 
information available in the Queue, i.e. Type 2, if available, instead of Type1. 
There is a third type of information (Type 3) which describes the confirmed 
parameters obtained after checking for redesign which will be considered 
when describing Ak-type activities. 
 
In the redesign portion of the network, depicted in the lower-left dashed box, 
the two main Combis are ‘MatchAllPrecedForAjn’ and ‘DoRedesignAjn’. 
Depending on the states of the parameters residing in preceding Queues, 
Combi ‘FullAnalysisAjn’ might not be using confirmed information when it is 
initiated. Discrepancies between parameters that were used and confirmed 
parameters could arise resulting in redesign for activity Ajn. This check is 
facilitated by the Combi ‘MatchAllPrecedForAjn’ and the Fork 
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‘AllPrecedForAjnWithinRange?’. The probability of redesign depends on the 
type of information used in the full analysis. If confirmed parameters had been 
utilized then no redesign is necessary so that the probability of branching to 
Queue ‘RedesignWaitAjn’ is 0. The probability of redesign is highest when 
only estimated values had been used. If an activity needs redesign, the time 
required is a fraction of the original full analysis depending on the 
characteristics of the activity. 
 
Type Ai activities: The internal process for Ain is similar to the full analysis 
part of Ajn except that the Combi ‘FullAnalysisAin’ is not constrained by any 
‘DataReady’ Queues since it does not have any preceding activities. For the 
same reason, it also does not require revision so that the redesign portion is 
absent.  
 
Type Ak activities: The internal process for Akn, is similar to that for Ajn 
except that there is no need for estimation and transmission of information 
downstream since it does not have any succeeding activities. Akn finishes upon 
checking for preceding confirmed parameters and redesign (if required). The 
confirmed parameter from Akn is stored in the Queue ‘DataOkAkn. 
 
Similar to Ajn, the parameters for Combi ‘FullAnalysisAkn’ comes from Queue 
‘DataReadyAjxToAky’ except that there are three possible types of parameters 
from its predecessors in the Queue: estimated information (Type 1) from 
Combi ‘EstimateAjn’; information after full analysis (Type 2) from Combi 
‘FullAnalysisAjn; and confirmed information (Type 3) through Links 
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‘Ajx_Aky_19’ or ‘Ajx_Aky_20’ after checking for redesign of Ajn. The complete 
scenario of parameter transmission between activities is depicted in Figure 3.4 
for all activity dependencies. 
 
3.3.2 Activity Specific and Connecting Nodes 
There are two classes of nodes in the AGeM. Activity Specific Nodes are 
directly associated with the internal process of the activity while the 
Connecting Nodes are related to the predecessor and successor relationships. 
For instance, every design activity will have the Queue node ‘DesignWaitA’; 
the Combi nodes ‘InitiateA’ and ‘FullAnalysisA’; and also the associated 
Links whereas, the Fork node ‘IsA_Estimable?’ will be generated for only ‘i’ 
and ‘j’ type activities. Moreover, Queues and Combis for redesign portion will 
only exist for ‘j’ and ‘k’ type activities. These nodes are from the Activity 
Specific Nodes. On the other hand, the Queue node ‘DataReadyAxToAy’ or 
‘ConfirmedDataAxToAy’ are generated only if there is a dependency between 
activity Ax to Ay (where x and y can be any predecessor and successor pair 
irrespective of type ‘i’, ‘j’ or ‘k’). These are the Connecting Nodes (marked 
with hatched lines in Figure 3.3). They transmit design parameters to the 
succeeding activities and play a vital role in the automatic generation of the 
simulation network. 
 
3.4 Autogeneration of Specific Design Network 
The autogeneration of a design network is best illustrated with a specific 
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previous section. For illustrative purpose, seven design activities have been 
presented in a DSM depicting their dependency relationship as shown in 
Figure 3.5(a). Figure 3.5(b) shows the network for activity A4 which is a j-type 
activity with predecessors Ai1 and Aj3, and successor Aj6. All the Combis and 
Queues within the dashed box in the Figure are the Activity Specific Nodes 
representing the internal design process while the Queues outside the dashed 
box are the Connecting Nodes indicating the precedence and successor 
relationships for Aj4. 
 
Since activity Aj4 has two predecessors Ai1 and Aj3, Combi ‘FullAnalysisAj4’ 
(marked with shaded area) is preceded by two Connecting Nodes, Queues 
‘DataReadyAi1ToAj4’ and ‘DataReadyAj3ToAj4’ to receive parameters from 
activities Ai1 and Aj3 respectively. Similarly, Combi ‘MatchAllPrecedForAj4’ 
waits for confirmed information from the same predecessors before checking 
design parameters denoted by two Connecting Nodes, Queues 
‘ConfirmedDataAi1ToAj4’ and ‘ConfirmedDataAj3ToAj4’. There are two 
Connecting Nodes to represent the parameters that will be transmitted to its 
successor Aj6. The first is Queue ‘DataReadyAj4ToAj6’ (marked with hatched 
lines) which carries three types of information from Aj4; similar to Queue 
‘DataReady AjnToAkn’ described earlier in Figure 3.3, from which Aj6 draws 
the latest information. The second is Queue ‘ConfirmedDataAj4ToAj6’ (marked 
with hatched lines) which carries confirmed parameters after checking for 
redesign and is then drawn by the redesign check for Aj6. If Ak7 is also 
dependent on Aj4 then a similar pair of Connecting Nodes Queues 
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‘DataReadyAj4ToAk7’ and ‘ConfirmedDataAj4ToAk7’ will be generated with the 
associated Links.  
 
With increasing number of design activities, the network will be cumbersome 
and several thousand lines of coding would be needed to define the network 
which would not be an easy task. This can be overcome by automatic 
generation of the required code as described in the following.  
 
3.4.1 Coding for Autogeneration 
In the first instance, the Activity Specific Nodes and Links for the internal 
processes are generated. As demonstrated in Figure 3.6, the dependency-type 
for each activity is first determined by checking for predecessors and 
successors. Then based on the dependency-type, the appropriate nodes and 
links are generated. The partial code example in the Figure is for the j-type 
activity which has both predecessors and successors. Specifically, it shows the 
codes autogeneration of Combi ‘InitiateAjn’, Queue ‘DesignWaitAjn’ and their 
connecting Link of Figure 3.3 (see Martinez, 1996 for notation details). In this 
way, if x=4, the code will autogenerate the Specific Nodes and Links shown in 
the dashed box of Figure 3.5.  
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Figure 3.6 Partial codes for autogeneration of Activity Specific Nodes and 
Links 
 
The Connecting Nodes and Links are then generated using the DSM, matrix of 
dependencies ActRelationship as described in the autogeneration code of 
Figure 3.7. Specifically, the Connecting Node ‘DataReadyAixToAjy’ and link 
from ‘FullAnalysisAin’ and link to ‘FullAnlaysisAjn’ of Figure 3.3 are 
autogenerated. In this way, if x=4, the shaded connecting nodes with the 
associated links of Figure 3.5 can be generated.  
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Figure 3.7 Partial codes for autogeneration of Connecting Nodes and 
Links 
 
Figures 3.6 and 3.7 act as the template of autogeneration of simulation 
network for any design project. Using the DSM, Activity Specific Nodes and 
Links representing the internal process for each activity are autogenerated. All 
the Connecting Nodes and Links are also autogenerated according to the 
DSM. These Connecting Nodes are accordingly linked with appropriate 
Activity Specific Nodes of the internal process to ensure correct flow of 
design parameters.  
 
The codes shown in Figures 3.6 and 3.7 have not included the additional 
controls that have to be put in place to ensure that the design parameters are 
correctly moved from one node to another. These controls comprise FILTERs, 
ONDRAWs and ONRELEASEs attributes (see Martinez, 1996 for attribute 
details). They are similarly autogenerated as shown earlier. Finally, the design 
attributes and resource specifications for the network are defined using clearly 
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defined matrices. Using this generalized model with the pre-built templates of 
internal processes and Connecting Nodes, a user can autogenerate any design 
network and simulate the design project simply from the prescribed DSM 
input and other matrices of design data.  
 
As illustrated in Figures 3.6 and 3.7, two templates are developed using three 
types of Nodes (QUEUE, COMBI and FORK) and associated Links. With 
specific capabilities of the STROBOSCOPE simulation language (e.g. $<>$ 
sign), autogeneration is done for the Activity Specific Nodes and Links of the 
internal processes and Connecting Nodes and Links. This autogeneration is 
somewhat similar to “Function recall” in general purpose programming 
languages (e.g. C, C++) using loops with True/False checking of logical 
relationships. Similarly, other attributes of STROBOSCOPE, such as 
FILTERs, ONDRAWs, ONRELEASEs and so on, make it easy to control the 
flow of design parameters.  
 
A simulation model for a hypothetical design network of 7 activities as 
depicted in Figure 3.5(a), has been developed instead of using the AGeM for 
autogeneration. It requires nearly 1200 lines of coding which has taken about 
four hours for coding and another one and a half hours for debugging. 
Moreover, the codes are built with significant knowledge of simulation and 
familiarities with the STROBOSCOPE. The most difficult and tedious part in 
developing the model has been found to be defining the Connecting Nodes and 
Links where there is a high chance of missing some Connecting Nodes at the 
first attempt. Whereas, the same network can be easily generated using the 
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template of AGeM with the DSM as input in split second. In this case, all the 
logical connections are extracted from DSM automatically so that no 
dependency would be missed. Simulation runs for both models yield 
essentially the same results for the design schedule. This example provides a 
validation of the proposed framework for the generalized model and shows 
that the tedious job of developing individual network can be replaced with the 
concept of generalized model for autogeneration. 
 
3.5 Validation of the Effectiveness of AGeM 
The effectiveness of AGeM is further validated on a project in the oil and gas 
industry which is located at Jurong Island, Singapore. It is a design and build 
contract and the design master plan comprises 83 activities involving various 
phases of work: process study, civil and structural, equipment, piping, 
instrumentation and electrical. The complete list of activities is presented in 
Appendices A.1 and A.2 (details of the project can be found in Chapter Seven: 
Case Study). The company is expected to finish the design phase within 
twelve months. However, with the traditional finish-start relationships where 
no early information is incorporated, the design project would require 432 
working days far exceeding the expected 12 months. This is typical of all 
design projects. To reduce this duration, early information through estimation 
should be incorporated so that successor can start earlier with the estimated 
parameter. From the nature of the activities and based on inputs from 
Engineers, 34 activities (out of 83) have been deemed to be estimable. A 
simulation network for this design project has been developed using the 
proposed AGeM.  
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Table 3.1 Description of design attributes for the case study 
 
Design Attributes Description 
Estimability Among 83 activities, 34 activities are selected as 
estimable with estimability ‘1’ while ‘0’ for the rest. 
Duration for full 
analysis 
In the absence of historical data, a normal 
distribution has been assumed for all activity 
durations with a coefficient of variation of 20% 
although other distributions can also be conveniently 
utilized.  
Estimation time Estimation time is also assumed to be normally 
distributed but with a mean of 40% of the duration 
of the full analysis and coefficient of variation 
remaining unchanged at 20%. 
Time to do 
Redesign 
Whenever an activity requires redesign, time to do 
that is set as 20% of its original full analysis. 
 
To develop the specific network, the dependency relationships as provided by 
the Engineers in the project, are presented as input via a DSM. The design 
attributes for this network are briefly presented Table 3.1. Of the 83 activities, 
7 are of the i-type dependency, 74 the j-type and 2 the k-type. Altogether, 
1109 Activity Specific Nodes and 418 Connecting Nodes are autogenerated 
with a total of over 2700 Links. It would be a tremendous effort to model this 
through coding of the individual entities. Instead the autogeneration is easily 
achieved through the input DSM and matrices of the design attributes with the 
AGeM comprising only a total of 33 Activity Specific Nodes and 2 
Connecting Nodes with their corresponding Links in the pre-built templates. 
 
The simulation is run for one thousand (1,000) times so that there is 95% 
confidence that the experimental mean results would not deviate by more than 
4.3% of the true mean. For the confidence level on the mean result based on 
the simulation run, an approximation has been used from Moder et al., (1983). 
According to the Approximation, 
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sNZError 2/100% 2/α≅±      (3.1a) 
 
where, Ns is the number of simulation run. For 95% confidence level, the 
Equation can be found as follows: 
 
sNError 2/136% ≅±       (3.1b) 
 
The mean completion of the project (including 80 mandays of redesign) has 
been found to be 303 working days with a standard deviation of 23.6. If all the 
estimated information is assumed to be accurate then there will be no redesign, 
and total duration of the project is reduced to 300 days. Despite the 80 
mandays of redesign in the first instance, the project is only lengthened by 3 
days when comparing with accurate estimates. These 80 mandays of redesign 
does not fully translate to increased project completion because most of the 
redesign effort can be done parallel with other design activities. The 
simulation model also yields the average start and end dates of all the events 
with their standard deviations. 
 
By setting the estimability for all activities to ‘0’, the case of traditional finish-
start network is autogenerated, wherein no activity is utilizing early estimated 
information and all activities wait for completion of full analysis of their 
predecessors. This network generates the schedule of 432 working days, same 
as found earlier by traditional finish-start method of the CPM. If all the 
activities are assumed to be estimable, estimability set to ‘1’ for all activities, 
then the project requires a mean of 190 working days with total redesign of 
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146 mandays. Similarly, other attributes of the design activities can be 
changed depending on the characteristics of the activity. 
 
3.6 Extension of the Generalized Model 
The framework for the current generalized model can be extended to 
differentiate activities of different disciplines and handling resource 
constraints and specific internal processes.  
 
3.6.1 Resource Constraints 
The model has thus far focused on the constraints imposed by the flow of 
information/parameters between design activities which forms the kernel of 
any design network. Any other resources such as design specialists or other 
physical resources for which design activities are dependent can easily be 
incorporated with the current model. Essentially, all the resources and 
manpower are allocated in different pools (Queues) which are then connected 
to the internal process of various design activities.  
 
This concept for autogeneration is illustrated in Figure 3.8 for Q types of 
design specialists. A resource matrix as depicted in Figure 3.8(a) shows the 
allocation of the design specialists to the various design activities, and Figure 
3.8(b) depicts how the resource pools are connected to the internal processes 
of Activity n. Specifically, the example shown is for the j-type dependency in 
which there are 2 main Combis requiring the design specialists, namely 
‘FullAnalysisAjn’ and ‘DoRedesignAjn’. The remaining Combi ‘EsimateAjn’ is 
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done concurrently with the full analysis and hence, this Combi is not linked 
with the resource pools. The generalized coding for autogeneration of the 
specific resource pools and corresponding links takes its cue from the resource 
matrix of Figure 3.8(a). A resource pool is autogenerated based on the number 
of rows (or design specialists) in the matrix and a ‘1’ in the matrix 
autogenerates the connecting links from the corresponding pool to the 
respective Combis of the design activity, while a ‘0’ indicates that no links 
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For the 7-activity example of Figure 3.5, the resource matrix is shown in 
Figure 3.9(a) for three design specialist pools: namely CE (Civil), ME 
(Mechanical) and EE (Electrical). In particular, Figure 3.9(b) shows the 
connecting links for CE-specialists to the relevant Combis of Activities 1 and 
3, corresponding to the ‘1’ in first and third columns of the resource matrix for 
CE-specialists row. In the Figure, Activity 1 does not have the redesign Combi 
since this is an ‘i’ type activity. Using this generalized approach, the model 
can be easily extended to handle the assignment of individual specialist in a 
project. Each individual specialist will be a row in the resource matrix. Thus, 




Figure 3.9 a) Resource matrix for Activities and specialists; b) Specific 
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As an illustration, for the case study of 83 activities, six types of design 
specialists are involved for the six disciplines in the project. Each type is 
assumed to be pooled together so that there are altogether 15 specialists in six 
different pools: 6 for Process, 2 for Civil and Structural, 2 for Equipment, 2 
for Piping, 1 for Instrumentation, and 2 for Electrical. These are represented 
by six rows in the resource matrix. The project is completed in 340 days which 
is longer than the 303 days without resource constraint, as could be expected 
because there could be bottleneck leading to delays caused by scare resources. 
For a different scenario, the 6 Process specialists are divided into 2 pools with 
3 specialists each, so that there are now altogether 7 rows in the resource 
matrix (2 for Process + 5 for the other disciplines). The 2 pools of Process 
specialists are assigned to the 32 Process activities according to the partial 
resource matrix shown in Table 3.2. With this assignment, the project 
completion is 344 days, four days longer since there are fewer specialists in 
each pool to draw from. 
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3.6.2 Activity Internal Process 
The internal process considered thus far is focused on incorporation of early 
information in design and activities are categorized merely in terms of their 
dependency relationships, namely i, j or k types. In practice, the internal 
process for each activity may be different depending on the engineering 
discipline, procedures and type of analysis. For instance, drawing is a design 
activity which may require additional approval from legislative authority. The 
internal process for drawing activity will include an approval Combi and 











































Figure 3.10 Sub-categories of each type (‘i’, ‘j’, and ‘k’) of activity and 
their dependencies 
 
In the generalized approach, each type of activity can be divided into further 
sub-categories as shown in Figure 3.10 which depicts the types of 
dependencies possible with T sub-categories. The generalized network will 
comprise the Activity Specific Nodes and Links for each sub-category of 
internal processes, and the Connecting Nodes and Links for each dependency 
relationships depicted in Figure 3.10. The specific network is then 
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autogenerated from the DSM and a sub-category matrix indicating the type of 
internal process.  
 
Figure 3.11 depicts one such network to illustrate this concept, which follows 
the same example of Figure 3.5. Figure 3.11(b) shows the partial network 
illustrating the internal process for Activity A4 which succeeds Activities A1 
and A3, and precedes Activity A6. As indicated in sub-category matrix in 
Figure 3.11(a), A4 is a drawing activity with the internal processes as shown in 
the dashed box of Figure 3.11(b), while Activities A1, A3 and A6 are the 
normal design activities discussed earlier. The Connecting Nodes and Links 
from Activity A3 and to Activity A6 are shown hashed, while the Connecting 
Nodes from Activity A1 are not shown for clarity. In this instance, it is 
assumed that design will only proceed after having approved drawings from 
the predecessors so that the ‘FullAnalysisAj6’ of Activity A6 requires the 
approved drawings of A4. Other workflow can be easily configured through 
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3.7 Summary 
This chapter has proposed a framework for a generalized simulation model 
which is capable of automatically generating the network for any design 
project. The novelty of the approach consists of the concept of Activity 
Specific Nodes and Links for the internal processes and the Connecting Nodes 
and Links to ensure the appropriate workflow between internal processes of 
each activity. The autogeneration of the network is based on three key 
matrices, namely the DSM which defines the information flow dependency 
and determines the i, j and k types; the sub-category matrix which defines the 
internal processes of each activity; and the resource matrix which defines the 
resource pools and connecting links. The other design attributes that make up 
the properties of the network are defined through other arrays. The sub-
category matrix provides significant flexibility in handling diverse types of 
workflow and procedures in the design process, while the resource matrix 
provides an easy mechanism to allocate resources either in pools or 
individually to the various activities.  
 
The generalized approach has been found to be very apt in modeling the 
design process for any project just by changing the input matrices. This will 
save the tedious job for the development of simulation model for individual 
projects. The model is also useful for the users who have relatively little 
knowledge on simulation technology. A case study comprising 83 activities is 
presented to illustrate the capability of the proposed model. Altogether over 
1500 nodes with over 2700 links were automatically generated using only 35 
nodes and associated links of pre-built templates in the AGeM. The 
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preparation of the data for autogeneration can be conducted in a matter of 
minutes.  
 
Different design factors have different impacts in characterizing project 
performance metrics (i.e. project completion time and loss in productivity). To 
study the physics of design flow incorporating early information in design, 
simulation model for design projects have to be developed varying design 
factors. The concept of autogeneration will be incorporated in the subsequent 
chapters to ease developing simulation model for individual projects.  
 National University of Singapore 
 
CHAPTER FOUR 




This chapter presents a detail modeling of the design process when 
overlapping design activities through utilizing early information/ parameter. 
The model considers multiple interactions between design activities. 
Particularly, the purpose of this chapter is to study the general impact of 
utilizing early information on the project performance metrics namely: project 
completion time and expected amount of redesign or loss in productivity. To 
characterize these project performance metrics, simulation technique has been 
employed. Simulation model helps in studying the sensitivities of these project 
metrics to the various design factors related to using early information. These 
factors mainly include estimability, time to do estimation, probability of 
redesign based on accuracy of estimated parameters, and redesign duration for 
each activity. From this, a project performance matrix is built to provide a 
better insight into the combination of design factors that allows the use of 
early information to be exploited without compromising project performance. 
 
4.2 Early Information Sharing and Redesign 
In the previous chapter, the concept of early information sharing and redesign 
has been described in brief. This section elaborates the concept in detail. 
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Parameters produced by design activities have various attributes which help in 
understanding the requirements in a design process (Chua and Tyagi, 2001). 
Three attributes that play an important role in scheduling are estimability, 
volatility, and states of parameter. A design activity is estimable if parameter 
value produced by this activity can be estimated so that the estimate could be 
utilized as early information for downstream activities instead of having to 
wait for confirmed information after full analysis. Early information is 
tentative preliminary value of parameter produced by an activity. The 
estimation might be done from past experiences, design results of similar 
projects, common rule-of-thumb values, or any other base line data. Accuracy 
of estimated parameter is associated with possibility of redesign in 
downstream activities.  
 
Volatility measures the possibility of the parameter value being changed due 
to external environment such as clients, consultants, legislative requirements 
and the likeliness of design change from the upstream activities. Often times, 
external factors affecting design process are entirely unpredictable beforehand 
and will be considered later in the next chapter to account for its effects in the 
schedule. On the other hand, the likeliness of design change for an activity 
depends to a large extent on whether estimated or confirmed 
information/parameter has been obtained from its precedent. The remaining of 
this section describes the concept of estimability and redesign with different 
states of the parameters.  
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Figure 4.1 depicts the schematic diagram of parameter dependency among 
four design activities which will be used later for demonstrating the simulation 
model. The design of beams, columns and footings is used for the illustration 
in the Figure, although similar parameter dependencies exist among other 
design activities. Accordingly, activity A1 produces parameter P12 which is 
required by activity A2, parameter P13 which is required by activity A3, and 
parameter P14 which is required by activity A4. The other activities are 
similarly dependent on each other through the parameters that are produced 
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Table 4.1 DSM for design tasks shown in Figure 4.1 
 
Activity A1 A2 A3 A4 
A1     
A2 x    
A3 x x   
A4 x  x  
 
The schedule for the above partial network in Figure 4.2(a) shows the 
traditional finish-start dependency wherein the succeeding activities start only 
after the predecessors have completed the full analysis so that the required 
parameters are available. This inevitably lengthens the design schedule. In 
contrast, if the required information/parameter(s) from A1 is estimable then A2 
can start earlier as soon as the preliminary value for parameter P12 has been 
provided instead of waiting for the full analysis of A1 as depicted in Figure 
4.2(b). Similarly, A3 can start earlier if A2 is estimable, as soon as the 
preliminary values for parameter P23 is available from A2 and parameter P13 is 
available from A1. This increases the concurrency of the design process and 
reduces the overall duration, though, for some parameters the successors have 
to wait for full completion of the precedent activities. For example, the 
structural design of a building must follow the architectural drawing. 
Architectural drawing cannot be estimated in order to start the structural 
design earlier. 
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Figure 4.2 (a) Traditional finish-start dependency, (b) Early information 
sharing with estimation 
 
Chua and Song (2005) described a similar idea for greater concurrency using 
the concept of evolution of parameter states and early information sharing. 
Parameters go through states from preliminary or conceptual and eventually 
approved for construction. Each of the later states is more defined and 
accurate than the states before until the final which is used for construction 
and should govern the downstream design processes. Early information 
sharing utilizes the tentative earlier states to generate greater concurrency. 
However, the study had not quantified the reduced duration nor explicitly 
considered the impact of redesign. Austin et al. (2000) also demonstrated the 
idea of estimating information in design. They used estimated information to 
minimize iterative loops in design but did not quantify the impact if estimated 
information went wrong.  
 
Consequently, in the partial network above (Figure 4.2(b)), upon completion 
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A1 and A2, respectively) have to be compared with the estimated parameters 
that had been used earlier. Since the estimated parameters have not come from 
full analysis, the information might not be 100% accurate. Redesign may be 
necessary in downstream activities as a result of discrepancies when the 
parameters are eventually finalized. For instance, if any of the two sets of 
parameters (estimated P13 and P23) deviates from the assumed design range, 
then redesign is necessary for A3. This has impact also on succeeding 
activities downstream. In particular, A4 could be redesigned when confirmed 
parameter P34 deviates from the design range assumed earlier as a 
consequence of the redesign on A3.  
 
Redesign entails additional cost and time for the project. For simplicity, the 
present study does not quantify the cost but only focuses on quantification of 
total loss of productivity and design completion time due to redesign of design 
activities. 
 
4.3 Design Process Model 
Following the example given in Table 4.1 and Figure 4.1, the design process 
model to incorporate estimability and redesign is depicted in Figure 4.3. The 
Figure shows the complete design process only for activity A3 with the 
relevant dependencies presented by COMBIs, QUEUEs, FORKs and LINKs. 
This model has been generated from the generalized framework as presented 
in the previous chapter.  
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Figure 4.3 Representation of design process for simulation network 
 
As evident from the Figure, full analysis of A3 (shaded Combi 
‘FullAnalysisA3’) can only start if both Queues ‘DataReadyii1ToAj3’ and 
‘DataReadyAj2ToAj3’ contain the necessary information/parameters for A3, i.e. 
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early estimation, and after the full analysis. On the other hand, P23 at Queue 
‘DataReadyAj2ToAj3’ can come from three sources: early estimation, full 
analysis, and confirmed value after checking for redesign. The check is 
necessary because activity A2 itself depends on parameter P12 from A1 which 
could have been estimated when the analysis was performed. Generally, there 
are three types of information derivable from activity x to y denoted as Pxyest, 
Pxyfull or Pxyconfirmed, similar to the case from activity A2 to A3. In the case of 
activity A1, parameter from the full analysis through ‘FullAnalysisA1’ is the 
confirmed parameter since it has no predecessor so that the parameter used in 
the analysis has not been estimated. 
 
With the estimated parameters, the full analysis of A3 can proceed earlier 
without waiting for the confirmed parameters. This, however, introduces the 
possibility of a redesign if the confirmed values of the parameters deviate from 
the assumed design range. The check for redesign is carried out when the 
confirmed parameters from the predecessors are ready (indicated by tokens at 
Queues ‘ConfirmedDataAi1ToAj3’ and ‘ConfirmedDataAj2ToAj3’). The 
probability of redesign will depend on the type of parameters that have been 
incorporated in the full analysis. If confirmed parameters from the precedent 
activities (such as P23confirmed from A2) are utilized then it is fair enough to 
assume that no redesign is required so that the probability of branching to 
Queue ‘RedesignWaitAj3’ is ‘0’. Otherwise, there is a possibility of a redesign 
even with full analysis of the precedent since the parameters incorporated in 
that analysis may have been estimated from its predecessor. The probability of 
redesign is highest when only estimated value is used. In general, the 
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parameters utilized in the full analysis are in a combination of states 
(estimated, full analysis, or confirmed) depending on the status of the 
predecessor activities. This will give an intermediate probability of branching 
for redesign.  
 
In STROBOSCOPE the probability of redesign is governed by the 
STRENGTH of the branch emanating from the FORK. Accordingly, the 
STRENGTH of the branch for redesign of an activity can be formulated as 
follows. 
 
4.3.1 Probability of Redesign 
If a parameter utilized in full analysis of A3 from A1 is not confirmed, then 
there is a possibility that redesign might be needed for A3 when A1 has been 
finalized. Assume probability of redesign for A3 due to A1 is P1-3. Similarly, 
probability of redesign for A3 due to A2 is P2-3. Activity A3 may receive 
confirmed parameter from its predecessors at different times. If A3 is allowed 
to do iteration every time it receives updated parameter from predecessors, 
then it will need a number of iterations and if A3 has any successor then it will 
transmit revised parameter to its successor causing several iterations to the 
successor activities as well. This will result in a large amount of redesign for 
the design process which is costly and time consuming and will make it 
difficult to handle information interaction within multi-discipline activities. 
Lean thinking also suggests reducing unnecessary/negative iteration in design. 
Consequently, in this study, A3 is allowed to iterate only when it gets 
confirmed information from all its predecessors. Assuming redesign 
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probability due to A1 and A2 is independent, combined probability of redesign 
for A3 can be determined as: 
( ) ( )32313 1*11 −− −−−= PPP c     (4.1a) 






     (4.1b) 
where, x represents predecessors for activity Ay. Based on the complex 
network dependencies of design project, empirical data or other relations can 
be incorporated in place of this independent assumption.  
 
As stated earlier, parameters utilized in the full analysis are in a combination 
of states (estimated, full analysis, or confirmed). During full analysis of an 
activity, it will draw the most updated parameters from its predecessors. 
Probability of redesign, Px-y for individual activity depends on the type of 
parameter used in the full analysis. If the extracted parameter is 
 Estimated, ( )xyx DAP −=− 1      (4.2a) 
 Full analysis, cxyx PP =−       (4.2b) 
 Confirmed, 0=
− yxP       (4.2c) 
 
Here, DAx in Equation 4.2a refers to “Degree of Accuracy” for the estimated 
parameter of predecessor activity Ax. This is a measure of probability value 
that estimated parameter will remain within an acceptable range in the latter 
states. The higher value of degree of accuracy refers to lower probability of 
redesign for the successor and vice versa. Values of DA can be assigned by 
the designer based on the evolution characteristics of the activity and past 
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experience. cxP in Equation 4.2b can be obtained using the relation as 
represented by Equation 4.1b.  
 
4.4 Design Factors Related to Early Information Sharing 
As evident from the abovementioned simulation model, the impact of redesign 
is characterized by four design factors (estimability, time to do estimation, 
probability of redesign, and redesign duration for each activity) when using 
early information. As noticed in Bogus et al. (2005), designers can decide 
whether an activity could release early information to its successors (i.e. 
Estimability) from past experience and based on the evolution characteristics 
of design activities. The term evolution refers to the refinement rate of the 
upstream generated information from its preliminary form to a final value 
(Krishnan et al., 1997). The time to estimate the parameters needed by 
successor (i.e. when preliminary parameter values can be released) also 
depends on the evolution characteristics of design activities and this could be a 
fraction of the duration for the full analysis of design activities (Bogus et al., 
2005; Pena-Mora and Li, 2001).  
 
For a slow evolution activity, if information is released too early, it is more 
likely that the preliminary information provided will be changed and results in 
subsequent redesign to the downstream activity. On the other hand, for a fast 
evolution activity, preliminary information may be released early while the 
probability of redesign in downstream activity remains low (Bhuiyan et al., 
2004; Bogus et al., 2005). This concept has been described by Figures 2.3 and 
2.5. Finally, the duration for redesign is also a fraction of duration for the full 
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analysis which can be obtained from designers from their experience (e.g. 
Enzhen and Shi-Jie, 2006; Smith and Eppinger, 1997). Usually, the greatest 
amount of time needed in a design activity involves the understanding of the 
details, devising the approach and developing the model for analysis. When a 
redesign is necessary, the designer is already familiar with the design 
procedure and details, and the analysis models have already been developed so 
that significantly less effort is required to change the value of the parameters 
adopted in the design.  
 
4.5 Illustrative Case Study 
For illustration purpose, a design project from Gerk and Qassim (2008) has 
been taken to validate the effectiveness of the proposed model (confining case 
study will be presented in a separate chapter). The illustrative case project 
comprises 47 activities as listed in Table 4.2 with their duration, estimability 
and precedence relationships. Estimable activities listed in the table have been 
selected from perception and estimability can be obtained from the designers’ 
experience based on the characteristics of the activity. Moreover, it has been 
assumed that an estimable activity can release early information after 40% 
time of its original full analysis and the degree of accuracy of the estimated 
parameter has been assumed to be 50%. Redesign time for an activity has been 
also assumed as 40% of the full analysis. Any other duration can conveniently 
be used based on the characteristics of the activity.  
 
The simulation model for the design master plan of the illustrative case is 
developed using the generalized AGeM. In the absence of historical data, a 
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normal distribution has been assumed for all activity durations in the present 
study although other distributions can also be conveniently utilized given 
specific parameters of the distribution. A coefficient of variation (CoV) of 
20% has also been assumed. Each simulation is based on 1000 runs so that for 
95% confidence, the experimental mean results would not deviate by more 
than 4.3% of the true mean (see approximation used by Moder et al., 1983 
which is presented by Equartions 3.1a and 3.1b). 
 












1 8 - - 25 16 E 15 
2 8 E - 26 28 E 2,14 
3 12 E - 27 32 - 12 
4 16 E 2,3 28 20 - 3,25 
5 12 
- 
3 29 36 E 2,13 
6 12 E - 30 44 E 19 
7 16 E - 31 32 E 12 
8 16 E 1 32 28 E 20,27,31 
9 16 E 5,6 33 16 - 24,26,29 
10 8 
- 
7,8 34 12 
- 
22,23,28,30 
11 8 E 7,8 35 12 E 33 
12 8 - 9-11 36 16 E 22,23,28,30 
13 8 
- 
1,10 37 16 E 26,28-31,34 
14 16 - 1,11 38 12 - 4,35 
15 36 E 7,8 39 4 - 4,35 
16 8 
- 
13-15 40 8 E 21,33,37,38 
17 28 
- 





8 42 4 E 4,38 
19 20 E 9-11 43 4 - 41 
20 16 
- 
2,15 44 4 
- 
41 
21 16 E 14-16 45 8 - 40,42-44 
22 40 E 14,15,17 46 4 - 45 
23 24 
- 





13,2     
 
Firstly, with traditional finish-start dependencies, the design project requires 
160 weeks with no redesign or loss of productivity. On the other hand, 
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incorporating early information with 23 estimable activities, the design 
duration has been significantly reduced to a mean of 122 weeks (23.8% 
reduction) with an expected redesign amount of 134.5 man-weeks (17.3% of 
original work load of 776 man-weeks). Moreover, if the estimation had been 
accurate so that no redesign is necessary, there is no reduction in the mean 
duration for completion remaining at 122 weeks. Although 134.5 man-weeks 
of redesign are required to correct the deviations, this redesign can be 
performed in parallel along with the other design activities so that there is no 
further delay in design completion.  
 










10% 122.1 1.1 132.2 29.3 
20% 122.3 1.9 134.5 31.3 
30% 123.3 2.7 136.2 32.4 
Mix distribution 124.2 2.4 130.8 29.9 
a
 Std Dev: Standard deviation 
 
Instead of CoV of 20%, the simulation has been run using other CoV (10% 
and 30%) for activity durations. It can be found that the improvement in 
project schedule is similar though there is a little variation in the values of 
mean and standard deviation for both the performance metrics (see Table 4.3). 
Moreover, a combination of distribution (normal, triangular and PERT) has 
been used for different activities and the Table depicts that the trend is also 
identical for total duration and redesign.  
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4.5.1 Project Characterization 
The design factors related to using early information (i.e. estimability, 
estimation time, probability of redesign, and redesign duration for each 
activity) vary from project to project depending on the type of activities and 
consequently, the subsequent impact on design completion time as well as 
total amount of redesign or loss in productivity will be different. The 
simulation model for design process has incorporated these four factors. In the 
following sections, further analyses have been conducted using the same 
master schedule as in the illustrative case study but with differing factors to 
better understand the design characterization on project performance metrics: 
project duration and total amount of redesign (or loss in productivity) when 
utilizing early information. 
 
4.5.1.1 Effect of Estimability on Project Completion and Loss in 
Productivity 
In the first instance, instead of 23 selected activities, different numbers of 
activities are chosen as estimable with a degree of accuracy of 50%. Activity 
for which design parameters are estimable is randomly selected using the 
probability values of estimability. Estimation time in this case has been taken 
as 40% of the duration of the full analysis and redesign time for an activity is 
20% of its original full analysis.  
 
Table 4.4 shows the project duration and amount of redesign for different 
estimability. It is evident that project duration decreases significantly with 
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increasing number of activities that are estimable (i.e. with higher 
estimability). The reduction reaches a maximum of 49% (with project duration 
82.3 weeks) when all activities are estimable (estimability=1). The reduction 
in project duration is accompanied by a corresponding increase in the amount 
of redesign or loss in productivity, up to 78.5 man-weeks of redesign or 10% 
loss in productivity at estimability=1. There may be a concern how these 
losses in productivity are accommodated so that the use of early information 
can significantly shorten the design completion time.  
 













0 160.0 0.6 0.0 0.0 
0.1 154.7 5.4 8.8 1.1 
0.2 149.4 7.0 17.1 2.2 
0.3 143.7 8.5 26.9 3.5 
0.4 137.0 10.2 35.4 4.6 
0.5 129.4 11.2 44.0 5.7 
0.6 121.9 12.0 51.1 6.6 
0.7 113.3 11.9 58.2 7.5 
0.8 102.4 10.0 65.3 8.4 
0.9 93.0 8.8 71.1 9.2 
1.0 82.3 3.5 78.5 10.1 
a
 Std Dev: Standard deviation 
b % calculated against 776 man-weeks of normal work 
 
Figures 4.4 and 4.5 show the master schedule for the ideal case when no early 
information is incorporated and for the case when all activities are estimable 
(estimability=1). In Figure 4.4, activities with hatched area are critical 
activities. The duration of the project is determined by these critical activities 
and finish-start dependencies lengthen the total duration. Figure 4.5 shows a 




Figure 4.4 Gantt Chart for the design process without any early estimation








































Figure 4.5 Gantt Chart for the design process assuming all design tasks are estimable (i.e. estimability=1)
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estimable. Figure 4.5 also depicts the amount and timing of redesign part 
(shaded bars) along with the normal design process. Redesign for some 
activities can be started shortly after finishing the full analysis of those 
activities whereas for some other activities, redesign can only be started much 
later than the full analysis. These delays indicate that the confirmed 
parameters from their precedent activities are yet to be available. However, the 
amount of delay to finish a design activity due to redesign is not very 
significant so that it should not be a big concern as long as the schedule is 
caught up at the end of the project. The 79 man-weeks of redesign have been 
distributed throughout the project and most of these redesigns are concurrently 
performed with other design activities so that the overall design completion is 
considerably shortened. 
 
In the abovementioned results, a CoV of 20% has been used for all activity 
durations. Figure 4.6 depicts the mean durations and redesigns with their 
respective standard deviations for different values of CoV and also for a 
combination of distributions for activity durations.  As can be seen, the trend 
of project performance metrics for different estimability is similar. Moreover, 
the variation in the mean values and standard deviations for both the 
performance metrics is rather insignificant (as depicted in Figures 4.6a and 
4.6b) despite the variation of CoV for the same number of estimable activities. 
This little variation depicts that within the usual range of CoV (10-30%), the 
expected duration and redesign are insensitive to the distribution of activity 
durations. Hence, in the subsequent discussion (including in the future 
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chapters), a CoV of 20% will be used to study the project performance for 
different combination for design factors. 
 
Figure 4.6 Variation in mean and standard deviation due to the variation 
of CoV %: (a) Total duration, and (b) Expected redesign for different 
estimability 
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4.5.1.2 Redesign Duration Vs Estimability 
Figures 4.7(a) and (b) show the effect on design completion time and the 
corresponding total amount of redesign or loss in productivity for different 
estimabilities and redesign duration for each activity. As expected, overall 
project duration decreases with higher estimability, from a mere 4% of 
original duration for estimability of 0.2 (i.e. 20% of total number of activities 
are estimable) to 49% of the original duration if all design activities are 
estimable. At the same time, loss in productivity increases with estimability 
and higher redesign duration, from less than 5% to as high as 50% when 
estimability=1 and redesign duration is 100% of original duration of activity. 
 
It is interesting to compare the effect on both performance metrics. For 
example, with 20% redesign duration, reduction in design completion varies 
from 7% to 49% with higher estimability (i.e. with increasing number of 
activities that are estimable). While at the same time, loss in productivity 
increases from a mere 3% to 10% for the same number of activities that are 
estimable. On the other hand, with long redesign duration (e.g. 80% of the 
original full analysis), design completion is less sensitive to estimability. For 
example, design completion is reduced by 5% if estimability=0.2 and only 
14% if estimability=1 and loss in productivity varies from 10% to 40% for the 
same range of estimability. As more activities utilize estimated parameters, it 
can be expected that more activities will require redesign so that higher 
redesign duration can no longer be accommodated by parallel activities, and 
can be expected to delay the project completion, so that there is no marked 
reduction in project duration. 
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Figure 4.7 (a) % reduction in total duration, and (b) % of redesign 
(mandays) or loss in productivity for different estimability and redesign 
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4.5.1.3 Project Performance Matrix 
Table 4.5 is a matrix depicting the impact on project performance metrics due 
to variations in the design factors for early information, namely estimability, 
estimation time and redesign duration (both represented as percentages of 
activity duration). The factors have been characterized as “low”, “moderate” 
and “high” as shown in the Table. Project performances are similarly 
characterized as “poor”, “moderate” and “good” represented by no shading, 
light and dark shading, respectively. For reduction in project completion, the 
higher the percentage, the better the performance is. For purpose of 
representation and discussion, “good” has been classified as ranges with 
means greater than 30%, “moderate” as those with means between 15% and 
30%, and “poor” as those with means below 15%. On the other hand, the 
lower the percentage loss in productivity, the better the performance is. In this 
case, “Good” has been classified as ranges with means less than 10%, 
“moderate” as ranges with means between 10% and 20%, and “poor” 
otherwise. 
 
Considering the shadings with respect to reduction in project completion, the 
trend indicates that projects with low estimation time, high estimability and 
low redesign duration lead to greater reduction in project completion when 
early information is utilized. With respect to loss in productivity, the trend 
suggests that projects with high estimation time, and low estimability and 




Table 4.5 Comparison of percent reduction in total duration against loss in productivity for different combination of estimability, 
estimation time, and redesign duration for each activity 
 
 Estimation Time 20% 
of activity duration 
(Low) 
Estimation Time 40% of 
activity duration 
(Moderate) 
Estimation Time 70% 






































































































































Ra 0-17% 17-35% 35-56% 0-13% 13-27% 27-48% 0-9% 9-16% 16-29% Low (<40%) 
Lb 0-9% 9-16% 16-22% 0-8% 8-14% 14-20% 0-7% 7-12% 12-18% 
R 0-16% 16-30% 30-44% 0-12% 12-24% 24-38% 0-8% 8-15% 15-27% Moderate (40-
70%) L 0-16% 16-27% 27-38% 0-15% 15-25% 25-36% 0-14% 14-24% 24-32% 
R 0-12% 12-17% 17-25% 0-8% 8-13% 13-20% (-)1-5% 5-8% 8-13% High (>70%) 
L 0-22% 22-40% 40-55% 0-22% 22-40% 40-51% 0-21% 21-34% 34-45% 
    a
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This project characterization is summarized in Figure 4.8. The arrow direction 
indicates the increasing percentages of the performance metrics. The positive 
and negative signs at the ends of the arrows indicate positive and adverse 
effect on the performance metrics. The width of the arrows is indicative of the 
strength of influence of the design factor on the performance metrics. Thus 
considering redesign duration, its reduction works positively for both 
performance metrics. With estimation time, a reduction positively improves 
project completion while adversely impacts the loss in productivity although 
there is greater advantage to the former. When the estimation time is short, 
more activities will utilize early estimated information with the effect of 
increasing total amount of redesign, although the impact appears to be 
marginal. With estimability, an increase improves project completion while 




Figure 4.8 Influence of three factors on reduction in total duration and 
loss in productivity 
 
 
R: Reduction in total duration 
L: Loss in productivity 
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Estimation time 
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4.5.1.4 Effect of Probability for Redesign 
In the abovementioned results, the probability for redesign has been set by the 
Equation 4.1 and estimates are assumed as 50% accurate. If the estimates are 
not accurate, a higher probability of redesign can be expected. To study the 
effect of probability of redesign on project performance, different Degree of 
Accuracy (DA) of estimated parameters, such as low (20%), moderate (50%) 
and high (80%) have been examined. Figure 4.9 compares the project 
completion time and amount of redesign for three DAs (i.e. low, moderate and 
high) with respect to redesign duration of each activity. The estimability is 0.5 
and estimation time is 40% of original activity duration. In the usual range of 
20-40% redesign duration, the reduction in project completion is rather 
insensitive to estimation accuracy. At the same time, significantly larger 
amount of redesign can be expected with less accurate estimates. But this does 
not, however, fully translate to increased project completion because most of 
the redesign can be scheduled parallel with other design activities up to a 
certain amount of loss of productivity, depending on the activity network. 
Beyond this limit, increasing loss of productivity lengthens project 
completion. Thus, utilizing estimated parameters, even with less accurate 
estimates is still desirable if redesign duration is not high. The worst situation 
could arise if redesign duration is high, as evident from the Figure. If 
estimation accuracy is as low as 20% and redesign duration is 100% of 
original full analysis, loss of productivity could rises to as much as 51% while 
design completion even gets longer than the original duration of 160 weeks.  
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Figure 4.9 Comparison of project completion time and loss in 
productivity for different Degree of Accuracy in estimation (with 
estimability=0.5 and estimation time 40% of the original full analysis) 
 
It must be noted that the trends shown here may vary from project to project 
depending on the parameter dependencies in the network and the estimability 
and redesign attributes of the design activities. In any case, it can be expected 
that the use of early information can significantly reduce the project duration. 
The loss in productivity increases with estimability but contributes little delay 




The simulation technique has been used to model the concept of utilizing early 
information in design, incorporating the notion of early estimation and 
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chapter particularly has studied the general impact of utilizing early 
information on the project performance metrics. The sensitivity studies 
presented here reveals that it is important to understand the combination of the 
design factors that allow the use of early information to be exploited without 
compromising project performance. Hence, the study provides a means to 
explore the physics of design flow and offers valuable insights that project 
managers can take into account when utilizing early information in design. 
 
Apart from four design factors related to the use of early estimated 
information, there are other key issues that should be modeled and studied 
accordingly when overlapping design activities. The following chapter will 
describe modeling iteration and feedback loop for coupled activities; 
predicting change propagation and subsequent impact of external change; and 
integrated schedule for design and construction phases incorporating the 
concept of early information utilization in design.  
 National University of Singapore 
CHAPTER FIVE 





The previous chapter clearly demonstrates that overlapping design activities 
through the use of early information can significantly improve the project 
performance under the right design factors. Nevertheless, design is more 
complicated than as described in the earlier chapter. Using the simulation 
technique, this chapter studies three other key issues when overlapping design 
activities. Firstly, this chapter models iteration and feedback loop for coupled 
activities along with other design activities. The model considers two 
approaches “Sit & settle” and “Repetition” to solve coupled activities so that 
design solution converges to a specified workable range. The simulation 
model has been examined with a few design activities and found to be 
effective in quantifying the expected amount of redesign due to iteration and 
the overall impact on total design duration. The results also show that size and 
position of coupled design activities have a great impact on design project.  
 
Secondly, this chapter proposes a change propagation model to predict the 
change impact due to different degrees of change that might be initiated at 
different stages during a design project. The change propagation model is then 
integrated with the scheduling model to schedule the propagated changes and 
to assess the overall impact on design completion and loss in productivity. The 
effectiveness of the integrated model has been described with an illustrative 
109 
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case study. Such prediction and quantification of change impact would help 
project managers taking the necessary actions for a proposed change.  
 
Finally, this chapter proposes a framework to overlap design and construction 
activities incorporating early information sharing in design. Following the 
framework and the simulation model that has been developed for the design 
process, an integrated scheduling model would be described to overlap design 
and construction activities for a project.  
 
5.2 ITERATION AND FEEDBACK LOOP IN DESIGN 
Table 5.1 Activity Dependency with Design Structure Matrix (DSM) 
 
 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
1 x 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2 1 x 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
3 0 1 x 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
4 0 1 0 x 1 1 0 0 0 0 
5 1 0 0 1 x 0 0 0 0 0 
6 0 1 0 0 1 x 0 0 0 0 
7 0 0 1 0 1 0 x 0 0 0 
8 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 x 0 0 
9 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 x 0 
10 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 x 
 
In the previous chapter, redesign had been modeled when design activities 
utilized early information. Though the modeling considered multiple 
interactions between activities, dependencies between activities were only 
sequential (i.e. information was transmitted to the downstream activities only). 
In practice, design project involves both sequential and coupled activities as 
depicted in Table 5.1 with the design structure matrix (DSM). Here, activity 4, 
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5, and 6 are coupled activities forming a loop while rest of activities follows 
sequential dependency. For activities involved in a loop, no activity can start 
its analysis with precedent confirmed information. In this case, activities are 
allowed to start with incomplete information and design can be finalized by 
“Sit & settle” or through “Repetition”. Redesign probability for coupled 
activities will be different from the sequential activities.  
 
5.2.1 Modeling Iteration and Feedback Loop 
The simulation model developed for the design process incorporating early 
information sharing has been used to model iteration and feedback loop along 
with other design activities. The internal process for a design activity is the 
same as depicted in Figure 4.3 with only exception of the redesign part for 
coupled activities. The modeling of redesign for coupled activities is 
elaborated in the following sections. 
   
5.2.1.1 Modeling Loop Through “Repetition” 
In the case of sequential activities, check for redesign has been conducted only 
once when all the confirmed parameters from predecessors are available. For 
coupled activities, confirmed parameters are dependent on each other and it is 
not likely that confirmed parameters can be obtained with a single iteration. It 
might need several iterations before the design solution converges to a 
specified workable range. Probability of redesign for coupled activities can be 
modeled as depicted in Figure 5.1 where activities 4, 5, and 6 form a loop and 
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After performing the full analysis of coupled activities and receiving 
confirmed parameters from all the predecessors except those involved in the 
loop, check for first iteration will be done. The probability of redesign for the 
first check is the same as the probability of redesign for sequential 
dependencies as given by Equation 4.1b. Subsequent checks will be needed if 
any of the predecessor coupled activity has been redesigned. This check will 
be done every time any of the predecessor coupled activity is redesigned and 










                      (5.1) 
 
where, rx is the number of iteration has been done for coupled activity Ax. 
And, IFx-y stands for “Influence Factor” for activity Ax to activity Ay. This 
notation describes the strength of influence that any change in Ax will cause 
redesign to activity Ay. The value of “IF” can be assigned by the designer 
depending on the characteristics of activity and past experience. As depicted in 
Smith and Eppinger (1997b) and shown in Table 5.2, the probability value of 
each cell can be represented as the strength of influence so that the 
corresponding row activity might need revision due to any change in 
corresponding column activity 
 
The equation depicts an exponential decay function for probability which 
decreases quickly for first couple of iterations since design solution converges 
very fast at this stage. After a few iterations, design solution will fall within a 
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specified workable range and no activity will need further iteration and 
coupled activities will transmit confirmed parameters to their successor. 
 
Table 5.2 Representing the value of “Influence Factor” for coupled 
activities taken from Smith and Eppinger (1997b) 
 
 A B 
A x 0.2 
B 0.4 x 
 
 
5.2.1.2 Modeling Loop Through “Sit & Settle” 
The abovementioned iteration of coupled design activities may not be 
desirable in some design project, especially when iterations are costly. In such 
case, design is finalized by “Sit and Settle” among the coupled activities 
which can be modeled as shown in Figure 5.2. Instead of doing several 
iterations, all the designers of the coupled activities sit together for some time 
after finishing full analysis and find whether any of them need to revise their 
analysis. If revision is needed for any of the activities in the loop, they are 
given some time to finalize their parameters. This check might be required in 
more than one time but with lower probability value. Redesign probability for 







                     (5.2) 
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where, cxP  is the individual probability of redesign for coupled activity Ax and 





Figure 5.2 Modeling Redesign for Coupled Activities if Solved by “Sit and 
Settle” 
 
5.2.2 Solving Loop through “Repetition” Vs “Sit & Settle” 
Initially, the effectiveness of the proposed model has been examined with a 
case study from Smith and Eppinger (1997b) as in Figure 5.3(a). The Figure 
shows a part of the electric car design project consisting 8 activities. 
Dependencies among activities depict that all 8 activities are coupled forming 
a single loop. Dependencies between activities are shown in the matrix with 
the durations for activities in diagonal elements of the DSM. According to 
Smith and Eppinger, the expected design completion was about 30 days.  
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Figure 5.3 DSM for Different Design Projects 
 
Incorporating early information and accounting for redesign, the design 
completion can be significantly reduced to about 18 days. There is little 
difference in the completion time whether the loop is solved doing 
“Repetition” or by “Sit and Settle”. If the estimated parameters are accurate 
enough so that redesign is unnecessary, full analysis for the loop can be 
finished by day 15. Though an additional 7 mandays of redesign is needed to 
Example (1) Example (2) 
Example (4) Example (3) 
(b) 
(a) Smith and Eppinger 97a 
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settle down the design solution, overall completion time is much lower than 
the earlier study. These 7 days of lost in productivity is not directly translated 
into delaying design completion time since most of the redesign can be 
scheduled parallel with other design activities.  
 
The position of coupled activities (that form a loop), number of activities 
involved in a loop, and how the loop is solved (“Repetition” or “Sit and 
Settle”), can affect design completion time. Moreover, redesign duration and 
“Influence Factor” may further affect the choice between the two solution 
approaches. Consequently, four different scenarios as depicted in Figure 5.3(b) 
have been studied to see the impact of solution approaches for coupled 
activities on redesign and design completion time.  
 
The same ten activities of Table 5.1 have been examined for the four 
scenarios. In scenarios (1) and (2), three activities are involved in a loop while 
in scenarios (3) and (4); the loop is bigger consisting of five activities. In 
scenarios 1 and 3, the loop occurs in the middle of the design process while in 
scenarios 2 and 4, it occurs near to the end. If no activity is estimable then 
everyone has to wait for the completion of full analysis of the predecessor and 
the design project requires 160 days. Incorporating early estimation, for all 
four cases, design can be completed on day 76 (52% reduction) if estimated 
parameters are assumed to be accurate. Since estimated parameter may not be 
accurate, it is assumed that estimation is 50% accurate; i.e. there is a 
probability of 0.5 that estimated value will change when parameters are 
finalized. Estimation time is taken as 40% of the original full analysis for an 
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activity. Also, Influence Factor is taken as 0.8 to reflect a probability of 0.8 
that any change in parameter value will cause redesign to its successor. Firstly, 
the impact has been observed for two different fraction of time to do redesign 
for each activity as depicted in Table 5.3. 
 
Accounting for the impact of redesign and with larger time to do the redesign, 
design requires longer duration if the loop is solved by “Repetition” compared 
to “Sit and Settle” for all four cases. This is because, in “Repetition”, each 
activity in the loop may require a numbers of revisions due to receiving new 
information from its predecessors. In the case of “Sit and settle”, activities are 
not revised several times so that design is finalized quicker. However, with 
shorter time to do redesign, design duration is almost the same for 
“Repetition” and “Sit and Settle” for the scenarios (1) and (2), with the smaller 
loop. Whereas with larger loop, design requires much longer time for 
“Repetition” compared to “Sit and Settle”. Since each redesign duration is 
short; the design can be settled fast in a few iterations. However, it takes more 
iteration to settle the design for a larger loop.  
 
The impact of number of activities in a loop is evident from Figure 5.4 which 
shows the number of iterations needed for activity A8 to finalize the design for 
1000 simulation runs. As can be seen, for the small loop in scenario (2), A8 
does not need any redesign about 20% of time and in a single iteration, it can 
be solved more than 50% of time. On the other hand, with the larger loop in 
scenario (4), A8 needs higher numbers of iterations: it can be solved by a 
single iteration in only 36% of time; 38% of time it need two iterations; 10%
  
Table 5.3 Impact of solution approaches on design duration and loss in productivity for Different Scenarios of loop 
 
Time to do rework is 50% of 
the original full analysis 
Time to do rework is 20% of 
the original full analysis 
% Lost of 
productivity in 
mandays 
% Lost of 
productivity in 
mandays 



























Repetition 104.7 45.2 25.5 80.1 16.5 10.1 1 3 Middle Sitting 100.6 32.2 25.0 79.8 15.0 10.6 
Repetition 98.0 55.3 16.9 84.7 21.3 6.9 2 3 Near to 
the end Sitting 93.7 34.3 17.7 84.4 16.8 7.0 
Repetition 121.9 73.8 31.4 85.5 29.7 12.7 3 5 Middle 
Sitting 105.7 34.8 31.7 81.4 18.1 12.7 
Repetition 112.7 87.9 15.6 90.3 33.2 6.3 4 5 Near to 
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of time it requires three iterations and even sometimes it requires fourth 
iterations. So, larger loop will cause greater delay in transmitting confirmed 








































Number of coupled tasks: 3
Number of coupled tasks: 5
 
 
Figure 5.4 Number of Iterations Needed for Activity A8 to Finalize the 
Design  
 
The position of loop in design has also great impact on design completion 
time. If loop is placed earlier in design and time to do redesign is low then 
most of the redesign can be scheduled parallel along with other design 
activities so that overall impact on design duration is minimal, as can be 
compared between examples (1) and (2), and also between (3) and (4) in Table 
5.3.  
 
Table 5.4 depicts the impact on design completion and loss in productivity for 
different Influence Factor, “IF” with time to do redesign taken as 20% of the 
original full analysis. If influence factor is low, then design completion is 
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earlier for “Repetition” compared to “Sit and Settle”, irrespective of size and 
position of loop. This is because, with lower “IF”, probability of redesign is 
low and the design loop can settle faster. Moreover, “Sit and Settle” requires 
some time for arranging meeting date to resolve the loop. With higher “IF”, 
design completion is earlier for “Sit and Settle” than “Repetition”, especially, 
if loop is larger. 
 
Consequently, Figure 5.5 summarizes the impact on solution methods 
(“Repetition” or “Sit and Settle”) for different factors such as Influence 
Factors (IF), time to do redesign and sizes of loop. For each combination of 
these factors, the Figure depicts which solution method would provide better 
performance in terms of project completion and loss in productivity. A tie 
between “Repetition” and “Sit and Settle” (represented by “R/S”) indicates 
that there is no difference in both the project performance metrics or one 
performance metric is better than the other. Moreover, the darkness of the 
shading represents that the difference in performance metrics are more 
pronounced. As can be found, for small loop “Repetition” is better than “Sit 
and Settle”, especially if “IF” and/or time to do redesign is less. For large 
loop, “Repetition” is only better if “IF” is less. Though the results presented in 
the Figure for loops positioned near to the end, the same trend is found if the 
loop is placed at the middle of the project. 
  
Table 5.4 Impact of Influence Factor “IF” between Activities 
 
Low IF (0.2) Moderate IF (0.5) High IF (0.8) 
% Lost of 
productivity in 
mandays 
% Lost of 
productivity in 
mandays 





































Repetition 76.8 2.7 3.0 77.9 8.8 6.6 80.1 16.5 10.1 1 Sitting 77.0 6.3 3.1 78.3 12.7 6.8 79.8 15.0 10.6 
Repetition 78.1 4.3 1.8 81.3 11.8 4.4 84.7 21.3 6.9 2 Sitting 79.6 6.5 1.6 82.5 13.7 4.4 84.4 16.8 7.0 
Repetition 78.0 5.0 4.3 80.4 16.3 9.2 85.5 29.7 12.7 3 Sitting 78.2 12.1 4.3 79.4 16.9 9.2 81.4 18.1 12.7 
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Figure 5.5 Comparing “Repetition” Vs “Sit and Settle” due to variation in 
Influence Factor, Time to do redesign and size of loop 
 
 
5.2.3 Concluding Remarks for Iteration and Feedback Loop 
The simulation model presented in section 5.2 is found to be effective in 
quantifying the loss in productivity due to coupled activities in design project 
and the overall impact on design duration. The sensitivity studies presented 
here depict that various factors such as Influence Factors (IF), time to do 
redesign and sizes and positions of loop have different impacts on the solution 
methods of “Repetition” and “Sit and Settle”. Based on the characteristics of 
design project, decision makers will be able to quantify the design completion 
taking into account the time required for redesign and can decide which 
method they should adopt to solve the loop in design. 
 
R R R/S 
R R/S S 
R R/S S 
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5.3 CHANGE PROPAGATION MODEL DUE TO EXTERNAL 
CHANGES 
Design projects often face changes from external sources causing redesign to 
many interdependent activities in downstream. Depicting change propagation 
and subsequent impact on overall project performance is an important 
consideration in managing design process. As mentioned in the literature 
review, there is a lack of proper change propagation model to predict the 
change impact on redesign and delay in design completion. This section 
presents a model to predict the change impact due to different degrees of 
change that might be initiated at different stages during a design project. The 
model also considers the issue on how the impact of an initiated change can be 
accommodated when design activities are overlapped.  
 
5.3.1 Concept of Change Probability and Redesign 
When a change is initiated, the degree of change may be Low, Moderate or 
High. This change may or may not affect downstream activities and if 
downstream activities get affected, the impact might be of different degrees 
depending on the sensitivity of the activity to changes. Essentially, there are 
two factors to be considered for redesign due to any change in upstream 
activity: probability that change will cause redesign, and time to do the 
redesign.  
 
In the consideration of the use of early information, Krishnan et al. (1997) 
defined a sensitivity measure as the additional time that is required for 
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redesign due to a change in an upstream activity. An activity is said to be 
highly sensitive if a small change in the predecessor causes a large amount of 
redesign and vice versa. Bogus et al. (2005) further identified some design 
factors affecting sensitivity. In the same context of use of early information, 
Ouertani (2008) asserted that the probability of downstream activity is affected 
by a change upstream depends on the type of information dependency. In his 
example of “Turbocharger design process”, the designer cannot define the 
“turbine inlet temperature” without knowing the “engine performance”. If 
engine selection has been changed, “turbine inlet temperature” should be 
redefined. In this case, there is a high dependency between these two 
activities, i.e. high probability that the “turbine inlet temperature” will be 
affected due to any change in the “engine performance”.  
 
Similar notions of probability of redesign and sensitivity can be extended to 
predict change propagation and the subsequent impact. Moreover, these 
concepts are expanded to consider the case of multiple dependencies between 
design activities. The change prediction model will be developed first 
followed by the scheduling of propagated changes. 
 
5.3.2 Modeling Change Propagation 
If a parameter produced by an activity is changed by a certain degree, the 
probability that the immediate successor will remain unaffected or affected at 
a Low, Moderate or High degree usually follows a distribution. For illustrative 
purpose, assume activity ‘b’ depends on activity ‘a’ and if there is a Low 
degree of change in predecessor activity ‘a’, there will be a probability that ‘b’ 
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can absorb the change without any redesign, meaning that it will fall within 
the acceptable range of ‘b’, or ‘b’ may need Low, Moderate or High degree of 
change. Figure 5.6 depicts the probability distribution for different degrees of 
change in ‘b’ due to each type of change in ‘a’, though the shape of the curve 
will be different depending on the nature of the parameter dependencies 
between the activities. The idea of the probability distribution is similar to that 
described in Pena-Mora et al. (2001) but extended to account for degree of 
change. For convenient use of these probability values, a transition matrix (see 
Table 5.5) instead can be derived from the probability distribution and these 
values can be obtained from historical data or judgment of experienced 
designers. The notation LaNbP
,
,
 is the probability that there is No change in 
activity ‘b’ due to a Low degree of change in activity ‘a’. Similarly, two other 
superscripts and subscripts M and H denote Moderate and High degrees of 




Figure 5.6 Probability of change impact in activity ‘b’ due to change in 
activity ‘a’ 
 





























range for ‘b’ 
L M H M M 
M M M 
H H 
H H H 
L L L 
L L 
Low Change in ‘a’ Moderate Change in ‘a’ High Change in ‘a’ 
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To understand how change is propagated in downstream activities, first 
consider two activities with single dependency as depicted in Figure 5.7. A 
change in activity ‘a’ given by a preceding change probability vector 
aP = [ ]HaMaLaNa PPPP ,,,,  will cause a corresponding change in activity 
‘b’ denoted by succeeding probability change vector 
bP = [ ]HbMbLbNb PPPP ,,,, . The succeeding change probability vector bP  





bb TPPP ==      (5.3) 
 
where, abT  is the transition matrix of probabilities of change from ‘a’ to ‘b’ 
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 Successor activity ‘b’ 
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In general, the transition matrix xyT  depicting the probabilities of change from 
























































































    (5.4b) 
 
 
Figure 5.7 “One to one” activity dependency 
 
Since there is only a single dependency, bP  is equivalent to 
a
bP  where 
[ ]aHbaMbaLbaNbab PPPPP ,,,,=  is the vector of change probability in ‘b’ due to 
a change in ‘a’. Where there is a known degree of change in ‘a’, then the 
elements in the preceding change probability aP are zero except for the 
element corresponding to the known degree of change which takes the unity 
value. 
 
In design project, one activity is usually dependent on multiple activities. Due 
to changes in multiple predecessors, the probability that an activity will be 
affected and the change impact are more complicated than the earlier scenario 
of “one to one” dependency. Consider four activities as shown in Figure 5.8 
where activity ‘c’ depends on both ‘a’ and ‘b’. It is reasonable to assume that 
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if the change impact in ‘c’ is Moderate due to the change in ‘a’ and Low due 
to the change in ‘b’, then the combined impact in ‘c’ is the larger of the two, 




Figure 5.8 Change propagation in multiple dependencies 
 
Thus, if the change probability vector from activity ‘a’ to ‘c’ is 
[ ]aHcaMcaLcaNc PPPP ,,,,  and the same vector from ‘b’ to ‘c’ is 
[ ]bHcbMcbLcbNc PPPP ,,,, , then the combined probability that there is Low 
change in activity ‘c’ is, 
 
( )( ) NcbLcbNcaLcaNcLc PPPPPP ,,,,,, −++=     (5.6) 
 
Where NcP ,  is the probability that there will be No change in activity ‘c’ which 




NcNc PPP ,,, *=      (5.7) 
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Similarly, the probability that the change impact in ‘c’ is Moderate or High 
can be represented by Equations (5.8) and (5.9). 
 
( )( ) LcNcbMcbLcbNcaMcaLcaNcMc PPPPPPPPP ,,,,,,,,, −−++++=   (5.8) 
( )( ) McLcNcbHcbMcbLcbNcaHcaMcaLcaNcHc PPPPPPPPPPPP ,,,,,,,,,,,, −−−++++++=
(5.9) 
 
In general, the combined probability that there is No change in activity ‘y’ due 










,,      (5.10) 
 
Where Sy is the set of predecessor activities of ‘y’ 
 

























   (5.11) 
 
where, u and v stand for the degree of changes and u<=v.  
 
Using the aforementioned equations, the change propagation can be easily 
determined by considering the dependencies for each activity in turn. For 
example, consider an identical transition matrix of change probability (shown 
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in Table 5.6) for the four activity example of Figure 5.8. If a Moderate change 
is initiated in activity ‘a’ and a Low change in ‘b’, then Table 5.7 depicts the 
change propagation in downstream activities ‘c’ and ‘d’ respectively (see 
Appendix A for the detail calculation). 
 

































 Successor activity ‘b’ 
 N L M H 
N 1 0 0 0 
L 0.3 0.6 0.1 0 














H 0 0 0.4 0.6 
Activity N L M H 
a 0 0 1 0 
b 0 1 0 0 
c 0 0.27 0.63 0.1 
d 0.081 0.351 0.445 0.123 
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5.3.3 Simulation Model for Change Propagation 
Figure 5.9 depicts the simulation model for change propagation of a design 
project. The change propagation is achieved using a Propagation Link ( xyPL ) 
connecting predecessor activity ‘x’ to successor ‘y’. It comprises a Fork and a 
set of links (called branches herein to avoid confusion with the Propagation 
Link) that will determine the degree of change as shown enclosed in dotted 
boxes in Figure 5.9. For a single dependency between activities ‘a’ and ‘b’ as 
illustrated in Figure 5.9(a), the probability of change impact is determined by 
the Fork AnyChangeFrom‘a’To‘b’? in abPL  and the Strengths of the associated 
branches. For a particular degree of change u in ‘a’, the probability of the 
corresponding degree of change v in ‘b’ is given by the row values uavbP
,
,
 in the 
transition matrix abT . This in turn defines the Strengths of the succeeding 
branches. The higher the Strength of the branch the higher is the probability 
that the design parameter (represented as a token) will traverse the branch and 
acquire the attribute of change as denoted by the branch, N, L, M, and H 
representing No, Low, Moderate and High degree of change respectively.  
 
For multiple dependencies, an activity may be affected if any of its 
predecessors cause change and this scenario is depicted by the simulation 
network in Figure 5.9(b). For the example shown in Figure 5.8, two 
Propagation Links, namely a
cPL  and 
b
cPL  are utilized to connect the 
predecessor Combis with the Combi ChangeIn‘c’. The propagation of change 
from each dependency follows the transition matrix similar to Figure 5.9(a). 
The combined impact of change on ‘c’ is the larger of the two changes 
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received at the two preceding Queues of the Combi ChangeIn‘c’. The 
subsequent change propagation from ‘c’ to ‘d’ is similarly determined by 
c








































Figure 5.9 Simulation model for change propagation: a) “One to one” 
dependency, b) Multiple dependencies 
 
In a general project, there are multiple dependencies between the activities. 
These dependencies can be easily depicted using Design Structure Matrix, 
DSM and each dependency can be readily modeled using the above 
Propagation Link with the Strengths of the branches determined from the 
corresponding transition matrices. The following section describes how the 
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propagation model can be integrated with the scheduling model to schedule 
the propagated changes and determine the impact on redesign.  
 
5.3.4 Scheduling Propagated Changes 
When any change is initiated, the additional time that might be needed for the 
affected activities, depends on the timing of the initiated change. If design of 
an affected activity is already finished or in progress at the time of the initiated 
change, then additional time will be needed for redesign. Whereas if an 
affected activity is yet to start its process then it can be assumed that no extra 
time will be needed, since the activity would have received the updated 
parameters from its predecessors before it starts its analysis.  
 
In the case of concurrent execution as described in the previous chapter, 
design activities can start with early estimated parameters from predecessor 
activities as shown in Figure 5.10, downstream activities are accompanied 
with possibility of redesign when the estimated parameters differ from the 
confirmed or finalized parameters. The additional time for redesign due to 
estimation is indicated by the bars with positive inclined lines. If a change in 
the inputs to activity ‘a1’ is introduced at time 1 as shown in Figure 5.10(a), a 
redesign in activity ‘a1’ may be necessitated as shown by the bar with 
negative inclined lines. If the redesign due to the change can be completed 
before the start of the redesign due to estimation (bar with positive inclined 
lines) in the successor ‘a2’ (as in this case), then any change impact may be 
accommodated within the redesign due to estimation. In this case, the change 
does not propagate further.  
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Figure 5.10 Concurrent execution of design activities with estimated 
parameters and the impact of change 
 
However, if the change takes place at time 2 as shown in Figure 5.10(b) and a 
redesign is necessitated in activity ‘a1’ as shown by the bar with negative 
inclined lines, redesign in succeeding activities due to the change impact may 
be necessary as indicated by the bars with negative inclined lines in activities 
‘a2’ and ‘a3’. Moreover, if the redesign due to estimation has not started in the 
downstream activities, this redesign effort may be deferred to accommodate 
the redesign due to change propagation as exemplified by activity ‘a4’.  
 
The change propagation model of Figure 5.9 provides the control information 
to defer the redesign. This control is achieved through an integration of the 
change propagation model with the scheduling model using estimated 
information as depicted in the flowchart of Figure 5.11. This flow chart 
represents the internal process of design activities as described earlier in 
Figure 3.2 which in turn was used to develop the generalized simulation model 
of Figure 3.3. The same simulation model of Figure 3.3 is integrated with the 
change propagation model. When a change is proposed, the integrated model 
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will predict the change propagation in downstream activities and yield a new 
schedule to accommodate the change impact. The new schedule can be 
compared with the original to determine the additional time for redesign (or 











Perform full analysis for 
activity ‘b’
Is used parameter 
and confirmed 
paramter out of 
assumed range?
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Figure 5.12 provides the schematic diagram of the integrated system. The 
scheduling model builds the project network using the dependency 
relationships represented in the DSM and the matrices of design attributes. 
The transition matrices and the DSM provide the input for the change 
propagation model. The integrated model for scheduling and change 
propagation is automatically generated using the framework of generalized 
AGeM (as illustrated in Chapter 3) with additional templates for the 
propagation links. Whenever a change is proposed, the probable impact can be 




Figure 5.12 Schematic diagram of the integrated model 
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5.3.5 Illustrative Case Study 
From the foregoing discussion, it can be observed that there are at least five 
factors that can affect the probable impact on overall design schedule when a 
change is initiated. These factors are: transition matrix; degree of initiated 
change; timing of initiated change; point of initiated change (specific activity); 
and redesign duration, i.e. the amount of time to do redesign for an activity. 
These factors vary from project to project based on the characteristics of the 
design activities and source of external change.  
 
The ideal validation would be comparing actual project data with the 
simulation generated project schedule proposed in this study. This would be an 
immense task since each factor has its influence on the design process and the 
impact on the overall design schedule depends on the combined effects of all 
the factors. This would require a number of similar projects to be repeated to 
reduce sampling error. Instead, the same illustrative case study of 47 activities 
(Table 4.6) taken from Gerk and Qassim (2008) is used to explore the 
propagation of a change using the model and determine the effect of some of 
the above factors on overall schedule and redesign.  
 
An identical transition matrix as depicted in Table 5.6 has been utilized for 
each dependency and the redesign duration is assumed to be 20% of the 
original duration of the activity. Initially, a Low change is initiated in the first 
activity and the change propagation in downstream activities is depicted in 
Figure 5.13(a). The change propagation for the case project network has been 
compared with the sequential network of a “one to one” dependency.   
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Figure 5.13 Change propagation due to a change in activity 1: a) Low, b) 
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The sequential network comprises the same activities as in Table 4.6 with the 
same transition matrix except that they are sequentially arranged. As can be 
seen in the Figure, the probability of change reduces rapidly for downstream 
activities in the case of “one to one” dependency and completely diminishes 
for later activities. Whereas for the case project network, an activity may have 
multiple predecessors and the change probability in downstream activities 
does not decrease as smoothly as “one to one” dependency. The change 
probability in this case depends on the activity network and the probability 
increases with increasing number of affected predecessor activities.  
 
For example, in the case project network, activities 8, 15, 25 and 28 follow 
sequentially from activity 1 and the corresponding change probability 
decreases in a manner similar to the “one to one” dependency network. 
Although activity 15 has 2 predecessors, 7 and 8, the former is unaffected by 
the initiated change in activity 1. On the other hand, the change probability for 
activity 13 which is second in sequence from activity 1, is higher compared to 
activity 8 because the change probability is also affected by the change in its 
other predecessor, activity 10. The change propagation in activity 16 comes 
from the combined effect of the changes propagated through activities 13, 14 
and 15 giving it a higher probability of change of 0.88 compared to its 
predecessor activities. The change probability in activity 21, 22 and the other 
activities are similarly determined. Moreover, activities 2-7 and 9 are 
unaffected since these activities do not have any affected predecessor 
activities.  
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Figures 5.13(b) and (c) show the change propagation for the two networks due 
to a Moderate and a High degree of changes initiated in activity 1, 
respectively. In the case of “one to one” dependency, change probability again 
decreases downstream although at a different rate for different degrees of 
change initiated. Whereas for the case project network, the change probability 
for downstream activities increases with the higher degree of change initiated. 
With High degree of change initiated, the probability of change hovers above 
0.9 for all activities, when compared with 0.8 for Moderate degree of change, 
whilst the probability of change for Low degree of change can go as low as 0.3 
in some activities. Thus, the change propagation model is rather significant to 
determine the impact of an initiated change in downstream activities. This can 
adversely affect the redesign work which will be demonstrated later with the 
integrated model.  
 
5.3.5.1 Impact on Redesign and Overall Design Schedule 
To assess the impact of change propagation on redesign, the traditional finish-
start dependency for the case network is first considered so that redesign is 
solely attributed to the initiated change rather than partially caused by use of 
early information. In a later section, the combined effect of use of early 
information and initiated change will be discussed. For a Moderate change 
introduced in activity 1 on week 80, Figure 5.14 depicts the Gantt Chart for 
the project. Bars with negative inclined lines represent the expected time for 
redesign due to the initiated change. The total amount of redesign or 
conversely the amount of redesign is found to be 94 man-weeks (assuming 
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that each activity requires one man), compared to the original work scope of 
776 man-weeks, representing a 12% loss in productivity. 
 
 
Figure 5.14 Gantt Chart (with traditional finish-start dependency) for the 
design project for a Moderate change initiated in activity 1 on 80th week 
 
As can be seen from the Figure, some activities require redesign while the 
later activities do not, although the probability of change from the change 
propagation model depicted in Figure 5.13(b) indicated a rather high 
probability of change for all the activities. The reason why the later activities 
do not require redesign is that the redesigns of the predecessors have been 
completed before these activities commence so that the revised design 
parameters would have been available. Moreover, Figure 5.14 also shows that 
all the redesign can be scheduled parallel along with the later activities so that 
project completion is not delayed, remaining at the original duration of 160 
weeks. The scenario may be different when the change is initiated later and if 
the redesign effort is considerably longer.  
0 40 80 120 160 Duration 
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Figure 5.15 shows the effect of timing of initiated change in activity 1 on the 
number of activities affected while Figure 5.16 shows the effect on design 
completion time and amount of redesign or loss in productivity. The later the 
change is initiated, the greater the number of activities are affected and the 
greater is the adverse impact on loss in productivity. With an early initiation of 
change in activity 1, say 40th week which is 30 weeks after the completion of 
activity 1, the redesign is only a mere 3%. For a change initiated on the 80th 
week, the redesign increased to about 12% and thereafter there is little 
increase for later initiation. This is because there is less number of activities 
towards the end of the project where the effect of redesign has already been 
accounted for. The specific values depend on the network configuration of the 
design project.  
 
However, as evident before, this loss in productivity does not translate 
immediately to delay in design completion because much of the redesign can 
be done concurrently with later activities. The delay is only realized when the 
initiated change in activity 1 is after the 130th week of the project which is 120 
weeks past the completion of activity 1 although this change results in about 
14% redesign. This means that the cut-off date for design change does not 
necessarily be specified as the start of the design activity. The cut-off date for 
design change should be considered from a consideration of redesign and 
delay to project completion. This can be ascertained from the integrated 
change propagation model. 
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Figure 5.15 Effect of timing of initiated change on the number of activities 




Figure 5.16 Impact on design completion time and loss in productivity if a 
Moderate change is initiated in activities 1 and 10 respectively 
 
 
The same Figures also compare the propagation impact if the change is 
initiated in a latter activity 10. As expected, a change initiated in a later 
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design completion is less compared to the scenario of change in activity 1. If 
the change is initiated in activity 10, the delay is only realized when the 
change is made after the 140th week of the project (110 weeks after the 
completion of activity 10) with a loss in productivity of about 9%.   
 
Table 5.8 compares the impact of change propagation for different degrees 
(Low, Moderate and High) of change initiated in the activity 1 at different 
times. The Table depicts that for the same timing of change, the same number 
of activities are affected irrespective of the degree of change initiated and the 
impact on loss in productivity is only marginally higher for a higher degree of 
change (from 1% to about 5% increase comparing Low and High degrees of 
change). For a change initiated on the 160th week, the percent increase in the 
total duration is also marginally higher when comparing Low change to High 
change (only 1.2% difference). There is also insignificant difference in the 
cut-off date for no delay in design completion; 130 weeks for Low degree of 
change compared to 128 weeks and 125 weeks for Moderate and High degree 
of change, respectively (theses values are not shown in the Table but have 
been found through several simulation run by initiating change at different 
time). Although the probability of change in downstream activities can be 
significantly higher with higher degree of change, the overall impact of the 
degree of change on redesign and delay to completion is small. The more 
important factor is the timing of change. This characteristic is explained in the 
  
Table 5.8 Impact of change propagation for different degrees of change initiated in activity 1 
 








































40 0 2.03 17 0 3 17 0 3.2 17 
80 0 7.68 51 0 12.07 51 0 13.12 51 
120 0 9.41 68 0 14.59 68 0 15.79 68 
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Gantt Chart of Figure 5.14 which demonstrated that early change can be 
accommodated by concurrent design and the later activities would have 
received the updated information without having to do redesign. However, late 
change can exaggerate the delay in project completion with higher amount of 
redesign.  
 
Another factor for consideration in change propagation is the redesign 
duration for each activity. Figure 5.17 depicts the impact on design completion 
and loss in productivity for different redesign durations. The impact has been 
observed for a Low degree of change initiated in activity 1 at different times. 
The higher the redesign duration, the greater is the loss in productivity and the 
earlier the cut-off date for no delay. For redesign duration of 20% of the 
original full analysis, cut-off date is 130th week with a productivity loss of 
9.5% compared to a cut-off date of 90th week with a productivity loss of 
32.5% for redesign duration of 80%. Moreover, the loss in productivity is 
approximately proportional to the redesign duration. For example, the change 
initiated on 140th week causes a loss in productivity of about 10% for a 
redesign duration of 20% while the productivity loss is about 41% for a 
redesign duration of 80%. However, the change can result in more than 
proportionate delay in design completion. For the same timing of change 
(140th week), delay in design completion is only about 2% for 20% redesign 
duration compared to about 44% for 80% redesign duration. Thus, the delay 
can be exaggerated due to the additional amount of redesign if the change is 




Figure 5.17 Comparing impact on design completion time and loss in productivity for different redesign duration if a Low degree of 
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5.3.5.2 Concurrent Execution of Design Activities 
In this section, the impact on redesign due to change and use of early 
information is discussed. All 47 activities are assumed to be estimable with 
estimation time and redesign duration at 40% and 20% of the original full 
analysis, respectively, although any other duration can conveniently be used 
depending on the characteristics of the design activities. Without change 
initiation, the project duration can be reduced to 82.3 weeks (form the original 
160 weeks) which includes about 10% redesign due to the differences between 
final and estimated parameters. The Gantt Chart is shown in Figure 5.18(a) 
where bars with positive inclined lines depict the corresponding redesign due 
to use of estimated parameters.  
 
Figure 5.18(b) shows the impact on change propagation if a High degree of 
change is initiated in activity 1 on the 40th week. Bars with positive inclined 
lines denote the redesign due to estimation while bars with negative inclined 
lines represent the additional redesign efforts that are needed for the affected 
activities due to the initiated change. On week 40, some activities are 
completed, while some are in progress and some are yet to start. In the first 
group, only activities downstream of activity 1 are affected and the associated 
redesign due to change is depicted by the bars with negative inclined lines.  
 
For the activities that are in progress, the estimated parameter has been used in 
the full analysis so that depending on the outcomes of the final design from the 
predecessors and the probability of change propagated, there will be a 
combination of scenarios that could cause redesign, either due to differences in  
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Figure 5.18 Gantt Chart for the design project with concurrent execution 
of design activities: a) Before any change is initiated, b) After initiating a 
High Degree of change in activity 1 on 40th week 
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a) 
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Redesign due to change 
Redesign due to estimation 
Legend for redesign: 
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estimation or change. This redesign due to combine effect of estimation and 
change is denoted by the bars with vertical lines. Due to the additional 
probability of propagated change, the expected redesign is larger than the 
corresponding redesign due solely to differences in estimation as depicted in 
Figure 5.18(a). There are also activities in this group where the start of the 
redesign is deferred because the preceding activities have not completed their 
redesign after the change has been initiated. The hollowed bars associated with 
this deferment represent the original schedule for redesign due solely to 
estimation as indicated in Figure 5.18(a).  
 
For the last group of activities which are yet to start, the redesign is deferred 
till the redesigns of the predecessors are completed. This deferment is also 
represented by the hollowed bars representing the original schedule for 
redesign due to estimation only. The late start of redesign due to initiated 
change may delay project completion time. Total delay in design completion 
in this case is four weeks with an additional 65.5 man-weeks of redesign 
(8.5% of the total workload) due to initiated change giving a total of about 
18.5% loss in productivity.  
 
Further sensitivity studies have been conducted when activities are overlapped 
(i.e. incorporating early information). These sensitivity studies depict that the 
impacts on design completion and loss in productivity due to different degree 
of changes are quite similar as described earlier. Similar to Table 5.8, Table 
5.9 depicts that for the same timing of change, the same number of activities 
are   affected   irrespective   of  the  degree  of  change   initiated.  Also,  when 
  
Table 5.9 Impact of change propagation for different degrees of change initiated in activity 1  
(all activities are assumed to be estimable) 
 

















































20 82.3 0.0 2.6 34.0 82.7 0.5 4.3 34.0 82.7 0.5 4.6 34.0 
40 84.4 2.6 5.0 55.3 85.7 4.1 7.5 55.3 86.1 4.6 8.2 55.3 
60 86.3 4.9 7.4 70.2 87.6 6.4 11.5 70.2 87.7 6.6 12.6 70.2 
80 105.5 28.2 9.8 83.0 109.4 32.9 15.0 83.0 109.6 33.2 16.2 83.0 
1% increase in total duration is calculated against the total duration of 82.3 weeks when incorporating early information 
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comparing Low to High degree of changes, there is marginal variation on both 
the performance metrics of design completion and loss in productivity. And 
the more important factor is the timing of change. The cut-off date for no 
delay in design completion is about 20 weeks. This is because; redesign can no 
longer be accommodated along with other design activities.  
 
Similar to Figure 5.17, Figure 5.19 and 5.20 depict the impact on design 
completion and loss in productivity respectively, for different redesign 
durations. The impact has been observed for a High degree of change initiated 
in activity 1 at different times when incorporating early information. Since 
higher redesign duration delays the design completion even there is no 
external change, Figure 5.19 shows the additional delays due to change. 
Similarly, Figure 5.20 depicts percent increase in loss of productivity solely 
due to change. As can be seen, the loss in productivity is approximately 
proportional to the redesign duration, whereas, the delay can be exaggerated 
due to the additional amount of redesign if the change is initiated later in the 
project 
 
It must be noted that the trends shown here may vary from project to project 
depending on the project network and parameter dependencies in the network 
(transition matrices). For any project, it can be expected that the impact of 
change propagation on redesign and delay in design completion will be high 




Figure 5.19 Comparing impact on design completion time for different redesign duration if a High degree of change is initiated in 
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Figure 5.20 Comparing impact on loss in productivity for different redesign duration if a High degree of change is initiated in activity 1 
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5.3.6 Concluding Remarks to Manage External Changes 
An integrated model has been proposed in this section (section 5.3) where the 
model consists of two parts: a change propagation model and a scheduling 
model. The change propagation model utilizes the transition matrices to depict 
the probability of change in downstream activities due to different degrees of 
change that might be initiated at different stages during a design project. The 
scheduling model schedules the propagated changes in order to assess the 
overall impact on design completion and redesign.  
 
The detail sensitivity studies depict that the impact on redesign and delay in 
design completion is only marginally affected by the degree of initiated 
change. The more influential factor has found to be the timing of change. 
Furthermore, higher redesign duration can further exaggerate the project 
completion with greater loss in productivity if the change is initiated later in 
the project. Thus the model provides a tool for project managers to determine 
the trade-off between loss in productivity and cut-off date for design changes 
at any stage of the project.  
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5.4 INTEGRATION OF DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITIES 
Till now, discussion is focused on design phase alone considering early 
information sharing in design. As mentioned in the literature review, design 
and construction activities are also overlapped to further shorten project 
completion time. The proposed model for design process can be extended to 
integrate design and construction activities.  
 
5.4.1 Overlapping Design and Construction Activities 
 
 
Figure 5.21 (a) Traditional Finish-start Dependency, (b) Overlapping 
design and construction activities 
 
Traditionally, construction work commences after the design has been 
finalized which lengthen the project completion time, as depicted in Figure 
5.21(a). Starting construction activity early with preliminary design 
parameters from the upstream design activity can shorten the project duration. 
This overlapping is accompanied by the possibility of rework in downstream 
construction activity as shown in Figure 5.21(b). The overall impact on project 
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completion and loss in productivity depend on the amount of rework that is 
required for each construction activity.  
 
 
Figure 5.22 Sensitivity of construction activity to the design change 
 
In the consideration of “one to one” dependency, Blacud et al. (2009) 
proposed a methodology to determine the sensitivity of the construction 
activity.  This in turn gives an idea regarding the amount of rework that may 
be needed for a construction activity when utilizing early design parameters 
from upstream design activity. For an activity with low sensitivity to design 
change, the expected amount of rework will be low and vice versa, as depicted 
in Figure 5.22. The worst overlapping will occur between a slow evolution 
design activity and a highly sensitive construction activity. Since construction 
rework is expensive and may adversely impact project duration, for a 
construction activity with high sensitivity it is not recommended to overlap 
with an upstream design activity whose evolution rate is slow (i.e. if there is a 
high probability that the final design will differ from the preliminary provided 
design parameter).  
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When design activities are overlapped within themselves, a construction 
activity may receive design parameter in three states: preliminary design 
parameters through estimation, after full analysis, and confirmed after 
checking for redesign (to avoid confusion, design rework has been called as 
redesign). Each of the later states is more defined and accurate than the states 
before until the final. Depending on the accuracy of each state of the design 
parameter and the sensitivity of the construction activity, overlapping amount 
between design and construction activities can be chosen. Figure 5.23 shows 
one example of such overlapping where the construction activity is allowed to 
start with preliminary design parameters from the upstream design activity. 
Nevertheless, start of the construction activity may need to be deferred if there 
is a high probability that the design parameter would change in the later states 
and the sensitivity of the construction activity is high to the design change.  
 
 
Figure 5.23 Concurrent execution of design and construction activities 
 
Figure 5.23 also depicts that during concurrent execution of design and 
construction activities, some design activities require feedback/as-built 
information from construction activities. If these design activities wait until 
their predecessor construction activities are to be completed then the overall 
project completion will be delayed. Instead, these design activities are allowed 
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to start early and a check is done once the construction activities have been 
finished. The as-built value from construction may be different from what has 
been designed and may cause some redesign to downstream design activities. 
The benefit gained from starting design activities early and the adverse effect 
of redesign should be examined.  
 
5.4.2 Integrated Model for Design and Construction 
Following the illustrative examples in Figures 5.21-5.23, the integrated model 
to overlap design and construction activities is depicted in Figure 5.24. This 
simulation model is the extension of the earlier proposed model for the design 
process of Figure 3.3. In the simulation network, design activities are 
represented with the subscript ‘d’ and construction activities are depicted by 
the subscript ‘c’. Moreover, nodes and links at the left portion of the Figure 
(except two Queues with hatched lines) represent the internal process for the 
design activity while the nodes and links at the right depict the internal process 
for the construction activity. These nodes and links of the internal process are 
Activity Specific Nodes and Links. Queues with the hatched lines (both left 
and right portion of the Figure) are the Connecting Nodes which are utilized to 
depict the parameter dependencies between activities.  
 
As evident from the left portion of the Figure, the design activity may transmit 
design parameters to its successor activities in three ways as depicted by three 
shaded Combis: preliminary design parameters through the Combi 
‘EstimateAd’ if the design activity  is estimable; parameters  after  full analysis  
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through the Combi ‘FullAnalysisAd’; and the finalized parameter after 
checking for redesign through the Combi ‘MatchAllPrecedForAd’.  
 
As depicted from the right portion of the Figure, the Combi ‘ConstructionAc’ 
(marked with shading) may start if it receives any of the three states of 
parameters from its preceding design activity.  However, based on the 
accuracy of the parameter that is available in the preceding Queue 
‘DataReadyAdToAc’ and the sensitivity of the construction activity, start of this 
Combi ‘ConstructionAc’ can be deferred as mentioned earlier. After finishing 
this Combi, a check is performed via the shaded Combi 
‘MatchAllPrecedForAc’ to see whether there is any discrepancy between used 
parameters and the finalized parameters. The probability that the construction 
activity will require rework is modeled by the Fork 
‘AllPrecedForAcWithinRange?’, as depicted for the design activity.  
 
 
Figure 5.25 Dependencies in terms of information transmission 
 
In the above network, only the specific parameter dependencies from a design 
activity to a construction activity have been shown by two Queues 
‘DataReadyAdToAc’ and ‘RelsConfirmedAdToAc’. The complete information 
dependencies between activities are depicted in Figure 5.25. The dependencies 
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represented by the bold arrows have been depicted by the two hatched queues 
at the left part of Figure 5.24. The remaining dependencies are not shown in 
the above network to avoid crowding the essence of the model. The complete 
network is automatically generated using the framework of the AGeM 
proposed in Chapter 3.  
 
5.4.3 Handling Probability of Rework 
The probability of rework for a design or construction activity is determined 
by the type of data used by the activity. Accordingly, the probability of rework 
of an activity y, Pcy is computed by the same Equation 4.1b.   
 
Parameters utilized at the start of an activity are in a combination of states. 
These states are estimated, full analysis, or confirmed if the predecessor is a 
design activity. Whereas if the predecessor is a construction activity, the same 
three states of the parameters can be considered but with little clarification for 
estimated parameters. If a construction activity precedes a design activity, full 
analysis of the design activity can be started before the start of the 
construction activity (provided that preceding parameters from other design 
activities are available). The parameters at this stage is considered as estimated 
even though they may be obtained after full analysis of preceding design 
activities because of the required as-built information. However, if a 
construction activity precedes another construction activity, the later can be 
started only after completion of the predecessor construction activity.  
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During the start of an activity, it will draw the most updated parameters from 
its predecessors. Probability of rework, Px-y for individual activity depends on 
the type of parameter used in the full analysis. As stated in Chapter 4, if the 
extracted parameter is 
 
 Estimated, ( )xyx DAP −=− 1  
 Full analysis, cxyx PP =−  
 Confirmed, 0=
− yxP  
 
Values of DA (Degree of Accuracy) for design activities can be assigned by 
the designer depending on the evolution characteristics of the activity and past 
experience. Values of DA for construction activities also can be assigned by 
the designers of the respective design parameters of that construction activity. 
High DA value in this case can be assigned since construction is the stage of 
parameter realization and there is a low probability that the as-built parameter 
value will be vastly different from what has been designed.  
 
As mentioned earlier, starting construction activity with incomplete 
parameters involves physical rework which is costly and may require long 
time. Hence some controlling measure must be taken when overlapping 
construction activity with design activities. Whether a construction activity 
should proceed with preliminary design parameters or not can be chosen based 
on the accuracy of the parameters and sensitivity of the construction activity. 
Accuracy of the design parameters is related with the probability of rework 
(Px-y), which depends on the state of the parameter. For a construction activity 
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which is highly sensitive to change in upstream design activity, the probability 
of rework should be low so that the expected amount of rework for the 
construction activity remains at low. In such case, start of construction activity 
should be deferred until it receives design parameters at certain accuracy. 
 
5.4.4 Illustrative Case Study 
Following the considerations described in the model when overlapping design 
and construction activities, an illustrative example has been scheduled to 
observe the impact on overall project completion and expected amount of 
construction rework. Table 5.10 depicts the list of design and construction 
activities with their predecessor relationships and durations for the case 
example. Out of 20 design activities, 10 activities have been assumed to be 
estimable with estimation time of 40% of the original full analysis and time to 
do redesign has been taken as 20% of the full analysis. When only design 
activities are overlapped and construction activity waits for the confirm 
parameters from the predecessor design activities, then total project 
completion is 161 days including loss in productivity of 33 man-days for 
design activities. In this case, a 15 days reduction has been obtained compared 
to the duration of 176 days with traditional finish-start dependencies.  
 
Table 5.11 depicts the duration and expected amount of construction rework 
for different sensitivities of construction activities. As expected, construction 
rework increases if construction activities are more sensitive to the change in 
design parameters though the increasing amount of rework is not directly 
translated to the delay in project completion. This is because some rework can 
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be done parallel with other activities, as observed for design projects (earlier 
chapter in section 4.5).  
 











Predecessor Type of 
activity 
1 16 - D 16 24 1,3,4 D 
2 10 - D 17 24 5,9 C 
3 26 - D 18 16 13 D 
4 16 - D 19 20 1,2,5 D 
5 18 4 D 20 26 11,16 D 
6 18 3,4 D 21 12 2,6,13,16,17 C 
7 20 1,5 D 22 22 7,17,20 D 
8 28 2,3 D 23 18 8,18 C 
9 20 1 D 24 30 9,13 C 
10 14 1,6,8 D 25 24 2,4,24 D 
11 16 1,8 D 26 28 7,816,17 C 
12 10 7,8 D 27 16 6,14,19,22-
24,26 
C 
13 28 1,3 D 28 30 14,15,18,19, 
21,22,24,26 
C 
14 28 11,12 D 29 26 5,10,20,23,25 C 
15 26 7,10 C 30 28 25,27,28 C 
     D: Design Activity; C: Construction Activity 
 
The Table also compares different scenarios of degree of accuracy for design 
parameters that are utilized by construction activities when overlapping. 
Firstly construction activities are allowed to start as soon as they receive 
design parameters irrespective of the accuracy of these parameters. In the 
subsequent scenarios, some controlling measures are applied so that 
construction activities use more accurate design parameters. It is clear from 
the Table that the controlling measures eliminate some unnecessary rework 
and can even shorten total completion time. For example, if design accuracy is 
set to 50% before they are used by the construction activities, project 
completion is about 150 days with 14.7 man-days of construction rework. This
  
Table 5.11 Impact of overlapping on project completion and construction rework for different sensitivity and accuracy of design 
parameters 
 
Time to do rework or sensitivity (% of activity duration)  
5% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 
Total duration 147.8 148.3 149.4 150.5 152 152.7 
Total reduction1 13.2 12.7 11.6 10.5 9 8.3 
Any type of 
predecessor 
parameters Construction rework (mandays) 5.1 10.6 21 30.8 43.8 52.9 
Total duration 147.7 148.3 149.1 150.6 151.4 152.6 
Total reduction1 13.3 12.7 11.9 10.4 9.6 8.4 
Accuracy of the 
predecessor 
parameters must be at 
least 20% Construction rework (mandays) 4.5 8.9 17.3 28.2 36.2 45.3 
Total duration 147.5 147.9 148.6 148.9 149.6 149.9 
Total reduction1 13.5 13.1 12.4 12.1 11.4 11.1 
Accuracy of the 
predecessor 
parameters must be at 
least 50% Construction rework (mandays) 1.6 3.2 6.3 9.6 12.9 14.7 
Total duration 161 161 161 161 161 161 
Total reduction1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Accuracy of the 
predecessor 
parameters must be at 
least 80% Construction rework(mandays) 0.3 0.6 1 2.1 2.1 2.7 
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duration and loss in productivity is lower compared to the first scenario (152.7 
days of project duration including 53 man-days of rework) where there is no 
check for the accuracy of design parameters. However, if the accuracy is set 
much higher (e.g. 80%), most of the construction activities wait for the 
completion of full analysis so that no more reduction in project completion can 
be gained.  
 
Based on the project network and sensitivity of construction activities, the 
impacts on construction rework and project completion may vary. 
Nevertheless, construction rework is costly and one must compare between 
reduction in total duration against the expected amount of rework. Using 
different degree of accuracy of the design parameters to be utilized by 
construction activities, a trade-off between project completion and loss in 
productivity can be made.  
 
5.4.5 Concluding Remarks for Design Construction Integration 
Overlapping construction phase with the design phase can shorten project 
completion time with the expense of construction rework. However, 
construction rework is often found to be very expensive. Under the right 
decision factors, reduction in total duration can outweigh the negative impact 
of loss in productivity. Nevertheless, a careful tradeoff must be carried out 
between the benefit of reduced duration versus the cost of construction 
rework. For this, further research is necessary which is beyond the scope of 
the current study.  
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5.5 Summary 
This chapter has discussed how to handle coupled activities and external 
changes in design when overlapping design activities. Factors that influence 
design completion time and loss in productivity have been studied in detail. As 
modeled, coupled activities can be solved through “Repetition” or “Sit and 
Settle”. The choice between these two approaches depends on the size and 
position of loop, time to do redesign and Influence Factor (IF) between two 
dependent activities.  
 
Another key issue is depicting change propagation and its impact on project 
performance. The change propagation model which is integrated with the 
scheduling model schedules the propagated changes and assesses the overall 
impact on design completion and redesign. As can be found from the 
illustrative case study, the timing of change and the redesign duration for each 
activity have the dominant effect on the delay in project completion and total 
amount of redesign. Such prediction and quantification of change impact 
would help in determining the cut-off date for change initiation in an activity 
without delay to project completion. Consequently, the model would help 
project managers taking the necessary actions for a proposed change. 
 
This chapter also proposed a framework to overlap design and construction 
activities when utilizing early information in design. Considering the 
sensitivity of the construction activity to the change in design information, 
some controlling measures have been used in the modeling so that 
construction activity can utilize early information with a certain degree of 
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accuracy. Though overlapping design and construction activities can further 
shorten project completion time, the expected amount of construction rework 
might be expensive. A careful tradeoff should be made to decide on the 
reduction in duration versus the cost of rework.  
 
Finally, though overlapping has been found to be effective to significantly 
shorten design completion time, unplanned overlapping without thoroughly 
modeling the whole procedure may not necessarily reduce design duration but 
result in excessive redesign or loss in productivity. Till now, modeling the 
design process incorporating early information did not consider the issue of 
planned overlapping. The following chapter will describe a framework to 
search for an optimal strategy of overlapping design activities using some 
artificial intelligent approach. The optimization approach is expected to 
produce a design schedule with minimum completion time and minimum 
amount of expected redesign.  
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CHAPTER SIX 




This chapter proposes an integrated decision-making framework to optimize 
the schedule of design activities using early information. The search for an 
optimal overlapping strategy is carried out with genetic algorithm (GA). The 
whole optimization procedure is implemented by integrating GA with discrete 
event simulation (DES) in synchronized manner. Effectiveness of the 
proposed approach has been illustrated with a case study and preliminary 
results show that the proposed optimization method could eliminate 
unnecessary redesign without delaying design completion time.  
 
6.2 Concurrent Engineering Approach 
In the last two chapters, the usefulness of overlapping design activities has 
been clearly demonstrated and it has been found that the project completion 
can significantly shortened through overlapping though it include certain 
degree of loss in productivity. In that model, an activity was allowed to start 
its analysis as soon as it had received parameters from all of its predecessors, 
no matter whether the parameters were preliminary through estimation or 
finalized. However, starting an activity early may not shorten design 
completion time if the activity is not on critical path. In such case, overlapping 
will only incur unnecessary redesign. The following paragraphs illustrate the 
necessity of finding an optimal strategy for overlapping.  
173
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Figure 6.1 Bar chart for different scenarios of scheduling 
 
Figure 6.1 depicts Bar Charts of 10 design activities for three scenarios: one 
with traditional finish-start relationships and the other two for two different 
scenarios of overlapping. For illustration purpose, 10 activities are listed in 
rows and columns with their dependencies relationship to form a DSM. As 
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depicted in Figure 6.1(a), each ‘1’ in the DSM indicates that the corresponding 
row activity is dependent on the activity in the column, otherwise; there is no 
such relationship. Moreover, 7 activities are listed as estimable (marked with 
‘E’ at the top row of the matrix) meaning that these activities can release 
information early so that successors of these activities can start early with 
partial/incomplete information and the corresponding successors are marked 
with shading in the DSM.  
 
In the DSM, it is typical that the design schedule strictly follows this order by 
waiting for confirmed parameters from precedent activities. As a result, this 
will far exceed the target duration of the project. Figures 6.1b and 6.1c depict 
two scenarios of overlapping where the DSM has been converted to an 
Overlapping Strategy Matrix, OSM. If an activity is allowed to start early with 
incomplete information from any of its predecessor, the corresponding 
dependency as depicted by ‘1’ has been changed to ‘0’ in the OSM (see 
Figures 6.1b and 6.1c). However, the ‘0’ does not mean that the dependency 
has been completely removed. The ‘0’ merely indicates that the successor 
activity can proceed with incomplete information from predecessor and a 
check will be carried out once the predecessor has been finalized. This is 
similar to the strategy as described earlier in Chapters 3 and 4 except that here 
it is inflected at the activity level.  
 
As depicted in Figure 6.1(b), the dependency from Activity-5 to Activity-6 has 
been replaced with ‘0’ so that activity-6 can start early with incomplete 
information from Activity-5. Activity-6 is accompanied with the possibility of 
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redesign (bar with hatched lines) when Activity-5 is finalized. However, 
starting Activit-6 early does not shorten the overall design completion since it 
is not on the critical path. In this case, overlapping Activity-6 is not 
worthwhile; instead, it merely has a negative impact on productivity loss. On 
the other hand, as depicted in Figure 6.1(c), Activity-7, 9, and 10 are allowed 
to start early with incomplete information from Activity-5, 6 & 8, and 9 
respectively. In this case, the overall design completion has been significantly 
reduced though these downstream activities may require some redesign as 
denoted by the hatched bars. This overlapping strategy also makes Activity-6 
critical so that the overlapping of this activity may be worthwhile.  
 
The abovementioned scenarios clearly illustrate that finding an optimal 
strategy of overlapping is important to shorten design completion time with 
minimized redesign. An optimal strategy should avoid unnecessary 
overlapping and should find a trade-off between design completion time and 
total amount of expected redesign or loss in productivity for different 
overlapping strategies. Nevertheless, large number of design activities and 
multiple dependencies make it difficult to find an optimal strategy of 
overlapping using the manual search approach. Especially, when an activity 
utilizes early information, the expected redesign may cause re-check and 
redesign to further downstream activities which may result additional loss in 
productivity and delay in project completion. The following section describes 
a GA-based systematic search approach to find an optimal combination of 
design activities to be overlapped for a design project. 
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Estimable Activities and Activity 
Relationship Matrix with DSM
GA Chromosome
 
1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0
a2,1 a5,1 a5,4 a6,4 a6,5 a7,3 a7,5 a8,3 a8,5 a9,4 a9,6 a9,8 a10,3 a10,4 a10,9
 
 
Figure 6.2 Forming chromosomes representing the solution 
 
Genetic algorithms, which imitate the evolutionary procedure in the nature, 
have been successfully adopted to solve many practical science and 
engineering optimization problems (e.g. Hegazy and Petzold, 2003; Tasan and 
Gen, 2008; Zheng et al., 2004) with a huge search space. An important 
procedure in the implementation of GA involves the representation of a 
problem to be solved with a finite-length string called chromosome. Whether 
an activity is allowed to start early with incomplete information from any of 
its predecessors can be easily represented in a chromosome. Figure 6.2 depicts 
one example of binary-coded chromosome representing the solution. Such a 
chromosome consists of sequential genes, each of which corresponds to the 
dependency between two activities ay,x (where row activity ay is dependent on 
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the corresponding column activity ax) and the estimability of activity ax. Each 
gene can take value of 1 or 0 in the OSM (as marked with shading) if the 
corresponding cell (ay,x) value is 1 in the DSM and activity ax is estimable.  
 
The whole GA optimization procedure can be illustrated in Figure 6.3 with 
two independent parts: problem-specific domain and GA domain. Firstly, the 
specific problem needs to be formulated in the problem-specific domain with 
chromosome and objective function to get an optimized overlapping strategy 
of the design process. The necessary operations such as generation of 




Figure 6.3 Flow chart for GA optimization 
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The main goal in concurrent execution of design activities is to shorten design 
completion time with minimized redesign. Hence, to find an optimal strategy 
for overlapping, the objective function will be as follows: 
 
Z = Minimize (Duration, Redesign)  
 
However, duration and redesign are measured in two different units. Duration 
for any project is usually measured in linear time such as day, week, month 
and year; whereas, redesign is measured as additional workload for rework 
and usually assessed in man-week, man-day or in man-hour. Therefore, 
tradeoff between duration and redesign is not straight forward and varies from 
project to project. Firstly, if redesign is very costly for some design activities, 
then minimizing redesign might get higher priority than minimizing the design 
completion time. On the other hand, for competitive product design, design 
completion time is more important than the total amount of expected redesign. 
Nevertheless, finding a compromise solution between minimizing the design 
duration and minimizing the expected amount of redesign will give an 
optimum design schedule. For simplicity of the study and considering 
computing effort, this study reduces the two operators into a single objective 
GA by factorizing the redesign so that it can be taken as the same unit of 
project duration.  
 
If D is the total duration and R is the expected amount of redesign; then these 
duration and redesign can be normalized in two ways in terms of Performance 
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Measurement, PM. Firstly, PM could be normalized in terms of linear duration 
as follows. 
 
E[PM]=E[D]+E[R]/F      (6.1) 
 
where, F is a normalization factor for redesign. Value of F is the choice of (or 
can be set by) the decision makers and depends on importance of reduction in 
total duration against the expected amount of redesign. For example, if 
reduction in total duration by one day is deemed compensable with 5 man-
days of redesign or loss in productivity then the value of F can be set as 5.  
 
For illustrative purpose, assume overlapping of some activities can shorten a 
design completion time from 20 to 18 days (2 days reduction) with an expense 
of five man-days of redesign. Then PM can be found as,  
PM = 18 days + (5 man-days) / F 
       = 18 + 5/5 
       = 19 
 
In another scenario, if overlapping of some other activities can shorten project 
completion by 3 days with 15 man-days of redesign, then the PM can be found 
as 20. Between these two, the decision maker may go for the former 
overlapping strategy though the reduction is lees.  
 
The other way to normalize the performance measurement is to quantify the 
total cost of the design project, including the cost of total workload (e.g. loss 
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of productivity), overhead cost and time value from reduced duration. 
Nonetheless, quantifying the time value of shortening design completion is a 
bit complicated. For simplicity, this study considers the former way of 
performance measurement but provide enough insight into finding an optimal 
strategy of overlapping. 
 
Unlike deterministic analytical model, two interim values in the objective 
function, D and R (see Equation 6.1) in this study, are obtained using discrete 
event simulation (DES) technique as modeled in Figure 6.4. The Figure is 
similar to Figure 4.3 and depicts the detail information interaction for activity 
A5 during design process. As can be seen from the DSM in Figure 6.1(a), 
activity A5 is dependent on information from A1 and A4 and it transmits 
information to activities A6 to A8. Full analysis of A5 (shaded Combi) can be 
started if it receives information from both the predecessor activities A1 and 
A4 which can be drawn through the Queues ‘DataReadyA1ToA5’ and 
‘DataReadyA4ToA5’, respectively.  
 
Information abstraction from the Queue ‘DataReadyAxToAy’ (for example 
‘DataReadyA4ToA5’) can be controlled with the gene’s value of the 
chromosome. If the gene a54 takes a value of ‘1’, it indicates that activity A5 
must wait for information after full analysis from A4. On the other hand, a 
gene value of ‘0’ represents that activity A5 can start early with incomplete 
information from A4. Thus, activity A5 will utilize most updated information 
available in the Queue ‘DataReadyA4ToA5’ at the time when the Combi 
‘FullAnalysisA5’ is ready to start. Following the design process described 
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6.4 Search Approach 
 
Figure 6.5 Overlapping design activities; a) without optimization, b) with 
optimization 
 
From observation and is also evident in Figure 6.5(a), if design activities start 
early with incomplete information no matter if each of these activities is on 
critical path or not, design completion time can be significantly reduced. 
Pushing back some activities to wait for information after full analysis (i.e. the 
corresponding gene values are ‘1’) could reduce total amount of redesign or 
even shorten total design duration if the induced redesign for last few activities 
is high due to use of early information. As can be depicted in Figure 6.5(b), 
pushing back Activity-6 will reduce the probability of redesign for Activitiy-6 
(meaning lower loss of productivity) without delaying the overall design 
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completion time. With increasing number of design activities, a number of 
combinations are possible to improve the design schedule in terms of design 
duration and loss in productivity so that the search approach becomes an NP-
hard problem.  
 
Considering the abovementioned two issues, initialization and search approach 
have been set up in GA, as depicted in right portion of Figure 6.3. Hence, the 
first solution in the initial population is set with the ‘0’ in all genes in the 
chromosome, because this yields one of the shortest project duration. The rest 
‘n-1’ solutions (where ‘n’ is the population size or number of solutions in each 
generation) are generated randomly in the population according to the DSM 
and the estimability of activities. Then each solution is evaluated and assigned 
the fitness value according to the objective functions. A uniform mutation and 
2-point crossover are implemented to generate new solutions. Detailed 
algorithm and implementation can be found in (Michalewicz, 1994). 
 
6.5 Integrating GA with DES Model 
As mentioned earlier, the interim values D and R for objective function are 
obtained from DES model, and optimization is done using GA technique. 
These two models have been developed in two different platforms considering 
their different modeling capabilities. Firstly, future event list is an important 
component for DES modeling and STROBOSCOPE provides versatile 
capabilities modeling DES for various operations in construction industry. 
Hence, design process in this study, has been modeled using 
STROBOSCOPE. Secondly, GA has been developed on a different platform 
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(C# used in this study) since STROBOSCOPE has no GA capabilities and also 
the language structure does not permit it to be built in.  
 
 
Figure 6.6 Integrated GA and DES model 
 
Integration between DES and GA model has been summarized in Figure 6.6. 
Firstly, the GA starts with initializing ‘n’ solutions for overlapping strategies 
using the DSM and list of estimable activities. The GA transmits these 
solutions as Overlapping Strategy Matrix (OSM) to the DES model. Using 
these OSMs, DES generates schedule with two interim values of D and R for 
the objective function and transmits to the GA. The GA uses these interim 
values for evaluating solution followed by generating new solutions. DES then 
takes over and imports these solutions to generate new schedule with interim 
results. The process of integrated optimization ends with the stopping criteria 
in the GA model. 
 
Initialization
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6.6 Illustrative Case Study 
The same design project from Gerk and Qassim (2008) has been taken to 
demonstrate the efficiency of the proposed model. The project comprises 47 
activities as listed in Table 4.6 (in Chapter 4) with their duration, estimability 
and precedence relationships. As illustrated earlier, it has been assumed that 
an estimable activity can release early information after 40% time of its 
original full analysis, and redesign time for an activity has been also assumed 
as 40% of the full analysis. Any other duration can conveniently be used based 




































Figure 6.7 Convergence of the performance measurement for the case 
example 
 
According to the proposed optimization method, the model is solved with GA 
programming and some important parameters are defined based on 
preliminary test. It is found that for the illustrative case study, 20 generation 
with 20 solutions in the population can produce an approximately optimal 
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schedule with reasonable convergence rate. The crossover probability is set to 
0.9 and the mutation probability is set to 1/l where l is the length of 
chromosome. For this case study, the number of genes in the chromosome is 
54 according to the estimability and DSM of activities. Figure 6.7 shows the 
convergence procedure for one sample optimization. Here, Performance 
Measurement, PM is obtained using normalization factor F=5 taking into 
account that the average daily workload for the project is 5.  
 
This value F=5 indicates that 5 man-weeks of loss in productivity is equally 
acceptable to a reduction of project duration by one week. Higher value of F 
will increase the dominance of total duration in the objective function and 
lower value of F will increase the dominance of loss in productivity. 
Sensitivity analysis regarding the value of F has been carried out and the 
results are shown in Figure 6.8.  
 
The Figure depicts the optimal duration and loss in productivity for different 
values of F. As can be seen, the expected design duration for the optimal 
schedule is 139.6 weeks when F=1 (where duration and redesign or loss in 
productivity are weighed equally). This duration is higher than the other 
durations obtained using F>1 though the loss in productivity is the least. 
Hence, a lower value of F will discourage redesign. With the increasing value 
of F, for example, F=3, 5 or 7, there is only a small difference in the obtained 
optimal schedule. Moreover, if value of F is chosen even higher (e.g. F=9), the 
result indicates that the reduction in design duration gets higher priority so that 
the optimal schedule may yield higher loss in productivity or more redesign.  
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Figure 6.8 Sensitivity study for the normalization factor F, (a) impact on 
duration, (b) impact on redesign 
 
These differences in total duration and loss in productivity clearly indicate that 
the value of F has effect on the search for an optimal strategy of overlapping 
when comparing design duration against the expected amount of redesign. 
Nevertheless, the value of F to find an optimal overlapping strategy is the 
choice of decision makers based on the characteristics of design activities and 
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Figure 6.9 Design completion time and loss in productivity for three 
different scenarios 
 
Figure 6.9 depicts the expected design completion time including the expected 
amount of redesign for three scenarios. As mentioned in Chapter 4 and evident 
from Figure 6.9, with traditional finish-start dependencies, the design project 
requires 160 weeks with no redesign or loss of productivity (scenario-A). In 
the second scenario, each activity is allowed to start as soon as it receives 
information (preliminary or confirmed) from all of its predecessor, no matter 
whether the activity falls on critical path or not. In this case, the design 
duration has been significantly reduced to expected 122 weeks (23.8% 
reduction) with an expected redesign amount of 134.5 man-weeks (17.3% of 
original work load). Finally, scenario-C depicts an optimal solution from the 
GA search where some activities have been pushed back to wait for 
parameters after full analysis. Normalization factor F=5 is used in the GA to 
search for an optimal strategy of overlapping. The design completion in this 
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case can be found as 124.6 (22% reduction) weeks with a loss of productivity 
of 35 man-weeks (only a mere 4.5% of original work load). Hence, deferring 
the start of some activities can significantly reduce loss of productivity 
without much increase in design completion time. A mere 2.5 weeks increase 
in duration (compared to the shortest duration of 122 weeks) bet a 74% 
savings in redesign.  
 
The two overlapping scenarios (scenarios B and C in Figure 6.9) have been 
elaborated with detailed schedule in Figure 6.10 to better understand the 
strategy of design flow. In the Figure, two scenarios are compared with two 
sets of bars for each activity: the top bars represent scenario-B and bars at the 
bottom depict the optimized scenario, C. Firstly, for scenario B, the hollowed 
bars (duration for full analysis) along with the bars with dotted shading 
(expected amount of redesign for the corresponding activity) depict the 
schedule in which design activities are overlapped without considering 
unnecessary redesign. In the second scenario, bars with shaded area along with 
the bars with inclined hatched lines depict the schedule using an optimal 
strategy of overlapping. In this case, overlapping is done only for those 
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These two scenarios of overlapping clearly illustrate that pushing back some 
activities can eliminate or at least reduce the expected amount of redesign 
without significantly delaying the overall completion of the design project. For 
example, pushing back Activities-17, 18 and 19 from their previous schedule 
can completely eliminate redesign for these activities (as marked with the 
ellipse). Similarly, delaying the start of Activity-22 significantly reduces the 
probability of redesign for this activity. 
 
 
Figure 6.11 Comparing the probability of redesign for two scenarios of 
overlapping 
 
Figure 6.11 depicts the probability of redesign for each activity when 
comparing the two scenarios of overlapping. As evident from the Figure, in 
the optimized scenario, redesign probabilities for many of the activities are 
significantly reduced or become zero (e.g. Activities-17,18 and 19). Redesign 
probabilities for all the late-started activities do not turn into zero because at 
the time when an activity is initiated, it might not have received the finalized 
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activity depends on the combined effect of used parameters from all of its 
predecessors. Finally, the redesign probabilities for last few activities are 
slightly increased. This is because; these activities might have used early 
information from some of the late started activities.  
 
Table 6.1 Comparing overlapping strategies with and without 
optimization differing redesign duration for each activity 
 
*Normalization factor F=5 is used in the objective function 
 
The proposed optimization approach may be found to be more effective if time 
to do redesign is high. Varying redesign duration for each activity, Table 6.1 
compares the optimized overlapping strategy against the overlapping without 
optimization. As can be seen, if redesign duration is low (e.g. 20% of the 
original full analysis), about 28 man-weeks of loss in productivity (about 43% 
improvement) is eliminated after optimization which has not increased the 
total duration. The scenario for moderate redesign duration (40% of the 
original full analysis) has been described earlier and optimization in this case 
can cut down the loss in productivity from 134.5 man-weeks to 35 man-weeks 
(74% savings). On the other hand, if redesign duration is high (70%), 
unplanned overlapping causes high loss in productivity (245 man-weeks) and 
Time to do redesign (% of 






Duration (Week) 122.0 122.0 136.0 Overlapping Without 
Optimization Redesign (Man-week) 65.2 134.5 245.1 
Duration (Week) 122.4 124.6 133.4 Overlapping With 
Optimization* Redesign (Man-week) 37.0 35.0 46.5 
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the project completion is 136 weeks. Whereas optimization technique can 
reduce the loss in productivity to only 46.5 man-weeks (81% savings) which 
also shortens the total duration to 133.4 weeks. In this case, more activities 
wait for accurate information from upstream activities since high redesign 
duration can exaggerate the delay in project completion. This deferment in 
turn eliminates significant amount of unnecessary redesign.  
 
Table 6.2 Comparing overlapping strategies with and without 
optimization differing estimation time to release early information 
 
*Normalization factor F=5 is used in the objective function 
 
Sensitivity study for estimation time (time to release early information) has 
also been conducted as shown in Table 6.2. As expected, the reduction in 
design completion is high if estimation time is short. Moreover, in case of 
unplanned overlapping, loss in productivity reduces with higher estimation 
time since less number of activities will utilize early information with the 
effect of less amount of redesign. For the same reason, if estimation time is 
high, benefit from optimization is somewhat less. For example, if compared 
between two estimation time of 20% and 70% of the original full analysis, in 
both scenarios optimization causes a mere 1 week increase in total duration 
with a savings of loss in productivity by 69% and 63%, respectively.  
Estimation time (% of 






Duration (Week) 115.9 122.0 133.4 Overlapping Without 
Optimization Redesign (Man-week) 136.9 134.5 92.9 
Duration (Week) 116.8 124.6 134.3 Overlapping With 
Optimization* Redesign (Man-week) 42.3 35.0 34.0 
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The aforementioned discussion clearly indicates that the amount of 
improvement in terms of reduction in loss of productivity differs due to the 
variation of design factors such as estimation time and redesign duration. 
However, it is important to note that finding an optimal strategy of 
overlapping through the use of GA optimization approach can improve the 




Optimization technique presented in this chapter provides valuable insight 
when incorporating early information in design. Though overlapping through 
early information sharing can significantly shorten project completion time, 
unplanned overlapping may incur the unacceptable amount of loss in 
productivity. The systematic modeling of the design process (that uses 
Overlapping Strategy Matrix, OSM) and the proposed GA optimization 
method pushes back the start of some design activities to wait for parameters 
after full analysis. In this way, only those activities are deferred which can 
improve the project schedule in terms of project completion and/or loss in 
productivity. This optimization technique has found to be useful to minimize 
the loss in productivity without significant delay or even no delay in design 
completion time.  
 
Though a simplified objective function has been formulated in this study 
which consists of a combination of two interim values: design duration and 
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redesign (or loss in productivity), it has provided certain insight into finding 
an optimal strategy of overlapping. Moreover, the objective function 
minimizes both duration and redesign using a simple normalization factor, F 
which has been setup based on the weightage of the two interim values. 
Nevertheless, project contact date can alter the choice of the value of F. For 
example, if a project contact date is longer than the expected scheduled 
duration, then a lower value of F can be selected so that the redesign can be 
further reduced while maintaining the project duration within the contact date. 
Further study is needed to take into account the consideration of project date 
in the objective function. 
 
The proposed optimization technique is expected to extend in optimizing other 
aspects of the design processes such as allocation of limited resources, 
managing external changes, handling iteration and feedback loop and so on. 
The optimization technique may also be used in the integration of design and 
construction activities as well to minimize the expected amount of 
construction rework. Such an optimization approach would further elicit the 











This chapter describes detail results for a case study to validate the proposed 
model of the design process. There are two basic types of validation: 
Conceptual validation and Predictive validation. Conceptual model validation 
requires the theories and assumptions underlying the conceptual model are 
consistent and reasonable for the intended purpose of the simulation model. 
This has been done in the earlier chapters incorporating the existing literatures 
and the expert opinions by the engineers. For predictive validation, the model 
requires predicting the system’s behavior and then it is compared with the 
actual data. At this instance, it was not possible to compare the obtained 
outputs with the actual project data since the system has not been implemented 
yet. However, the sensitivity studies for the case project depict similar trends 
in project performance metrics as described in the previous chapters. These 
trends have been evaluated by the engineers to be reasonable. The GA 
optimization approach has also been used to find an optimal strategy of 
overlapping for the case study.  
 
7.2 Description of the Case Study 
As mentioned in Chapter Three, a project in the oil and gas industry which is 
located at Jurong Island, Singapore, has been used to validate the model 
presented for the design process and study the impact of redesign in design 
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phase. It has a project value of US$5 million and involves a revamp of an 
existing facility to increase the residue cracking capacity through the 
incorporation of new technology. It is a design and build project with an 
estimated duration of twelve months for design completion. The design master 
plan comprises 83 activities involving various phases of work: process study, 
civil and structural, equipment, piping, instrumentation and electrical. The list 
of design activities with their dependencies can be found in Appendix B.1, 
where the dependencies were provided by the Engineers in the project and 
presented in the Appendix by DSM. Design activities as provided by the 
Engineers, have been re-ordered so that iteration and feedback loops are 
minimized (see Appendix B.2). 
 
7.2.1 Some Considerations for the Case Study 
Figure 7.1 shows the design master plan for the 83 activities incorporating the 
dependency relationships based on the required parameters. The activity 
names are not shown because of the scale of the Figure but total duration 
expected from the plan without incorporating early estimated information is 
432 days far exceeding the contractual 12 months. This is typical of all 
engineering works. To reduce this duration, it is inevitable that activities have 
to utilize early information from their predecessors. From the nature of the 
activities and based on inputs from Engineers, 34 (40% of activities) activities, 
such as “Equipment foundation modification calculation” and “Piping loads” 
have been deemed to be estimable. Detail of design factors such as 
estimability, estimation time, degree of accuracy of estimated parameters and 
































































Table 7.1 Design activities with various design attributes 
 
No. TASK NAME Duration Estimable? 






      
  Y/N 








1 Gather Basic Design Information / Feed Start 0 N x x   
2 PROCESS STUDY           
3   Design Basis 5 N x x   
4   Simulation Study 5 N x x   
5   Hydraulic Study 20 N x x   
6   Process Datasheet for Columns 20 Y 50% 60% 25% 
7   Process Datasheet for Internals 20 N x x 25% 
8   Process Datasheet for Vessels 20 N x x 25% 
9   Process Datasheet for Air Finned Coolers 25 Y 50% 60% 25% 
10   Process Datasheet for Shell & Tube Heat Exchangers 25 N x x 25% 
11   Process Datasheet for Centrifugal Compressors 20 N x x 25% 
12   Process Datasheet for Centrifugal Pumps 15 N x x 25% 
13   Process Datasheet for Forced Draft Fans (if any) 15 N x x 25% 
14   Process Datasheet for Chiller Package 25 Y 50% 60% 25% 
15   Equipment List 15 Y 40% 50% 20% 
16   Process Datasheet for On/off Valves 10 Y 50% 60% 25% 
17   Process Datasheet for Control Valves 15 Y 50% 60% 25% 
18   Process Datasheet for Safety Relief Valves 15 Y 50% 60% 25% 
19   Process Datasheet for Flow Instruments 15 Y 50% 60% 25% 
20   PDFs 15 N x x 30% 
21   P&IDs 20 Y 50% 60% 25% 
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23   Material Selection Basis 10 Y 60% 70% 25% 
24   Utility Summary 5 N x x 20% 
25   Cause & Effect Chart 10 N x x 30% 
26   Flare Load Summary 15 N x x 25% 
27   Tie-in List 5 N x x 20% 
28   Line Index 5 N x x 20% 
29   Process Study Report on Modifications 10 N x x 20% 
30               
31 CIVIL           
32   Sketches of modification of underground facilities on the existing drawings. 5 N x x 20% 
33   Sketches of modif. & extensions of stru. and piperacks on existing drawings. 5 N x x 20% 
34   Layout of new structure "F" for N16E231A/B Trim Coolers and Chiller Shed. 5 N x x 20% 
35   Demolition Plan Drawings 5 N x x 20% 
36   Underground Plan and Detail Drawings 15 Y 60% 60% 25% 
37   Road and Paving Plan and Detail Drawings 8 N x x 20% 
38   Preliminary  Foundation / Structural Drawings / Platform etc. 35 Y 50% 60% 25% 
39   Revising drawings after receive info from other Discipline 10 N x x 25% 
40   Government Approval Drawings 10 Y 20% 70% 70% 
41   Civil , Structural and Building BM/BQ 10 N x x 25% 
42   Enquiry for Civil , Structural and Building Construction Cost 15 Y 50% 70% 20% 
43   Construction Cost Estimation (+/- 15%) 5 N x x 20% 
44               
45 EQUIPMENT           
46   Review of Application Standards 30 N x x x 
47   Preparation of General Specifications  40 Y 50% 60% 25% 
48   Static Eqt. Design & Engineering Drawings preparation 40 Y 40% 60% 30% 
49   Equipment Requisitions / Mechanical Data Sheets 40 Y 50% 60% 30% 
50   Enquiry  40 Y 50% 60% 30% 
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52   Bid Evaluations / Clarification / Equipment Cost 45 N x x 25% 
53   Equipment Erection BM/BQ 10 N x x 20% 
54   Enquiry Construction Cost 15 Y 50% 70% 20% 
55   Construction Cost Estimation 10 N x x 20% 
56               
57 PIPING           
58   Review of Applicable Standards / Prepare Design Basis 30 N x x x 
59   Plot Plan 30 Y 50% 70% 20% 
60   Preparation of General spec. / Special Piping spec & Requisitions 45 Y 40% 60% 25% 
61   Layout/ Conceptual Piping Routing 45 Y 50% 60% 20% 
62   Material BM/BQ Take off 15 N x x 20% 
63   Enquiry  30 N x x 20% 
64   Bid Evaluations /Cost Estimation support 35 N x x 25% 
65   Piping Construction BQ 15 Y 50% 60% 20% 
66   Enquiry Construction Cost 15 Y 50% 60% 20 
67   Construction Cost Estimation 5 N x x 20 
68               
69 INSTRUMENTATION           
70   Review of Applicable Standards 30 N x x x 
71   Spec. for Control System Modification / DCS I/O List / Instrument Index 35 Y 50% 50% 25% 
72   Specifications for Control Valve / Relief Valve Etc 20 Y 60% 60% 25% 
73   Specifications for Instrument Cable 30 Y 50% 60% 20% 
74   Layout of Instrument Main cables 30 Y 50% 60% 25% 
75   Instrument Material BM / Construction BQ 10 N x x 25% 
76   Enquiry for Instrument Material 25 N x x 25% 
77   Bid Evaluations  25 N x x 25% 
78   Cost Estimation support 10 N x x 20% 
79   Enquiry Construction Cost 15 Y 60% 60% 20% 
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81               
82 ELECTRICAL           
83   Review of Applicable Standards / Electrical Design Spec. 30 N x x x 
84   Spec for MCC, Motors and Electrical Cable etc 30 Y 50% 50% 25% 
85   Single Line Diagram / Equipment Layout / Area Classification 30 Y 50% 60% 20% 
86   Electrical Material BM / Construction BQ 10 N x x 25% 
87   Enquiry for Electrical Material 30 Y 60% 60% 25% 
88   Bid Evaluations / Cost Estimation 30 N x x 25% 
89   Enquiry Construction Cost 15 Y 50 60% 20% 
90   Construction Cost Estimation 5 N x x 20% 
91               
92 PROJECT           
93   Cost Summary 5 N x x 20% 
94   Project Schedule (EPC) 5 N x x 20% 
95   Management Review 5 N x x 20% 
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The simulation model for the design master plan is autogenerated using the 
generalized model of the design process (AGeM) described earlier. In the 
absence of historical data, a normal distribution with a coefficient of variation 
of 20% has been assumed for all activity durations in the present study 
although other distributions can also be conveniently utilized given specific 
parameters of the distribution. 
 
7.3 Results and Discussions 
By incorporating early information, there is a considerable 30% reduction in 
the completion time from 432 to 303 working days so that the design could be 
completed by 11.75 calendar months within the stipulated time of 12 months. 
This reduction is accompanied by 80 man-days of redesign to correct for 
deviations from the estimated parameters which represents a 5% loss in 
productivity (compared with 1503 man-days of normal work). If the 
estimation had been accurate so that no redesign is necessary, the mean 
duration for completion is 300 days, which is a further 1% reduction. 
Although 80 man-days of redesign are required to correct the deviations, this 
redesign can be performed in parallel along with the other design activities so 
that its impact is a mere 3 days extension of the completion. 
 
The design project comprises only one small loop with 2 coupled activities 
(Activity-15 and 16). In the aforementioned results, the loop is solved through 
“Repetition”. Nevertheless, it is found to be insensitive whether the loop is 
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solved through “Repetition” or “Sit and Settle” since the loop is very small 
and appeared early of the design network.  
 
7.3.1 Project Characterization 
Similar to the illustrative case example presented in chapter four, detail 
sensitivity studies have also been carried out for the case project to see the 
variation in the project performance metrics for different design factors related 
to using early information. Project characterization starts with examining the 
effect of estimability on project completion and redesign or loss in 
productivity. 
 
7.3.1.1 Effect of Estimability on design duration and redesign 
Firstly, instead of 34 selected activities, different numbers of activities are 
chosen as estimable with a degree of accuracy of 50%. Moreover, for 
demonstrative purposes, it has been assumed that estimation time is normally 
distributed with a mean of 40% of the duration of the full analysis and 
coefficient of variation remaining unchanged at 20%; and redesign time for an 
activity is 20% of its original full analysis.  
 
Table 7.2 depicts the design duration and amount of redesign for different 
estimability. As can be seen, similar to Table 4.3, the project duration 
decreases significantly with higher estimability and the reduction in this case 
reaches a maximum of 56% when all activities are estimable (estimability=1). 
This reduction in design completion is accompanied by a corresponding 
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increase in the amount of redesign, up to 146 man-days of redesign or 9.69% 
loss in productivity at estimability=1. In order to compare the impact of loss in 
productivity on project completion, Table 7.2 also depicts the ideal case when 
it is assumed that the early information incorporated in downstream activities 
is always within the design range (that is 100% accuracy). When comparing 
the effect on project duration, it is evident that there is no significant 
difference for different values of estimability. This is because redesign has 
been scheduled in such a way that most of the redesign can be performed 
along with other design activities. This is clearly illustrated when comparing 
the behavior of individual activities as depicted in Figures 7.1 and 7.2 which 
show the master schedule for the ideal case when no early information is 
incorporated and for the case when all activities are estimable 
(estimability=1). 
 
Table 7.2 Total project duration for ideal condition and considering 





















0 432 21.6 432.0 21.6 0 0 
0.1 412.3 28.0 412.7 27.8 16.4 1.09 
0.2 389.1 31.7 390.7 31.9 33.7 2.24 
0.3 368.3 34.5 369.5 34.4 48.2 3.21 
0.4 345.0 35.0 346.8 36.6 62.6 4.17 
0.5 322.8 35.1 322.9 36.0 76.4 5.08 
0.6 299.0 37.2 299.2 36.5 89.4 5.95 
0.7 272.9 34.1 272.7 34.1 104.3 6.94 
0.8 244.9 30.0 247.4 29.9 116.8 7.77 
0.9 217.2 24.6 220.7 24.3 130.8 8.70 
1.0 184.0 9.1 189.8 9.8 145.7 9.69 
a
 Std Dev: Standard deviation 
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In Figure 7.1, activities with hatched area are critical activities. The project is 
largely delayed by the dependency in the middle part (marked with an ellipse) 
of the project which is typical in many engineering projects. The time needed 
for this middle portion as marked is 270 days, which is about 63% of the 
project duration (of 432 days). Figure 7.2 shows a significant reduction in 
project duration when all activities are assumed to be estimable. The ellipse 
shows the same juncture of the project as in Figure 7.1, where early 
information sharing considerably reduces this portion to 134 days and the 
overall project duration is significantly squashed down to 190 days. Figure 7.2 
also depicts the amount and timing of redesign part (shaded bars) along with 
the normal design process. However, the 146 man-days of redesign has been 
distributed throughout the project and performed concurrently with other 
design activities so that the overall delay is minimal due to the expected 
amount of redesign. As can be seen, redesign only for two later activities 
(marked with circles) can not be performed concurrently which causes a mere 
delay in overall project completion. 
 
7.3.1.2 Variation in Redesign Duration and Estimability 
Figure 7.3 depicts the reduction in design completion and the corresponding 
loss in productivity for different estimabilities and redesign duration for each 
activity. This Figure shows the similar trend as depicted in Figure 4.7; i.e. 
project duration reduces with higher estimability and loss in productivity 
increases with estimability and higher redesign duration though the amount of 
reduction/increase varies slightly. However, there are some differences in the 
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contours for reduction in total duration, particularly up to estimability=0.5, 




Figure 7.3 (a) % reduction in total duration, and (b) % of redesign 
(mandays) or loss in productivity for different estimability and redesign 
duration (with estimation time 40% of the original full analysis) 
 
Though it is common to expect that design completion time will be higher if 
redesign duration is higher, up to estimability=0.5, project completion time is 
very insensitive to redesign duration. For example, with estimability=0.3, 
completion time is reduced by about 13-14% regardless of the redesign 
duration, while at the same time, loss in productivity varies from about 5% to 
about 20% for the same range of redesign duration. The increase in the total 
amount of redesign or loss of productivity is not lengthening the project 
(b) 
Contours for % of redesign (mandays) or loss in productivity 
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completion time because most of the redesign can be executed in parallel with 
other design activities as demonstrated earlier. But at estimabilities above 0.5, 
the reduction in total duration is adversely affected by the redesign duration of 
each activity. As more activities utilize estimated parameters, it can be 
expected that more activities will require redesign so that redesign can no 
longer be accommodated by parallel activities, and can be expected to delay 
the transmission of confirmed information to downstream activities. For 
example, at very high estimabilities, say 0.9, reduction in project duration is as 
high as 50% with 20% redesign duration, but it falls to as low as about 40% 
with 80% redesign duration. The corresponding total amount of redesign has 
increased from about 10% to over 35%. This increasing amount of redesign is 
translated to increased project duration. 
 
7.3.1.3 Project Performance Matrix 
Similar to Table 4.4, Table 7.3 depicts the matrix of project performance 
metrics due to variations in three design factors (namely estimability, 
estimation time and redesign duration). As evident in the two Tables, though 
there is little difference in the amount of reduction of design completion or 
increase in loss in productivity, the design factors have similar influence on 
both the performance metrics.  
  
  
Table 7.3 Comparison of percent reduction in total duration against loss in productivity for different combination of estimability, 
estimation time, and redesign duration for each activity 
 
 Estimation Time 20% 
of activity duration 
(Low) 
Estimation Time 40% of 
activity duration 
(Moderate) 
Estimation Time 70% 






































































































































Ra 12-25% 25-46% 46-67% 5-20% 20-36% 36-55% 5-12% 12-20% 20-29% Low (<40%) 
Lb 2-8% 8-12% 12-17% 2-8% 8-11% 11-18% 2-6% 6-8% 8-12% 
R 12-24% 24-42% 42-57% 5-18% 18-34% 34-50% 5-11% 11-19% 19-27% Moderate (40-
70%) L 8-12% 12-21% 21-31% 8-12% 12-20% 20-28% 8-11% 11-17% 17-22% 
R 11-22% 22-36% 36-40% 5-16% 16-31% 31-40% 4-10% 10-17% 17-24% High (>70%) 
L 12-21% 21-33% 33-47% 11-18% 18-32% 32-42% 9-17% 17-26% 26-36% 
       a
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Consequently, the project characterization is summarized in Figure 7.4 
considering the shadings with respect to reduction in project completion and 
loss in productivity. The arrow directions with the positive and negative signs 
at the ends of the arrows can be found the same as Figure 4.8. The width of the 
arrows which is indicative of the strength of influence of the design factors on 
the performance metrics also reflects the same as Figure 4.8, except the width 
of the project completion when considering redesign duration. In this case, a 
reduction in redesign duration has a little impact on project completion 
compared to the greater improvement on loss in productivity. This variation 
depends on the project network, i.e. if it is possible to accommodate the 
expected redesign parallel with other design activities then the loss in 




Figure 7.4 Influence of three factors on reduction in total duration and 
loss in productivity 
 
 
R: Reduction in total duration 
L: Loss in productivity 
Estimability 
Estimation time 

















Table 7.4 Ratio of reduction in total duration against loss of productivity 
 
 Estimation Time 20% 
of activity duration 
(Low) 
Estimation Time 40% of 
activity duration 
(Moderate) 
Estimation Time 70% 






































































































































Low (<40%) 3.7 3.7 3.9 2.5 2.9 3.1 2.1 2.3 2.5 
Moderate (40-70%) 1.8 2 2.0 1 1.6 1.8 0.8 1.1 1.2 
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As can be seen, some design factors pull the performance in opposing 
directions. Accordingly, Table 7.4 has been devised to indicate an aggregate 
effect which measures the ratio of the reduction of project completion to loss 
in productivity. The Table depict that the design factor that has the greatest 
impact on the aggregate ratio is redesign duration. Irrespective of the two 
other factors (estimability and estimation time), a reduction in redesign 
duration has dominance effect on project completion compared to loss in 
productivity. On the other hand, the effect of estimation time on aggregate 
ratio is more pronounce only with lower redesign duration. Whereas, for any 
combination of estimation time and redesign duration, estimability has the 
least effect on aggregate ratio.  
 
7.3.2 Consideration for Resource Constraints 
The above results have been obtained without the consideration of resource 
constraint. Limited resources can exaggerate the trends above. Figure 7.5 
shows the effect of resource constraints on project performance by limiting the 
number of designers to 8 (for a mild constraint) and 5 (for an acute constraint), 
respectively. A common pool of designers has been considered to observe the 
impact of resource constraints. With mild constraint on resources, the project 
completion is lengthened by about 5% for various scenarios of redesign 
duration when compared with the case of no resource constraint. Significant 
reduction (about 20% for redesign duration of 20-40% of original full 
analysis) can still be gained when utilizing estimated information. However, 
when the resource constraint gets acute (with 5 designers), the reduction in 




Figure 7.5 Comparison of project completion time and loss in productivity for specialist constraints (with estimability=0.5, estimation 
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completion is longer instead. With resource shortages, there will be longer 
waiting at downstream activities for designers to complete their analysis. This 
wait provides more time for updated information to arrive so that the 
probability of redesign for those activities are lowered. This is further 
translated to lower total amount of redesign which is evident from Figure 7.5. 
Though the Figure depicts that the difference in total amount of redesign due 
to acute resource constraint is lesser with shorter redesign duration and greater 
with longer redesign duration, the deviation is proportional to the redesign 
duration.  
 
Although the analysis has been done using a common pool of designers, the 
trend for resource constraint is evident. In practice, with design specialization, 
the effect on both performance metrics will be further exaggerated. Further 
research is needed to better understand the impact.  
 
7.4 Impact of Change on Design Duration and Redesign 
Change propagation and its impact on project performance have been 
ascertained for the case study project (as shown in Table 7.1). The impact has 
been observed by initiating a Moderate degree of change in activity 10 at 
different stages of the project. As expected and is evident from Figure 7.6, 
higher number of activities are affected by the late initiation of change which 
causes a higher amount of redesign or loss in productivity. The Figure depicts 
percent increase in loss of productivity solely due to the initiated change (i.e. 
redesign due to differences in estimation is excluded). Though the amount of 
redesign increases by the late initiation of change, the delay in project 
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completion is only realized when the initiated change in activity 10 is after the 
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Figure 7.6 Impact of change propagation on design duration and redesign 
due to a Moderate degree of change initiated in activity 10.  
 
Hence, the cut-off date for change initiation in activity 10 for which there will 
be no delay in project completion in 200th day. After the cut-off date, the 
expected redesign can no longer be accommodated parallel with other design 
activities. Moreover, after the cut-off date, the delay can be exaggerated even 
with smaller increase in the amount of loss in productivity. For example, if 
compared between the change initiated on 220th day and 250th day, the 
redesign increases from 15.5% to 19.3%. However, the delay in project 
completion increases from a mere 2.2% to as high as 14.2%. Therefore, it is 
important to compare the delay against the redesign when initiating any 
change. 
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7.5 Finding an Optimal Strategy of Overlapping 
The design project of 83 activities (as shown in Table 7.1 and Appendix B.2) 
has been also optimized to minimize the expected amount of redesign when 
incorporating early information. The proposed GA optimization model has 
found to be effective to minimize the loss in productivity without delaying the 
project completion time. Normalization factor in this case has been taken as 4. 
It is found form the preliminary test that 40 generation with 25 solutions in the 
population can produce an approximately optimal schedule with reasonable 
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Figure 7.7 Design completion time and loss in productivity for three 
different scenarios (for the case study of 83 activities) 
 
Similar to Figure 6.9, Figure 7.7 depicts the design completion time along 
with the expected amount of loss in productivity for three scenarios. As can be 
seen from the Figure and also mentioned earlier, utilizing early information 
can reduce the project completion to 303 days (compared to 432 days with 
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traditional finish-start dependencies) including 80 man-days of loss in 
productivity. After optimization, it can be found that some activities can be 
pushed back so that some unnecessary redesign can be eliminated. The 
optimum schedule minimizes the loss in productivity to 58 man-days without 
delaying the project completion time.  
 
For two scenarios of overlapping, Figure 7.8 compares the probability of 
redesign for each activity. The Figure clearly depicts that in the optimized 
scenario, redesign probabilities for some of the activities are significantly 
reduced or become zero. These probability values indicate that the optimal 
strategy through the overlapping strategy matrix (OSM) defers the start of 
these activities so that they have received more accurate information. This in 
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7.6 Summary 
The detail results and discussions for a case study presented in this chapter 
provide evidence of effectiveness of the proposed design model. Knowing the 
design factors, the project performance of design completion and expected 
amount of loss in productivity can easily be obtained so that the decision 
makers can decide on the early information utilization. Moreover, the project 
characterization as studied by the generalized model is found to be useful in 
determining the influential design factors on project performance and provides 
a clear understanding of the physics of design flow. It can be found that under 
the right design factors, design completion can be significantly shortened 
without much loss in productivity.  
 
The impact of change propagation on design duration and loss in productivity 
has been ascertained due to a Moderate change initiated in activity 10. 
Depicting the change impact is important since such analysis helps in finding 
the cut-off date for no delay in design completion. The impact of different 
degree of change in other activities that might be initiated at different stages 
during the project can similarly be ascertained using the integrated model of 
change propagation and scheduling model. 
 
Use of early information has been optimized for the case study by eliminating 
unnecessary redesign. The proposed GA optimization approach has been 
found to be effective in searching for an optimal strategy of overlapping so 
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that the expected amount of loss in productivity is minimized without 
lengthening the design completion time.  
 
The case study project involves only design activities and no construction 
activities. Hence overlapping design and construction phases has not been 
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CHAPTER EIGHT 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
 
8.1 Conclusions and Research Contributions 
In the construction industry, increasing attention has been paid to effectively 
manage the design process since design activities are highly and even 
cyclically dependent on each other. These dependencies make design 
coordination complex and lengthen the design process. Overlapping of design 
activities using early information can reduce project completion time with 
some adverse effects of redesign. Nevertheless, it is important to understand 
the fundamental characteristics that influence the project performance metrics 
of completion time and total amount of redesign or loss in productivity. 
Therefore, the objective of this study was to achieve a better understanding of 
the physics of design flow so that project managers can make better decisions 
when utilizing early information in design.  
 
To achieve the goal of this study, the simulation technique has been used to 
model the concept of utilizing early information in design, incorporating the 
notion of early estimation and redesign, and considering multiple 
dependencies of design activities. Design factors that characterize this notion 
such as estimability, redesign duration, estimation time and probability of 
redesign based on estimation accuracy have been examined in relation to 
project performance metrics. Apart from these four design factors, the notion 
of early estimation and redesign has been extend to examine the other key 
issues of design process such as handling iteration and feedback loop, 
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managing external changes, and overlapping design and construction 
activities. This chapter summarizes the results of analyses, points out the 
significant findings, discusses the significances of the research, and finally 
recommends directions for future studies.  
 
8.1.1 Overlapping Design Activities 
Using the simulation technique, general impact of overlapping design 
activities on the project performance metrics has been studied first. The 
simulation model has explicitly considered the aforementioned design factors 
associated with the use of early information sharing. As expected the use of 
early information can significantly reduce design duration. The amount of 
redesign can also be considerable, but under the right design factors, most of 
the redesign can be scheduled parallel with other design activities so that the 
delay impact is minimal. For example, incorporating early information from 
34 estimable activities, design project for the case study can be significantly 
shortened from 432 to 303 working days (30% reduction) which includes 80 
man-days of redesign (5% loss in productivity). It is therefore important to 
understand the combination of these design factors that allow the use of early 
information to be exploited without compromising project performance.  
 
Consequently, the project performance was characterized with respect to the 
design factors. The performance characteristics are summarized in Table 8.1. 
The arrow direction indicates the increasing percentage of the performance 
metrics while the width of the arrows represents the strength of influence of 
the design factors on the performance. The positive and negative signs indicate 
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positive and adverse effect on the performance metrics. The Table provides 
important considerations that project managers can take into account when 
utilizing early information in design. In essence, reduction in redesign duration 
for each activity and increase in estimation accuracy work positively for both 
performance metrics (i.e. design duration and amount of redesign), but 
changes in estimation time and estimability work in opposing directions on the 
performance metrics so that trade-off between shorter project completion and 
increased loss in productivity has to be made depending on the level of the 
design factors.  
 
Table 8.1 Influence of four design factors on reduction in total duration 
and loss in productivity 
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R: Reduction in total duration 
L: Loss in productivity 
 
The effect of accuracy in estimation on project performance, however, was 
influenced by the redesign duration. For the usual range of redesign duration, 
it has been found that the accuracy in estimation has little effect on the 
reduction in project completion while having a considerable adverse effect on 
the total amount of redesign. A larger amount of redesign can be expected 
when there is lower accuracy in the estimates, which fortunately is not directly 
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translated to project delay because most of the redesign can be scheduled 
parallel with other on-going design activities. Nevertheless, if redesign 
duration for each activity is high, lower accuracy in estimation will have 
adverse impact on both the performance metrics.  
 
Moreover, a higher amount of redesign or loss in productivity can adversely 
affect design completion if there is resource constraint. If there is acute 
resource constraint, the redesign can even lengthen project completion time. It 
is important that critical design resource should not create unnecessary 
bottlenecks in the design process. A simulation model like the one used in the 
study can be readily extended to identify such critical resource constraints and 
help project managers expand the design capacity for a project. 
 
8.1.2 Handling Coupled activities 
Using the notion of early information sharing, other key issues of design 
processes have been examined to better control the design flow. Handling 
coupled activities is an important aspect in managing the design process. 
 
Coupled activities have been modeled and scheduled with other design 
activities when incorporating early information in design. Design iterations for 
coupled activities have been modeled considering the accuracy of the early 
estimation and Influence Factor of the precedent design parameters. The 
model has found to be effective in quantifying both the loss in productivity 
due to iteration and the overall impact on design duration. The impact of 
degree of accuracy of the early estimation has been discussed earlier and has 
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found to be the same for coupled activities. Whereas, the project performance 
metrics have been affected by other attributes such as the method of solving 
the loop i.e. “Repetition” or “Sit and Settle”, size and position of loop, time to 
do redesign, and Influence Factor of the precedent design parameters.  
 
Simulation results depict that if coupled activities are solved by “Repetition”, 
design requires longer time compared to “Sit and Settle” if the loop contains 
more activities or if time to do redesign is high. With smaller loop and shorter 
time to do redesign, there is no difference in design completion if the loop is 
solved by “Repetition” or “Sit and Settle”. Simulation results also depict that 
“Repetition” is better when Influence Factor (IF) is less. With higher “IF”, “Sit 
and Settle” technique becomes better, especially if loop is larger in size. 
 
Consequently, when comparing the impact of solution methods (“Repetition” 
or “Sit and Settle”) on project performance for different factors, findings from 
simulation results can be summarized as depicted in Figure 8.1. The Figure 
indicates that an increase in each of three factors may alter the choice of 
“Repetition” to “Sit and Settle”. However, the size of loop has more 
dominance effect on the choice between the two solution approach, followed 
by redesign duration and Influence Factor “IF”. Hence, for any combination of 
the design factors, the impact on project performance can be ascertained using 
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Figure 8.1 Comparing two solution approaches of “Repetition” vs “Sit 
and Settle” due to variation in Influence Factor, Time to do redesign and 
size of loop 
 
Moreover, as can be seen from the analysis, the position of coupled activities 
also has a great impact on design process. Coupled activities at the end of 
design delay the transmission of confirmed parameters and hence overall 
design completion. However, if coupled activities are at early stage of design, 
then the delay of transmitting confirmed parameters can be accommodated 
with other design activities, especially if time to do redesign is less. 
 
8.1.3 Managing External Changes 
Project managers also face the challenge of managing external changes which 
are common in design projects. Change propagation and its impact on the 
design project due to any external change are of great importance to avoid 
unexpected redesign in downstream activities and delay in design completion. 
 
R: Repetition 
S: Sit and Settle 
IF 
Redesign duration 
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In order to mange external changes in design, a change propagation model has 
been developed and integrated with the simulation model developed earlier. 
Hence, the integrated model consists of two parts: a change propagation model 
and a scheduling model. The change propagation model utilizes the transition 
matrices to depict the probability of change in downstream activities due to 
different degrees of change that might be initiated at different stages during a 
design project. The scheduling model schedules the propagated changes along 
with other design activities in order to assess the overall impact on design 
completion and the amount of expected redesign. Although the probability of 
change downstream from an initiated change may be high in higher degree of 
changes, the overall impact on redesign and delay in completion must be 
ascertained with the integrated model.  
 
The illustrative case study reveals that the impact on redesign and delay in 
project completion is only marginally affected by the degree of initiated 
change. The more influential factors are the timing of change and the redesign 
duration for each activity. This leads to the notion of a cut-off date for change 
initiation in an activity without delay to project completion. This cut-off date 
can be several months after the completion of the activity, although by this 
time, the total amount of redesign can be considerable.  
 
The factors that affect the impact of change on project completion, amount of 
redesign, and cut-off date can be summarized in Table 8.2. As can be seen, 
increasing redesign duration has the most adverse effect on total duration and 
redesign and also the cut-off date can be earlier for longer redesign duration. 
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The degree of change has no effect on the cut-off date. Finally, the timing of 
change has moderate effect (compared to the two other factors) on the project 
duration and redesign though the delay in project completion is only observed 
after the cut-off date. Thus, the model provides a tool for project managers to 
determine the trade-off between the amount of redesign and cut-off date for 
design changes at any stage of the project.  
 
Table 8.2 Impact of change on design duration, loss in productivity and 
cut-off date 
 
Timing of Change Degree of Change Redesign Duration  
TD L C TD L C TD L C 






























   
 + +  + +  + + - 
 TD: Total project duration 
 L: Loss in productivity 
 C: Cut-off date for no delay 
 
 
8.1.4 Overlapping Design and Construction Activities 
The foregoing discussions depict that under the right design factors design 
completion can be significantly shortened by overlapping design activities 
through the use of early information. In the quest to further shorten overall 
project completion time, design and construction phases have been also 
overlapped and studied accordingly. 
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The proposed simulation model has been extended to integrate design and 
construction phases and also construction feedback to design activities. The 
sensitivity of the construction activity to the change in design information has 
been specially considered when construction activities have to start with 
incomplete design parameters. As expected, overlapping construction 
activities with the design activities can further shorten project completion time 
at the expense of construction rework. Nevertheless, construction rework can 
be very expensive and excessive rework may outweigh the benefit of 
reduction in total duration.  
 
Simulation results depict that construction rework increases if construction 
activities are more sensitive to the change in design parameters. Hence, some 
controlling measures have been used in the modeling so that construction 
activity can utilize early information with a certain degree of accuracy. 
Though the controlling measures eliminate some unnecessary rework and even 
can shorten total project duration, a careful tradeoff must be carried out to 
compare the reduction gained against the cost of construction rework.  
 
8.1.5 Optimizing Early Information Sharing 
Despite the consensus that overlapping can reduce the design duration, lack of 
systematic modeling of design process and optimization would incur the 
unacceptable amount of redesign. Towards this, this study has proposed an 
integrated framework to optimize the concurrent execution of design activities 
while maintaining minimum redesign. The discrete event simulation (DES) 
has been employed to model the design process and produce the expected 
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duration and redesign efforts, which has been combined to evaluate schedule 
candidates by GA optimizer. The selected good solutions with their 
arrangement of activities are the input of DES and the generated interim 
results are iteratively passed to GA for producing next generation. The 
effectiveness of the proposed model has been described with an illustrative 
case project and also for the case study.  
 
As can be found from the simulation results, the GA optimization approach 
deferred the start of some design activities to wait for more accurate precedent 
design parameters. This deferment is done by the Overlapping Strategy Matrix 
(OSM) and the search approach looks for those activities to be deferred which 
can improve the project schedule in terms of project completion and/or loss in 
productivity. In this way, unnecessary redesigns have been eliminated without 
significant delay or even no delay in design completion time. For example, 
optimal overlapping strategy of the illustrative case project can reduce the 
total amount of redesign from 134.5 man-weeks to only 35 man-weeks (74% 
savings) with a mere 2.5 weeks (from 122 to 124.5 weeks) increase in project 
completion. Similarly, for the case study project, optimization can reduce 22 
man-days of redesign (from 80 to 58 man-days) with no delay in project 
completion time. Further analysis for the illustrative case project depicts that 
the improvement through optimization can be more pronounced for higher 
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8.2 Research Significance 
8.2.1 AGeM of Simulation Network 
The simulation technique presented here has been found to be very effective to 
study the impact of different design factors on project performance metrics. 
Nevertheless, developing the simulation model for individual projects can be 
very tedious and time consuming. The novel approach of the generalized Auto 
Generated Model (AGeM) presented in this research consists of the concept of 
Activity Specific Nodes and Links for the internal processes and the 
Connecting Nodes and Links to ensure the appropriate workflow between 
internal processes of each activity. The Activity Specific Nodes and Links 
provide the flexibility to model internal processes for any type of design and 
construction activities. Connecting Nodes and Links are also modeled in 
generalized way in terms of information dependencies. Using the DSM which 
defines the information flow dependency and also determines the i, j and k 
types, and the sub-category matrix which defines the internal processes of 
each activity, the AGeM has been found to be very apt in modeling the 
simulation network for any project. Such AGeM is also useful for the users 
who have relatively little knowledge on simulation technology.  
 
For the case study project of 83 activities, altogether over 1500 nodes with 
over 2700 links were automatically generated using only 35 nodes and 
associated links of pre-built templates in the AGeM. The data preparation for 
autogeneration can be conducted in a matter of minute.  
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The other design attributes that make up the properties of the network are 
defined through other arrays in the AGeM. These arrays of design attributes 
give enormous flexibility to study the impacts of various design factors on 
project performances just by changing the input matrices.   
 
8.2.2 Physics of Design Flow 
Several factors have been pointed out and studied accordingly using the 
simulation technique for the design process when utilizing early information. 
Different factors have different impacts on project performance metrics of 
design completion and loss in productivity. Based on the design factors, 
project managers can easily ascertain the expected completion time and loss in 
productivity of the design projects and decide on utilizing early information. 
Such quantification would also help to select the combination of design factors 
that allow the use of early information to be exploited without compromising 
project performance. Thus, the comprehensive study on the design factors 
provides valuable insight to better manage the design process when 
incorporating early information.  
 
As can be found from the simulation results, accuracy of the early information 
significantly reduce the expected amount of redesign. Moreover, while an 
activity is in progress with the early estimated information, some precedent 
information would be confirmed before the activity finishes its full analysis. 
Hence, it is suggested that designers check for the available information more 
often so that the confirmed information can be incorporated during the full 
analysis of the activity. This would further minimize some unnecessary 
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redesign for that activity and consequently, the overall loss in productivity for 
the design project.  
 
Nevertheless, for activities involved in a loop (i.e. coupled activities), 
information produced by an activity can only be finalized after few iterations. 
And coupled activities can be solved through “Repetition” or “Sit and Settle”. 
The choice between these two approaches depends on different design factors 
such as size and position of the loop, time to do redesign, and Influence Factor 
of the precedent design information. As can be found, in general, “Repetition” 
is a better way to solve a loop in design only if the size of loop is small while 
“Sit and Settle” is better way to solve a larger loop. However, it is not always 
possible to go for “Sit and Settle”, particularly if coupled activities are 
geographically dispersed. In that case, reducing the size of the loop would be 
worthwhile, if possible. One way of reducing the size of the loop could be 
tearing and repartitioning through removing the weak dependencies among 
activities, as mentioned in Maheswari et al. (2006).  
 
The proposed simulation model is also useful in depicting change propagation 
due to external changes that could arise at different stages of the project. The 
model schedule the propagated changes along with other design activities and 
quantifies the impact of these changes on design duration and redesign as well. 
Such quantification can determine the cut-off date for change initiation in an 
activity without delay to project completion though amount of redesign may 
be considerable by this time. The cut-off date mostly depends on the point of 
initiated change, time of initiated change and redesign duration for each 
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activity. The cut-off date for no increase in redesign can also be determined 
using the model. Though the additional cost due to an external change has not 
been quantified, the proposed model is useful for evaluating the change impact 
in order to decide on the change options by comparing the cut-off date and 
expected amount of redesign. The additional cost may include the man-week 
cost for redesign and the overhead cost for the delay in the design completion. 
 
The concept of utilizing early information can further shorten overall project 
completion time if design and construction activities are overlapped. The 
extension of the proposed simulation model has been found to be effective in 
scheduling the design and construction phases incorporating early information 
to both the design and construction activities. Though early information can 
further shorten project completion, the expected amount of construction 
rework may be very expensive. Hence, a careful tradeoff must be carried out 
to compare the cost of construction rework against the reduction that can be 
gained incorporating early information. Moreover, sensitivity of construction 
activities is an important factor which affects construction rework. If 
construction rework outweighs the benefit of the total reduction, then if 
possible, use of some alternative construction methods might be worthwhile to 
reduce the expected amount of construction rework. For example, construction 
methods which have high degree of modularity or have little interaction with 
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8.2.3 Optimizing Overlapping Strategy 
The optimization approach presented in this study to eliminate unnecessary 
redesign can significantly improve the design process when design activities 
are overlapped. Such optimization would further encourage project managers 
to overlap design activities incorporating early information in design. Though 
a simplified objective function has been formulated in this study which 
consists of two interim values of design duration and loss in productivity, it 
provides certain insight into finding an optimal strategy of overlapping.  
 
In the proposed optimization model, optimization has been done for early 
information utilization i.e. the model search for an optimal number of design 
activities that should be overlapped and design schedule is optimized in terms 
of design duration and loss in productivity. The model can readily be extended 
to optimize other aspects of design processes such as the choice between 
“Repetition” and “Sit and Settle” during handling coupled activities and 
scheduling propagated changes due to an external change. Moreover, the 
trade-off between the cost of rework and the early completion of construction 
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8.3 Recommendations and Future Studies 
This thesis has conducted an in-depth study of the physics of design flow 
incorporating early information in design. The internal process of an activity 
has been modeled in generalized way in terms of type of information 
(accuracy of the available information) flow between activities. Further 
detailing of the internal process can be done in more robust way (such as 
Agent-based design) based on the characteristics of the design activities. Apart 
from the detailing of the internal process, this research can further be extended 
in possible few directions such as: time cost tradeoff; detail allocation of 
limited resources; and extensive study on design construction integration.  
 
8.3.1 Time Cost Tradeoff 
Use of early information incurs some redesign which entails additional cost 
and time for the project. For simplicity, the present study does not quantify the 
cost but only focuses on quantification of total loss of productivity and design 
completion time due to the anticipated redesign. Despite the negative impact 
of loss in productivity reduction that can be gained by overlapping design 
activities has significant value in design project. Nonetheless, a detail cost 
comparison of duration reduction against the loss in productivity would be 
worthwhile for project managers to decide on the overlapping strategy.  
 
The additional cost for redesign mainly includes the man-day cost of the 
design specialist. Other than the specialist, other resources may incur 
additional cost for the redesign which depends on the characteristics of the 
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design activity. The approach proposed by Chakravarty (2001) to account for 
the cost component of additional redesign can be extended to model the time-
cost tradeoff in the case of overlapping. On the other hand, reduction in total 
duration will minimize the overhead cost of the design project. However, time 
value of shortening design completion is not straight forward and often 
depends on the management choice. Detail study is necessary to identify the 
factors that influence the cost of the design process.  
 
Though the cost components have not directly considered in the model 
presented in this study, the proposed optimization model has taken into 
account the cost effect indirectly when weighing the loss in productivity with 
the project duration using the normalization factor, F. Considering the 
different cost components a simulation model like the one used in the study 
can be readily extended to quantify the extra cost of redesign. Such 
quantification would provide further justification on utilizing early 
information to manage the design process.  
 
8.3.2 Optimization of the Design Process 
The optimization approach presented in this study has been found to be very 
effective in reducing the expected amount of loss in productivity without 
significant delay or even no delay in design completion time. In the 
optimization, expected values of the two interim performance metrics, 
duration and redesign have been considered. It would be useful to 
simultaneously take into account of the minimization of variance and the 
expected values of the two interim performance metrics.  
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The benefit of the proposed optimization approach depicts that it would be 
very useful to optimize the overall design process when utilizing early 
information. Particularly, other aspects of design processes such as handling 
coupled activities, managing external changes, time cost tradeoff, and 
allocating limited resources can be possibly incorporated in the optimizing 
process.  
 
The choice of solving coupled activities (i.e. “Repetition” and “Sit and Settle”) 
along with the notion of early information may affect design completion time 
and loss in productivity. Similarly, the change propagation model can be 
incorporated with the proposed optimization model to schedule the propagated 
changes in parallel with other design activities. Moreover, time cost tradeoff 
would be an important parameter to be optimized.  
 
Resource constraint is another important factor that may adversely affect 
concurrent execution of design activities. As depicted in this study, redesign 
can even lengthen project completion time with acute resource constraint. 
Resource constraint can be even worse in multi project environment where 
activities from different projects compete for the same resource. Though some 
studies (e.g., Chen and Shahandashti, 2009; Kruger and Scholl, 2009; Tasan 
and Gen, 2008) developed few algorithms for resource allocation in multi-
project environment, allocation of resource need special considerations in the 
case overlapping activities and redesign. An extensive study is necessary to 
see the impact of resources constraint on project performance and to allocate 
limited resource accordingly.  
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8.3.3 Detail Study on Design Construction Integration 
Overlapping design construction activities further shorten project completion 
time with the expense of costly rework. As mentioned earlier, a careful time-
cost tradeoff must be carried out before utilizing early information in 
construction activities. Apart from time cost tradeoff, there are some other 
factors that can be studied in order to better manage project performance when 
overlapping design and construction activities.  
 
Since design and construction phases are performed by two separate teams, 
often coordination problems exist in terms of buildability and constructability 
(Faniran et al., 2001; Lam et al., 2006). These coordination problems could be 
further exaggerated if construction activity utilizes early design information. 
Future study is necessary in order to overcome the coordination problems. One 
possible way to improve the buildability and constructability is to apply the 
concept of construction driven design (Abbott, 1985). In order to ensure that 
the start of critical construction activities are not delayed, concurrent 
execution of design activities should be modeled in such a way that the critical 
construction activity receive necessary design information on time. Depending 
on the detail information dependencies between design and construction 
activities, design activities can be further subdivided with finer detailing of the 
design attributes. The internal processes for these subdivisions and the 
necessary information interaction can be modeled using the concept of AGeM.  
 
Moreover, the optimization technique presented in this study can possibly be 
extended to model overlapping design and construction activities so that the 
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expected amount of construction rework is minimized. Resource constraint 
can also be modeled for construction phase in order to optimally allocate 
shared resources. This extended study on design construction integration 
would provide project managers with a more robust tool to manage a 
construction project. 
 
 National University of Singapore 
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This appendix shows how the Change Propagation in Activities ‘c’ and ‘d’ are 
calculated in Table 5.7. 
 
Activity ‘c’: 
From Equation 5.3,  
 
























































NcNc PPP  
 
Using Equations 5.6, 5.8, and 5.9, 
 










NcLc PPPPPP  
( )( ) 63.027.001.06.03.06.03.00
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Activity ‘d’: 




dd TPPP ==  



















     [ ]123.0445.0351.0081.0=  
No. ACTIVITY NAME 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 96
1 Gather Basic Design Information / Feed Start 1 1 1 1 1 1
2 PROCESS STUDY
3 Design Basis X 3 3 3 3 3 3
4 Simulation Study X 4 4 4 4 4 4
5 Hydraulic Study X 5 5 5 5 5 5
6 Process Datasheet for Columns X X 6 6 6 6 6 6
7 Process Datasheet for Internals X X 7 7 7 7 7 7
8 Process Datasheet for Vessels X 8 8 8 8 8 8
9 Process Datasheet for Air Finned Coolers X 9 9 9 9 9 9
10 Process Datasheet for Shell & Tube Heat Exchangers X 10 10 10 10 10 10
11 Process Datasheet for Centrifugal Compressors X X 11 11 11 11 11 11
12 Process Datasheet for Centrifugal Pumps X X 12 12 12 12 12 12
13 Process Datasheet for Forced Draft Fans (if any) X X 13 13 13 13 13 13
14 Process Datasheet for Chiller Package X X X 14 14 14 14 14 14
15 Equipment List X X X X X X X X X X 15 15 15 15 15 15
16 Process Datasheet for On/off Valves X 16 16 16 16 16 16
17 Process Datasheet for Control Valves X 17 17 17 17 17 17
18 Process Datasheet for Safety Relief Valves X 18 18 18 18 18 18
19 Process Datasheet for Flow Instruments X 19 19 19 19 19 19
20 PDFs X 20 20 20 20 20 20
21 P&IDs X X 21 21 21 21 21 21
22 UFDs X 22 22 22 22 22 22
23 Material Selection Basis X 23 23 23 23 23 23
24 Utility Summary X X X 24 24 24 24 24 24
25 Cause & Effect Chart X 25 25 25 25 25 25
26 Flare Load Summary X 26 26 26 26 26 26
27 Tie-in List X 27 27 27 27 27 27
28 Line Index X 28 28 28 28 28 28
29 Process Study Report on Modifications 29 29 29 29 29 29
30 1 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 70 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 93 94 95 96
31 CIVIL
32 Sketches of modification of underground facilities on the existing drawings. X 32 32 32 X 32 32 32
33 Sketches of modif. & extensions of stru. and piperacks on existing drawings. 33 33 X 33 X 33 33 33
34 Layout of new structure "F" for N16E231A/B Trim Coolers and Chiller Shed. 34 34 X X 34 X 34 34 34
35 Demolition Plan Drawings 35 35 35 X 35 35 35
36 Underground Plan and Detail Drawings 36 36 36 X 36 36 36
37 Road and Paving Plan and Detail Drawings 37 37 37 X 37 37 37
38 Preliminary  Foundation / Structural Drawings / Platform etc. 38 38 38 X 38 38 38
39 Revising drawings after receive info from other Discipline 39 39 X X 39 X 39 39 X X 39
40 Government Approval Drawings 40 X X X X 40 40 40 40 40
41 Civil , Structural and Building BM/BQ 41 X X X X X X X 41 41 41 41 41
42 Enquiry for Civil , Structural and Building Construction Cost 42 X 42 42 42 42 42
43 Construction Cost Estimation (+/- 15%) 43 X 43 43 43 43 43
44 1 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 70 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 93 94 95 96
45 EQUIPMENT
46 Review of Application Standards 46 46 46 46 46 46
47 Preparation of General Specifications X X X X X X X X X X 47 47 X 47 47 47 47
48 Static Eqt. Design & Engineering Drawings preparation X X X X X 48 48 48 48 48 48
49 Equipment Requisitions / Mechanical Data Sheets X X X X X X X X X 49 49 X X 49 49 49 49
50 Enquiry 50 50 X 50 50 50 50
51 Equipment Loading Data 51 51 X 51 51 51 51
52 Bid Evaluations / Clarification / Equipment Cost 52 52 X 52 52 52 52
53 Equipment Erection BM/BQ 53 53 53 53 53 53
54 Enquiry Construction Cost 54 54 X 54 54 54 54
55 Construction Cost Estimation 55 55 X X 55 55 55 55
56 1 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 70 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 93 94 95 96
57 PIPING
58 Review of Applicable Standards / Prepare Design Basis 58 58 58 58 58 58
59 Plot Plan X X 59 59 X 59 59 59 59
60 Preparation of General spec. / Special Piping spec & Requisitions X X 60 60 60 X 60 60 60
61 Layout/ Conceptual Piping Routing X X 61 61 61 X 61 61 61
62 Material BM/BQ Take off 62 62 62 X X 62 62 62
63 Enquiry 63 63 63 X 63 63 63
64 Bid Evaluations /Cost Estimation support 64 64 64 X 64 64 64
65 Piping Construction BQ 65 65 65 X 65 65 65
66 Enquiry Construction Cost 66 66 66 X 66 66 66
67 Construction Cost Estimation 67 67 67 X 67 67 67
68 1 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 70 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 93 94 95 96
69 INSTRUMENTATION
70 Review of Applicable Standards 70 70 70 70 70 70
71 Spec. for Control System Modification / DCS I/O List / Instrument Index X X 71 71 71 71 X 71 71
72 Specifications for Control Valve / Relief Valve Etc X X X X X X 72 72 72 72 X 72 72
73 Specifications for Instrument Cable 73 73 73 73 73 73
74 Layout of Instrument Main cables 74 74 74 X X 74 74 74
75 Instrument Material BM / Construction BQ 75 75 75 75 X X X X 75 75
76 Enquiry for Instrument Material 76 76 76 76 X 76 76
77 Bid Evaluations 77 77 77 77 X 77 77
78 Cost Estimation support 78 78 78 78 X 78 78
79 Enquiry Construction Cost 79 79 79 79 X 79 79
80 Construction Cost Estimation 80 80 80 80 X 80 80
81 1 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 70 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 93 94 95 96
82 ELECTRICAL
83 Review of Applicable Standards / Electrical Design Spec. X 83 83 83 83 83 83
84 Spec for MCC, Motors and Electrical Cable etc X X X X 84 84 84 84 84 X 84
85 Single Line Diagram / Equipment Layout / Area Classification X X X 85 85 85 X X 85 85 X 85
86 Electrical Material BM / Construction BQ 86 86 86 86 86 X X 86
87 Enquiry for Electrical Material 87 87 87 87 87 X 87
88 Bid Evaluations / Cost Estimation 88 88 88 88 88 X 88
89 Enquiry Construction Cost 89 89 89 89 89 X 89
90 Construction Cost Estimation 90 90 90 90 90 X 90
91 1 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 70 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 93 94 95 96
92 PROJECT
93 Cost Summary 93 X 93 X X 93 X X 93 X X 93 X X 93
94 Project Schedule (EPC) 94 X 94 X X 94 X X 94 X X 94 X X 94
95 Management Review 95 95 95 95 95 95 X X
96 Submit Feed Dossier /Feed Project Completion X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 96 X X X X X X X X 96 X X X 96 X X X 96 X X X X 96 X X X 96 X X
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Activity Name 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83
1 1 Gather Basic Design Information / Feed Start
2 29 Process Study Report on Modifications
3 46 Review of Application Standards
4 53 Equipment Erection BM/BQ
5 58 Review of Applicable Standards / Prepare Design Basis
6 70 Review of Applicable Standards
7 73 Specifications for Instrument Cable
8 3 Design Basis 1
9 83 Review of Applicable Standards / Electrical Design Spec. 1
10 4 Simulation Study 1
11 5 Hydraulic Study 1
12 8 Process Datasheet for Vessels 1
13 9 Process Datasheet for Air Finned Coolers 1
14 10 Process Datasheet for Shell & Tube Heat Exchangers 1
15 6 Process Datasheet for Columns 1 1
16 7 Process Datasheet for Internals 1 1
17 11 Process Datasheet for Centrifugal Compressors 1 1
18 12 Process Datasheet for Centrifugal Pumps 1 1
19 13 Process Datasheet for Forced Draft Fans (if any) 1 1
20 14 Process Datasheet for Chiller Package 1 1 1
21 16 Process Datasheet for On/off Valves 1
22 17 Process Datasheet for Control Valves 1
23 18 Process Datasheet for Safety Relief Valves 1
24 19 Process Datasheet for Flow Instruments 1
25 20 PDFs 1
26 21 P&IDs 1 1
27 22 UFDs 1
28 23 Material Selection Basis 1
29 26 Flare Load Summary 1
30 27 Tie-in List 1
31 28 Line Index 1
32 60 Preparation of General spec. / Special Piping spec 1 1 1
33 71 Spec. for Control System Modification / DCS I/O List / Instrument Index 1 1 1
34 72 Specifications for Control Valve / Relief Valve Etc 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
35 48 Static Eqt. Design & Engineering Drawings preparation 1 1 1 1 1
36 47 Preparation of General Specifications 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
37 49 Equipment Requisitions / Mechanical Data Sheets 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
38 50 Enquiry 1
39 52 Bid Evaluations / Clarification / Equipment Cost 1
40 59 Plot Plan 1 1 1
41 15 Equipment List 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
42 61 Layout/ Conceptual Piping Routing 1 1 1
43 24 Utility Summary 1 1 1
44 85 Single Line Diagram / Equipment Layout / Area Class 1 1 1 1 1 1
45 84 Spec for MCC, Motors and Electrical Cable etc 1 1 1 1 1
46 74 Layout of Instrument Main cables 1 1
47 51 Equipment Loading Data 1
48 75 Instrument Material BM / Construction BQ 1 1 1 1
49 39 Revising drawings after receive info from other Discipline 1 1 1 1 1
50 37 Road and Paving Plan and Detail Drawings 1
51 36 Underground Plan and Detail Drawings 1
52 35 Demolition Plan Drawings 1
53 34 Layout of new structure "F" for N16E231A/B Trim Coolr 1 1 1
54 33 Sketches of modif. & extensions of stru. 1 1
55 32 Sketches of modification of underground 1 1
56 86 Electrical Material BM / Construction BQ 1 1
57 76 Enquiry for Instrument Material 1
58 65 Piping Construction BQ 1
59 62 Material BM/BQ Take off 1 1
60 41 Civil , Structural and Building BM/BQ 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
61 89 Enquiry Construction Cost 1
62 87 Enquiry for Electrical Material 1
63 79 Enquiry Construction Cost 1
64 77 Bid Evaluations 1
65 66 Enquiry Construction Cost 1
66 63 Enquiry 1
67 54 Enquiry Construction Cost 1
68 42 Enquiry for Civil , Structural and Building Construct $ 1
69 90 Construction Cost Estimation 1
70 88 Bid Evaluations / Cost Estimation 1
71 80 Construction Cost Estimation 1
72 78 Cost Estimation support 1
73 67 Construction Cost Estimation 1
74 64 Bid Evaluations /Cost Estimation support 1
75 55 Construction Cost Estimation 1 1
76 43 Construction Cost Estimation (+/- 15%) 1
77 94 Project Schedule (EPC) 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
78 93 Cost Summary 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
79 38 Preliminary  Foundation / Structural Drawings/Platform 1
80 95 Management Review 1 1
81 40 Government Approval Drawings 1 1 1 1
82 25 Cause & Effect Chart 1
83 96 Submit Feed Dossier /Feed Project Completion 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Table B.2 Design activities after resequencing in DSM
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